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Editorial
Our first edition of 2014 is packed with delights to inspire, inform and entertain.
It is a great privilege to begin with an account by Lynn Barrett, Carolyn Shaw
and Darren Flynn of the UK’s first school-based Learning Commons, opened in
September 2013 at Dixon’s Allerton Academy in Bradford. Lynn is a passionate
advocate of this new approach to libraries and learning, and as Chair of
Governors and former librarian at Allerton, she was in prime position to
advocate the Learning Commons model at a time when there was an
opportunity to look afresh at library provision in the school. One term in, there
is already good evidence of a dramatic growth in learning outcomes. We look
forward to hearing of more schools following Allerton’s pioneering lead.
Next, we have a mini ‘iPad special’ section with, firstly, Julie Hoskins and Emma
Connolly describing their work using iPads in the context of Y7 library
induction, to dramatic effect in terms of student engagement and understanding.
This is followed by Carol Williams writing about her experience of trialling
iPads with Y8s in her library, and the positive outcomes and benefits that
resulted. Both articles clearly demonstrate that where we may hesitate to engage
with ‘new’ formats, young people are there before us, and raring to go.
In my time as Editor, I cannot recall an article about storysacks before, so it is a
particular pleasure to include an inspiring account by Sonja Bredgaard of her
project in which Year 8 students re-acquaint themselves with picture books, then
create storysacks which they road-test with pupils in a feeder primary school. A
great way to interact with future students, and much enjoyed by all concerned.
Chris Brown, before his recent retirement after several years of splendid
service as Reviews Editor for this journal, told me about an interview he was
soon to have with the great illustrator Robert Ingpen, and asked if I would like a
résumé of their meeting for the journal. The result is published here, in all of
Chris’s wonderful prose style and encyclopaedic knowledge of his subject. This
fine article stands not only as a brilliant analysis of a wonderful illustrator, but
also as a lasting testimony to all that Chris has brought to the SLA over many
years. These sentiments are echoed in a fitting appreciation of Chris by our
Director, Tricia Adams.
Finally, if you are looking for something very different to inspire your pupils
when it comes to storytelling in school, we include a short piece by Miriam
Scott in which she introduces us to storytelling chairs, custom-built and handcrafted for the purpose, and received with great pleasure and excitement by
those pupils who have encountered them.
I hope there is plenty to enthuse you in these pages.
Steve Hird, Reviews Editor
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The Bridge Learning Commons
A Whole School Approach to Learning for
the Future: First Steps
by Carolyn Shaw, Darren Flynn and Lynn Barrett
The Bridge, Dixons Allerton Academy’s Learning Commons,
had its genesis two years ago when the most was made of an
opportunity to look at our library, what it was and, most
importantly, what we wanted it to become. A new building was
planned and both librarians left, one to retirement and the
other to an academic post. A temporary staff member was put
in place to keep things ticking over, so we had a bit of time and
space to reflect. The question of relevance is one facing many
school libraries, so we needed to look at direction and
purpose, do some research and make a collective decision on
what role in the life of the Academy we wanted the new space
to play. The context of the Academy is that of a larger than
average secondary school with very few high ability students
entering from KS2. The percentage of students for whom the
pupil premium provides support at KS4 is well above the
national average.
Our Chair of Governors, Lynn Barrett, had made a
presentation to governors and senior management on the
findings of the School Library Commission that raised
consciences about the impact that libraries with professional
staff and quality collaborative programmes can have on
academic achievement. She then invited Anne-Marie Tarter to
come in and speak to our Principal, Rachel Kidd, and one of
the deputies to share her expertise and vision about
information literacy and collaboration. It was Anne-Marie who
recommended the works of David Loertscher1 on the
development of Learning Commons in schools, which we
ordered and read. We all found ourselves inspired by what this
new approach could achieve with our students and in a key
meeting exploring philosophies and staffing models for the
future, Rachel Kidd, to her everlasting credit, said decisively,
‘Let’s go for radical shift!’ The course was set.
A Learning Commons differs from a traditional school library
in that is a client-based organisation that reaches out to the

entire community it serves and
builds programmes, services and resources collaboratively.
Loertscher gives the example of the development of Microsoft
versus the development of Google, with the former designing
products that it perceives the public will want to buy and the
latter designing a set of tools that users are able to adapt to
their own needs. Basically, the difference is between the
positions of ‘If we build it they will come’ and ‘If they build it,
they will use it.’ 2 Putting that philosophy into practice
generates an organisation that not only looks outward, but
moves outward into its community of users.
Librarians already acknowledge that information, media and
technology have undergone a dramatic change and that
students need to be equipped with the skills of independent
learning in order to be successful life-long learners. Where the
Learning Commons concept moves thinking and action
forward is in the recognition that schools must develop new,
relevant learning models in response to students who expect
to learn in new ways using new technologies.3 Collaborative,
experimental and 24/7 virtual learning experiences are at the
heart of this philosophy and engaging and facilitating staff
CPD are keys to success. Additionally, the physical space is
flexible, capable of being arranged and rearranged easily to
accommodate different activities.
In researching a staffing structure that could deliver a learning
commons, we visited the American School of London, which
provided good models of collaboration with teaching staff and
the development of information literacy skills, and The Duston
School in Northamptonshire, [winner of the School Library
Design Award in 2012 —Ed.] where we saw lots of student
involvement in the development of the library and the creative
use of space. We researched job descriptions for school
librarians from around the world and found they all came up
short of our vision, so we mapped the functions we wanted our
new staff to cover and wrote our own. Following the
Loertscher model, we wanted a range of specialists who could
work in tandem to generate a new spirit of 21st century
learning in the Commons that would permeate the entire
school.
Having settled on job descriptions for three professionals and
one administrator (already in post) we entered the recruitment
process for a Curriculum Specialist, an Information Literacy
Specialist and an E-learning Specialist. We agreed that we
needed at least one teacher and one librarian in the team and
that one of the three would also take on the role of Learning
Commons Leader. We had no pre-conceived notion as to
which one it would be, but we knew that the person we
needed, in addition to the defined professional skills, would
have to be visionary, innovative, creative and a natural leader.
Carolyn Shaw, a teacher, was chosen as Leader and
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Curriculum Specialist simultaneously with Darren Flynn, a
librarian; the successful candidate for the Information Literacy
Specialist. Recruitment for the E-learning Specialist is in
process at the time of writing.
The next job was to start to make our vision a reality! A key
part of this was to establish the identity of the space with staff,
students and parents. The terms library and LRC were
purposely not used and we became known as The Bridge. We
are a physical bridge in that we actually span the secondary
and primary phases of our Academy and a metaphorical
bridge in the way we bridge the gap between key stages and
subjects within the Academy and between school and life in
the world of work or further and higher education. Our
philosophy is that we will do anything to support learning and
teaching and we are keen to be identified as the hub of
learning. We are moving towards establishing ourselves as a
centre for the development of ideas, projects, collaboration,
creativity, performance, exhibition, and critical thinking to
equip our students with the skills they need to be successful.
As well as supporting this in our physical space, the aim is to
take our philosophy into the classroom and beyond.
Carolyn met with all Directors of Learning, (DOLs) in June
2013 regarding resourcing needs in The Bridge prior to
moving into the new building in September. DOLs were asked
to provide plans for their faculties which allowed us to map
existing resources and see where gaps existed. This resulted in
a targeted investment in books as well as online and
multimedia resources to drive learning. It has also provided an
opportunity to highlight to DOLs where similar topics are
being taught in other curricular areas.
All students came through
The Bridge for an induction at
the start of the year. We used
this as an opportunity to
outline our philosophy and
ask for their input. In order to
further establish our identity,
everyone, staff included, was
asked to vote on a logo that represented what we were trying
to achieve. Three logos had been created by a professional
company who successfully captured our vision. The final
choice, illustrated here, is one in which everyone feels a sense
of ownership.
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As leader, Carolyn is part of the Academy Learning Team
which is a group driving the development of teaching and
learning across the school. Part of her remit as Commons
Leader is to develop project based learning (PBL) across the
Academy as a means of furthering both information literacy
skills and the four competencies of 21st century learning, also
known as the 4C’s: collaboration, critical thinking,
communication, creativity.4 We recognise that these skills and
competencies need to become more embedded in order to
develop independent learners. A Dixons Allerton Academy
approach to PBL has been developed with rubrics to identify
progression in information literacy and the 4C’s. These rubrics
help teachers to understand what skill progression in these
areas looks like which in turn enables them to create
opportunities for students to develop. A rolling programme
has been established whereby Carolyn is working alongside
teachers in each curriculum area to support PBL with a focus
on skills as well as content. The Learning Commons then
supports the development of a project, the student research,
the production of the product and finally becomes an
exhibition space for the end result.
An additional focus for skill development has been through
the Y12 and Y13 extended project. A programme of 10
workshops, to be delivered throughout the academic year, has
been planned and written by Darren in liaison with the EP
leader to support key aspects of the project process. These
include sessions on project planning, topic focus, and research
strategy. After each workshop in The Bridge, students are
actively encouraged to request additional support specific to
their needs on either a one-to-one mentoring basis, or as a
group.
All our furniture is movable, allowing us to accommodate a
wide variety of activities and events. This flexibility of the
space has been essential as it has enabled us to establish zones,
as the need arises, for collaboration, independent research and
author visits as well as reading pods for those wanting to curl
up and read on beanbags! Borrowing statistics show a
spectacular increase in the number of books borrowed in 2013
as against the same period in 2012: Term 1, a 375% increase;
Term 2, a 316% increase.
Cross curricular themes and national awareness events have
been used as a way of making links between subjects and
encouraging students to have a broader view of their learning.

Features
into the life of the Academy is of utmost importance. This is an
evolutionary process and The Bridge needs time to realise its
vision, but, with 100% support from senior management, we
are on the way with our unwavering commitment to:
■ guided use of new technology
■ constructing a curriculum that requires enquiry and deep

thinking
■ development of both independent and collaborative

learning as a priority
■ further realisation of the Learning Commons model.

During Black History Month, the space was opened up to
accommodate a panel debate, an exhibition, film screenings
and even a Blues Band.
Looking ahead, we know this flexibility is important to future
proof the space so that we can respond to the ever changing
landscape of learning, teaching and technology.
Alongside the physical transformation, we are increasing a
digital presence through investing in our electronic holdings
and by building a website. It will bring together our catalogue,
electronic resources and guidance for both information
literacy and wider study skills. The online presence of the
Learning Commons will expand and be integrated with a
nascent VLE on appointment of our E-learning specialist to
make 24/7 virtual access a reality. We want to make use of
social media and other technology tools to support learning
and connect with our users, both staff and students, and we
are already using Twitter to communicate directly with the
wider Academy. In addition to online resources, a wide variety
of hardware is centrally held by The Bridge, instead of by
departments, to enable easy access by the whole learning
community.
We continually seek input from students and staff as to the
services and facilities offered through The Bridge and make a
point of giving regular feedback. A request for more soft
seating resulted in an investment in large bean bags, wi-fi
capacity will be increased, and access to tablets is on the cards,
to name but a few examples.
This first term has been an exciting, at times frustrating, but
always enjoyable journey. Working constantly to expand and
grow the vision of all students and staff as to what can be
achieved with a Learning Commons that is truly integrated

Come back in a year and join us for a progress check!
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Using iPads to Teach
Year 7 Induction
with Aurasma
by Emma Connolly and Julie Hoskins
Embedding an eLearning Culture
The Gryphon School aspires to creating an eLearning culture
which engenders fluidity, mobility and independence, based on
the idea that technology breaks down barriers to learning by
reconfiguring the learning ‘space’ and opening up the
‘classroom’ to 24/7 learning.

something completely different in their lessons, something
which had previously not been possible.

Engaging with Augmented Reality
One possibility that was made available by the use of iPads was
that of Augmented Reality. Imagine standing at a bus stop and
not only being able to view an advert but also to smell it too!
Or imagine going to view a new car and being able to ‘test
drive’ it without leaving the showroom. Augmented Reality (or
AR) makes possible these scenarios – it broadens the reality
experienced by an individual by augmenting one or two
aspects of the surrounding world such as sight, sound or smell.
Its use is slowly creeping into education, with many schools,
colleges and universities now using Aurasma to extend
learning beyond the classroom, or enhancing the experience
within it.

Choosing Aurasma

The practice of implementing exciting and engaging LRC
induction sessions arose from a need to convey to students
that the LRC is much more than just a place for books, and
actually lies at the heart of the school’s ethos and vision. In
terms of helping to embed the desired eLearning culture that
the Gryphon School aspires to, the LRC is a vital, but often
forgotten cog in the wheel. The LRC sees over 500 students a
day from all year groups, and this footfall means that it is vital
to keep up with the pace of the rest of the school if eLearning
is to be truly embedded in Gryphon culture.

Starting the iPad project
In order to facilitate the growth of this culture we decided to
undertake an iPad project on a small scale to potentially be
scaled up school-wide. We decided to opt for a control group
of 30 teachers, at least one from each department including the
LRC. These teachers attended specific iPad training sessions
that enabled them to develop both the technical skills needed
to competently use the iPad and the confidence needed to use
this as a teaching and learning tool. We purchased three class
sets of 32 iPads, with the idea that these would be bookable for
use within the classroom and the LRC.
Using feedback gathered from the project we began to identify
a list of apps that we thought would engage students in class.
Some of these ranged from the more basic Pages, Keynote and
Numbers which would allow them to carry out basic word
processing and presentation tasks on the iPads. Others, such as
Aurasma and Layar allowed both students and staff to do
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We decided to use an app called ‘Aurasma’ in
order to engage with AR (www.aurasma.com). In
its most simplistic terms, Aurasma works by
placing an image or a video (an overlay) over an
image which is scanned by a device (a trigger image), creating
an ‘Aura’. The free app allows you to do this very easily, but
partner access to an Aurasma studio allows more sophisticated
‘auras’ to be created by inserting links to websites etc. Once the
auras are made, they are placed into a ‘channel’ which can be
made either private or public. The link to the channel is then
shared between as many people as required and the auras can
then be scanned on any device with the Aurasma app,
provided that they are connected to the same WiFi network.
Sounds complicated? More so than it is. Auras can be created
using the app in minutes and shared within seconds. It took us
a few hours to construct the 17 auras on display in the LRC,
using the Aurasma purple ‘A’ logo to signpost students to ‘auras’.

Using iPads
I was keen to sign up to be part of the iPad trial and didn’t
know if I would be accepted as I wasn’t a teacher, but with
Emma’s help we tried to think of ways that the iPad could help
the students learn effectively about the LRC.
We have an intake of 250 Year 7 pupils each year and they are
split into eight teaching classes. As part of their English lessons
they come in once a fortnight for an LRC lesson. I teach them
how to use the LRC to find items and various other skills. I
knew that the first lesson of them sitting down and looking at a
large screen while I explained to them about the LRC was not
the most interesting, and if I wanted to engage them I needed
to really overhaul my programme.

Features
Emma was the driving force for the use of Aurasma, as during
one of our meetings she suggested the way of using it for the
LRC induction. I thought it was great and decided that the Year
7 pupils would love it. We wanted to make them realise that
the reason we were called a Learning Resource Centre was that
we used more than books.
We were already using QR codes in the LRC to direct the Sixth
Form to e-books and the lower school to authors’ websites, so
using augmented reality seemed a sensible stepping stone and
could really make my inductions much more interesting. If the
Year 7s remembered more of what I was trying to tell them,
even better!

Making the clips
The next thing was to for me to sit down and think about the
things I needed to tell students in their first session, so I came
up with the following headings:
■ Introduction
■ Returns Box
■ DVDs
■ Photocopier
■ Computers
■ Rules
■ Dewey decimal system
■ Non-fiction books
■ Fiction books
■ Horrible Histories
■ Manga
■ Biographies/Autobiographies.

I then wrote a script for the clips and Emma and I arranged a
day to spend in the LRC during the summer holidays to film
the clips, so that we had a quiet, tidy space and no
interruptions. The filming was fairly straightforward with the
use of my iPad and before we knew it we had recorded all of
the clips. The next thing to do was to find trigger images, so
these were found and the Aurasma logo added to them to make
them easily identifiable.
The other great thing about using this technology meant that
the Year 7s, without really thinking about it, were finding their
way around the LRC, which is much larger than the small
primary school ones they had come from. Once the images
were all photographed and tagged to the videos we tested the
system out and it all seemed to work.
I must admit I got quite excited about the first lesson and spent
the afternoon before
running through the iPads
and showing my assistant
how things worked,
pretending she was a
student. It was good that
she had never used an iPad
before. It took a while to
make sure all the signs
around the LRC were in the
right place and actually
linked to the correct film,
but finally we got it all
working.

The Aurasma signs have created quite a lot of interest in the
LRC and older students have been asking what they are, so I
get my iPad and show them – they seem quite impressed, but
mainly because the Year 7s get to use the iPads and they don’t.
The Sixth Form, who spend their free lessons in the LRC, have
been very interested in me teaching the Year 7s.

Making it work
My first lesson was not only my first lesson with the iPads, but
I discovered afterwards that I was the first person to use the
new class sets, so the pressure was well and truly on to get
things right. I was lucky enough to have Emma around to help
with any technical issues. The main problem was that the iPads
were not connected to the internet, which was easily solved.
The lesson went fairly well and only two or three iPads were
not working, but luckily we had spares. The students worked
at different speeds, and once they had finished and checked
with a member of staff that they had found all the clips, we let
them have a few minutes on the Scrabble app on the iPads. We
had bought class sets of earphones and we did get a few
breakages, but they were fairly inexpensive (from our local £1
shop), so not too much of a problem.
I was slightly worried that the activity would create a lot of
noise in the LRC and would disturb the Sixth Form working,
but since they were listening carefully to the clips they didn’t
talk too much. At the end of the lesson, when the students
had all completed their task we got back together as a group
and I tested them on their knowledge of the LRC and the
various things like opening times, number of items they could
borrow, location of different books, etc. I think their recall
was better than in previous years and obviously this system
would appeal to any visual learner who perhaps would
struggle with text.
We created a checklist for students which we originally loaded
onto pages, but then realised this made things rather too
complicated and after the first two sessions of checking the
lists, all students had ticked all the boxes, without actually
watching all the clips. So we then made a visual checklist for
staff and directed students who thought they had viewed all the
clips to check with them before sitting down.
We have another lesson planned for iPads and this will be
using our LRC catalogue app and showing the students how to
find resources.

Conclusion
This has been a great opportunity to try out new technology
and I am a convert to iPads. I keep my diary, my notes of
meetings, email and various other documents on the iPad. I
feel the Year 7 students have learnt more from one lesson with
the iPads than they would have taken in with me standing in
front of them talking for half an hour. I can see that this
technology could have so many uses in schools and we have
shared my experiences of it with my teaching colleagues
through iPad training, with the hope that more of them will
embrace it. We are also starting a new project focusing around
World Book Day, and are hoping to involve staff members from
around the school, both teaching and non-teaching, in this.
■ Emma Connolly, e-Learning Support, and Julie Hoskins,

LRC Manager, at The Gryphon School, Sherborne, Dorset.
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My Year 8 iPad Project
Apps in Action
by Carol Williams
An iPad is not just any tablet, it has a special place in modern
■ I genuinely wanted to see whether iPads or other tablets
consciousness; it is an iconic object of desire, the must-have
would be a valuable addition to the modern school library.
device! Perhaps surprisingly, the iPad has only been around
Would they really promote independent learning, something
since 2010, and is into its fifth version already. So what is its
a school library is all about? Would they increase pupils’
place in education? And more specifically a school library? I had
engagement in library based teaching? The opportunity
a chance to find out when my school decided to run an iPad
doesn’t come up too often where you can thoroughly try
trial for a term in Summer 2013.
before you buy in education.

Background

■ I saw the need to stay ahead of things and be part of any ‘new

technology’ initiatives in school. It may sound too obvious to
I was becoming aware of schools using iPads. I read some
say, but school libraries need to be seen as being at the
articles, mainly from schools in the US, and I went on a day
forefront of new ideas, not as a redundant backwater clinging
course at our local eLearning Centre. At this stage, I wasn’t
on to old ways of doing things. Staff still express surprise that
entirely convinced that the expense justified the value. However,
I as a librarian enjoy and promote eBooks, as well as
World Book Day 2012 saw a turning point, as I realised the
traditional forms of reading (books!). I believe both have
WBD app wasn’t something that I could promote to pupils – or
equal value, and different forms of reading suit different
even look at myself. There was reputedly an iPad in school, but
individuals.
it was elusive. An informal hands-up survey of a couple of
■ Some of the software we use already (particularly Eclipse.net
classes proved that more pupils had access at home to
and Accelerated Reader) have iPad apps, and I wanted to see
iPad/iPhones than not, which put me firmly in the dinosaur age.
if there was any difference in using these rather than PCs as
So, by World Book Day 2013, I had bought one iPad (from my
we do now.
library budget) and was using it with the projector to demo
■ We have nine PCs in the library, and so I have to book an
apps and show book trailer videos. However, having just one is
ICT room for any whole class ICT activities; a set of 16 iPads
not really the way to go.
would bring an ICT class resource to the library, with the
April 2013 saw the arrival of my school’s iPad project. By this
proviso that pupils would work in pairs.
time, there were a few iPads around the school, though no class
■ I had some reservations based on my own use of an iPad.
sets, and several staff, especially in the Technology Department,
Would the distractions prove too much, and how would we
were using their own Smart phones in class to photograph and
keep pupils on task with such a tempting piece of kit in their
Tweet pupils’ work, and with Airserver to project images for the
hands?
whole class to see. A trial was announced, which would entail
■ Could I and my assistant cope with any technical difficulties,
the school having 30 iPads on loan for a term, plus a few Apple
being new to the technology, and would there be adequate
TVs, which allow the iPad screen to be projected wirelessly, and
support,
given that our ICT team are already busy
at a staff briefing interested teachers were invited to take part. I
supporting
the school ICT system?
immediately joined the group, hoping to try out some ways of
using iPads in the school library context. Members of the group, ■ I put a message the School Librarians Network on Yahoo,
and got some good advice and ideas of things to try, showing
who represented all subject areas, were committing to exploring
once again how school librarians share ideas and support
at least five apps in their teaching during the term, using Apple
each other.
TV at least once, feeding back to the group at regular meetings,
and evaluating the experience via a blog on the school learning
The trial in action
gateway. There was a support network built in to the process,
with regular team meetings to share ideas, a weekly drop-in
During the term of the trial, I managed to use most of the apps I
session for any issues run by a Technology teacher who was
had wanted to, although pressures of time meant I ran out of
project leader, and a printed booklet with some useful hints and time with a couple.
ideas of apps to use.
Using the iPad for Internet searching. This is perhaps the
After some basic training, the details of how it was all going to
least revolutionary use we tried out, as it is not something that
work were sorted out, and then finally they were released. Some we needed iPads to do. However, the feel of the lesson was quite
devices were to be based as small sets in Departments, some
different. This was on our annual Maths RAF Day, when Year 8
were allocated to specific staff as teaching tools, and a set of 16
come off timetable and rotate around six activities, all based on
were bookable for class use. These last were the iPads I was
aviation and the RAF, who provide two visitors to run one of the
going to use, and were available for any member of staff to book activities, and with a mathematical flavour. This year I ran a
for a class.
lesson on ‘Famous Fliers’, which involved groups researching
named inspirational figures in aviation, including women pilots
Ideas
and aviators from different ethnic backgrounds, as well as the
Before I go any further, these are some of the ideas and
more obvious famous names. iPads were used for research, and
concerns I had at the start of the project.
when each group presented their information verbally at the
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end of the session,
they were asked to
find an illustration
of their person,
which we used
Apple TV to show
on the whiteboard.
The research went
well, and using the iPads on a desk, rather than pupils having to
move to make use of a PC, was beneficial. The speed of the iPad
was good, as logging-on time for PCs can eat into what is
already a fairly packed lesson, and showing an image definitely
added to the interest of those watching. More time would have
allowed selection of the images to be better thought out, which
is a point to remember for the future: a teaching point could be
how to select the images that best reflect the life and impact of
the famous figure.
Book Creator. This was an extension to a research task. Year 8s
in their regular library lesson were using the iPads to research
an author of their choice, and creating large posters with the
information they selected. I wanted to try Book Creator, an app
which allows the user to create their own eBook, as an
alternative to posters. This was the point at which we realised
the financial implications of using an App priced at £2.99 per
device – I did not want to spend £48 of my precious budget on
an app that would only be used for a few weeks. So I
compromised, paid for four licences, and used it with a small
group of pupils, probably the least academic in the year group.
They took to it really well, were well motivated (not always the
case), and produced some fantastic eBooks, including
information from the web, live weblinks, their own designed
covers, photographs of themselves reading the books, etc.
Given more time, we could have tried incorporating video and
audio clips. The students particularly enjoyed viewing their
eBooks on the whiteboard, which we did before they had
finished, so they could make constructive comments on each
other’s work in progress. A nice touch is that the finished books
were saved on the
iPad and appear on
the bookshelf of
iBooks, side by side
with eBooks by the
likes of David
Walliams!
Accelerated Reader. We use AR with all our Year 7 and 8
pupils, and all classes have a weekly library lesson. So AR
quizzing is very much a part of pupils’ time in the library. I
installed the free AR app on the 16 iPads, and tried it out with
several classes, at various ability levels. It was overwhelmingly
liked by pupils, and when questioned, the reasons they gave for
preferring the iPad to a PC were: being able to do a quiz at your
own seat, rather than moving to the computer, being able to
bring the iPad to a member of staff to show them your result (as
long as it was a good result!), and the speed of getting to the
quiz (contrasted with a long wait to get a PC logged on). The
way the results are displayed was also more user friendly.
Audio-recording. Our Carnegie Shadowing group was in full
swing during this project, and I asked them if they would like to
use the iPads to video themselves reading extracts from their
favourite shortlisted book. They went very shy at the word
video, but agreed that sound recording would be OK. We used

Voice Record Pro, which was quite straightforward and pupils
enjoyed doing the recordings, sitting in corners of the library,
muttering into the machines, re-recording until they were
happy! With a little technical help, I put the recordings on the
library page of the school Learning Gateway and they could also
be used later to promote the books with classes in the library.
QR Codes. Another idea was to trial the use of QR codes in
fiction books, which, as phones are not allowed in our school,
could be used by pupils at home with loaned library books. I
created codes on stickers for a few of the Carnegie shortlisted
books, linking to author websites, and tried them out with a
class using the iPads. This went down well, and I also set pupils
the task of finding good author websites to use in the future.

Some general points
One of the issues that came up during the trial was saving work,
as pupils did not have individual accounts, and using Dropbox
seemed to be the best solution. How this would work as a more
long term solution, I’m not sure. Printing was also difficult,
although a solution could be found, and in fact not many of our
projects needed work to be printed. Pupils researching made
notes – which did in fact prevent them to some extent
plagiarising. We also ran out of time for some of the apps I had
intended to try.

Sharing and support within school
The iPad blog on our Learning Gateway was the way we
recorded our projects, and this was a valuable resource in
sharing ideas. I posted several comments along with screen
shots, to evidence our successes and any issues, and share ideas
of useful apps. The regular meetings of the iPad team also gave
an opportunity to share experiences.

Looking to the Future
The end of the summer term came, and the iPads were gathered
up and returned. Having seen so many pupils enthused, I am
definitely keen to carry on using them. Yes, there may be
distractions, and we would need to think carefully about
management both of iPads and of classes using them, but the
value certainly outweighed any disadvantages.
In January 2014 we received a set of nine shiny new iPads in the
Library, and are looking forward to using them for some
exciting new projects. Watch this space!
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The Story Sack Project
A Flagship Project for the School
by Sonja Bredgaard
Reading to a child is one of the most rewarding experiences
you can have. The pleasure it brings to both reader and listener
is immense and it encourages reading for pleasure and a love of
books from a young age. As a parent I thoroughly enjoyed
reading stories aloud to my three children when they were
little and now, as a librarian in a large and busy secondary
school in Derbyshire, I still find time to read to my Year 7 and
8 classes in their library lessons, a practice which is always well
received.

The Idea
We keep a wide range of picture books here in the school
library, which is stocked with the Kate Greenaway shortlist
each year as well as other popular and classic titles. This
section was, however, very underused and I was determined to
find a way to incorporate these books into my weekly Year 8
library lessons as I thought it might be a way of engaging some
of the weaker and more reluctant readers. I came up with the
idea of using Story Sacks after seeing them in use at a nursery,
and thought that Year 8 students might like to create their own
story sacks to accompany picture books and share them with
younger children at a local infant school.
This was a project that I could run throughout a whole term in
our weekly library lessons together and would be a fantastic
way to end the school year and so the Story Sack Project was
created.

excited at the prospect of working with little ones and others
were thrilled to be getting out of school for a short time and
doing something different. I found the project appealed to
almost everyone and having a real audience for their work gave
the students a greater focus and renewed enthusiasm.
I chose to carry out this project with Year 8 as it is the last year
that they have weekly library lessons so it is a lovely way to
spend our final term together. Also, by the end of year the
students are becoming a little more mature and responsible
and better able to cope with the project.

The Benefits
There are many benefits of The Story Sack Project for our Year
8 students.
■ Teamwork – students work together in small groups on

their project so need to make sure that everyone is working
equally hard and that tasks are shared out effectively.
■ Cross-Curricular – although the main focus is on literacy

and reading there are elements of product design, drama,
art and social care involved as well as the obvious benefits
for English and speaking and listening skills.
■ Motivational – students find the prospect of sharing their

work and reading to young children incredibly motivating.
It pushes them to make their work of a high standard as
they have a real audience that will be using it.
■ Organisation – planning their tasks effectively so everyone

Getting everyone on board
It is important first of all to make sure that everyone is on
board with your idea. Although I could envision it in my head
it was difficult at first to explain how it would work to the
Senior Leadership Team, Headteacher, English faculty and
Head of English. Fortunately I had already contacted the
headteacher at our closest primary school, Ladywood, just a
five minute walk away, and she was incredibly enthusiastic,
which was a great help in selling the idea to everyone else.
There is a lot of planning and organising involved in running
the project, especially if, like me, you work in a large school.
We have around 240 students in our Year 8 split across eight
classes and this entails a lot of paperwork and organisation and
you need to be prepared to do the bulk of this work yourself.
However, I always find that the positive rewards of this project
greatly outweigh the negatives and it is worth doing.
Selling the idea to
the students was
easy. Many have
younger brothers
and sisters so were
not at all fazed
about going into a
primary school to
read to the children
there. Most were
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in the group is working hard to meet the deadline and
keeping on task. Making sure that everyone’s talents and
skills are being used to the best advantage.
■ Responsibility – being responsible for the work they

produce being of a suitable standard for young children and
also taking personal responsibility for their behaviour on
the visit.
■ Communication – with each other and also with the little

ones which requires different forms of communication
skills, both verbal and non-verbal.
■ Differentiation – realising that the ability and

understanding of Year 1 students requires careful thought
and planning for them to create suitable activities and
resources.

Scheme of Work
The project is designed to run over a term of once a week
library lessons. You may find that you have a different
structure to your lessons to work with and need to be realistic
about what you can achieve within your own time frame. Be
flexible and remember to provide equipment and resources.
Week One – I start by re-introducing students to the pleasures
of picture books. When they come into the library for their
lesson I ask them to gather round and bring their chairs closer
whilst I read them the story of The Little Red Hen, showing the

Features
pictures as we go along, putting on the silly voices and getting
them to join in at the right bits. You could use any picture
book; I happen to use that one as I have the accompanying
story sack which I then show to the students. I explain the
purpose of a story sack and we discuss why each item might
have been selected for inclusion, and how they could be used
with a young child to enhance the storytelling experience.
Week Two – Before the students come in for their lesson I
place a selection of picture books on each table for them to
browse through. It isn’t long before they are soon reminiscing
about their own favourite picture books and reading stories to
each other. We discuss the importance of reading to others,
what it feels like to be read to and how it can encourage
reading for pleasure. I outline the project and explain that we
will be working in small groups to produce a range of activities
to accompany a picture book that we will take to Ladywood
primary school and share with the children there. I also show
them examples of previous story sacks that have been created
by Year 8 students to give them an idea of the sort of resources
they can create.
Week Three – I ask the students to split into groups of no
more than four; some choose to work individually which is
fine. I then give out planning sheets and get them to select a
picture book to use for their project. They need to consider
what activities they could create to accompany the book and
how this will help a young child with their understanding of
the story and basic learning objectives. The planning sheets
state that they will have around 30 minutes with a group of
approximately four, mixed ability, Year 1 students to read the
story and carry out their related activities. They must plan
their activities and decide how to share the tasks within the
group.
Over the next few weeks, students work independently in
groups to produce their resources and this can take up as many
or as few lessons as you wish. At the start of each lesson we do
a quick round up of what each group has produced so far and
what they need to achieve, then they just collect their work and
get on with it. Work rates vary greatly, as does the amount of
work produced and some may require a bit of chivvying along.
We also carry out a session of peer assessment, where each
group shares what they have created with the rest of the class
and gets constructive feedback.

permission to use
that. It could be that
it is a different
subject area so it is
important to ask
well in advance if
this is OK but I have
never had a problem
and teachers from
other subjects really
enjoy the
opportunity to come along and be part of the project. With
eight forms we go once a week over eight weeks, although it
might be possible to find another suitable lesson in the week
and make two visits a week over a shorter period. Just find
what works best for you but remember to be flexible and ask
permission from everyone involved. Don’t forget to factor in
time to get to and from the primary school. We are lucky that
our closest primary is just a five minute walk away but you may
need to consider journey times and transport. You might find
it easier for the primary school to come to you, or perhaps use
a local playgroup or nursery that might be closer.

Visit
On the day of their visit the students are usually really excited
with a few nerves, however once we arrive these soon
disappear. The children and staff at Ladywood are always
thrilled to see us arrive and the little ones absolutely adore
being read to and working with the older students. Their
enthusiasm is infectious and without exception the Year 8
students all rise to the challenge and are absolutely fantastic.
Even our most challenging students have really enjoyed the
experience. For those with SEN we make provision for them to
attend with whatever support may be required and they too
have a fabulous experience. On our way back from one of this
year’s visits a Year 8 student said ‘Thank you Miss for giving me
the best day of my life’; it brought a lump to my throat and
made all the weeks of nagging and mountains of paperwork
and planning worthwhile.
To see our students interact with the Year 1s is wonderful, it
really brings out their caring and nurturing side and has
improved their literacy and communication skills. There are
plenty of beaming smiles and high fives all round.

Practicalities

Evaluation

It is during this time that I focus on the practical side of the
project such as booking in eight story sack visits with the
primary school, producing the parental consent letters,
completing all the online risk assessments, liaising with
teachers about taking the students out of lessons and making
arrangements for the required ratio of accompanying staff as
well as preparing a contingency plan for students who do not
bring back their permission slips so are
unable to go, which is usually only two or
three a year out of around 240.

After their visit I ask each class to do an evaluation of how it
went which we do verbally, group by group in our next library
lesson. This gives feedback both positive and negative and gets
the students to be critical of their work, thinking about what
was successful and unsuccessful and how they could improve
in the future.

As Year 8 library lessons are spread across
the week it is usually impossible to go to
the primary school during this time as this
can be quite disruptive all round. I find
one lesson slot each week that the classes
are taught as a whole form and ask

If you are at all considering running a similar Story Sack
Project in the future I would definitely encourage you to go for
it. It has certainly turned into one of our flagship projects and
one that is supported by the whole school. Our head of English
calls it ‘the best project I have ever seen in a school’ which is a
fantastic accolade. Feel free to adapt the idea to what suits you
and ‘Happy Story Sacking’!
■ Sonja Bredgaard is Librarian at Kirk Hallam Community

Technology and Sports College, Ilkeston, Derbyshire.
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Fur and Faces
Profundity in Pictures: the
Art of Robert Ingpen
by Chris Brown
The Faces! That’s what always grips my attention as I look
through any book illustrated by Robert Ingpen: the
extraordinary variations, the characters, the characteristics,
they are as subtly and seemingly infinitely varied as is
humanity. Ingpen is a master illustrator and his art is
recognised worldwide as can be perceived by his receiving the
world’s major award for books for children, the IBBY Hans
Christian Andersen Medal, in 1986. His most recent book is
the eleventh in a series of twelve of the great classics: Just So
Stories, Templar, 2013.
Robert was born in 1936 in Geelong in Victoria, Australia, and
studied art and illustration at the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology, his speciality being artistic accuracy in
interpreting the results of observation and research
development. His first post was as artist for Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research and later he worked in
Mexico and Peru as a member of a United Nations team. He
also found a role involved in Australian environmental and
conservation projects. Conservation in both the natural world
sense as well as in broader interpretations is in evidence time
and time again in his work in books and especially in books for
children. He has published information books on the land,
history, social concerns and health issues and his focus in the
last decade on classic books for the young is a conscious
attempt to contribute to the relevance and life of these books
in modern times. It is a wholly successful attempt in
commercial terms as well as in reaching to the growing
imaginations of young readers in many nations.
Illustration from Ziba
Came on a Boat

It hardly needs
saying that Robert’s
homeland of
Australia is vast, a
huge landmass.
Rudyard Kipling, portrayed
Here in the relative
by
Ingpen in Just So Stories
closeness of the UK
our minds tend to
personify Australians as if they are citizens of one conurbation
or county. Yet the Australian one-nation mind is conditioned
by the distances and what might seem crucial in one area may
not be of any notable significance a thousand, or so, miles
away. So when I put it to Robert that he must be considered as
a national treasure back home he shrugged philosophically and
said that the Australian people don’t think like that except,
perhaps, for winners at some sports. I think, perhaps, they
should and maybe the current and developing focus on the
visual arts of the continent will place Robert Ingpen up
amongst the finest. He described himself as ‘a bit of a loner not
falling in with Book Councils’ wishes for show-and-tell
appearances.’
His work in Australia expands beyond books to include the
design of postage stamps, a flag and coat of arms for the
Northern Territories, public murals in Melbourne, Geelong,
Canberra etc, bronze statues notably the Poppykettle Fountain,
bronze doors and a design and drawings for a commemorative
tapestry at the Melbourne Cricket Club. For over 20 years back
in Geelong where he grew up there has been an annual
‘Poppykettle Festival’ of arts and entertainment for youngsters
inspired by the book1 based on Robert’s awareness of Peru and
of the urgency of needs with which people embark on
migration and settlement. Robert Ingpen’s work has been
acknowledged with the award of the Dromkeen Medal for his
contribution to children’s books in 1989. More recently he has
received an honorary doctorate from his former college RMIT
and he became a member of The Order of Australia,
significantly for his services to healthcare organisation as well
as to books.
I met Robert for a private chat courtesy of Templar Books2 and
John Huddy of The Illustration Cupboard gallery in Bury
Street in London.3 I have been aware of the amazingly detailed,
truly beautiful, craftsmanship of his art for many years and I
own some of his books which have not surfaced from
publishers in the UK. For example Click Go The Shears,
Collins, Sydney, 1984, is a picture book with the text of a
traditional song and artwork demonstrating the life and values
of this very particular trade of migrant teams of skilled men
across the enormous sheep areas of the land: it is full of those
captivating faces. More recent is the stunningly lovely Ziba
Came on a Boat (Penguin in Australia and also Kane/Miller,
USA, 2007) with a sparingly but perfectly worded text by Liz
Lofthouse and sheer empathy and wonder in the picturing as a
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young refugee from Afghanistan reflects on her recent past
and looks forward to the hope in the unknown as the
overcrowded boat ‘rose and fell, rose and fell, across an endless
sea’.
To focus on UK publications I want to draw attention to just a
few fairly recent UK books. The Wizard’s Book of Spells by
Beatrice Philpotts, Palazzo Editions, 2003, is 96 pages fully
illustrated and invitingly designed. It includes double page
biographies of significant historical figures such as Nicholas
Flamel as well as features on related facts, incidents and
evocations. In this book the art of Robert Ingpen is set
alongside work by the likes of Bosch, Goya and Rackham and
yet the book works as a homogenous whole. The Owl and the
Pussycat – and other nonsense (Templar, 2012) is a 48 page
picture book with very much a period feel but a modern
quality to the production. These works by Lear have been
much illustrated but Robert’s care in keeping his present day
work in the style of a tribute to the times of the original is
evident throughout. The endpapers have a fanciful tree in
muted colours in effect echoing contemporary scientific
observational drawings, the title page has a mass of creature
heads in soft pencil and with intrigue and variety to equal that
of the human faces. The introduction has a portrait of Lear
and a page of his bird pictures from when he was a zoological
draughtsman; the comparison, the admiration and respect
stemming from Robert’s own training and background
permeates the book. It is a superb work with a dimension no
other illustrated edition can match.
So we come to 2013 and into
2014. Robert – ‘2014 will be a
very big year for us which has
to do with the twelfth, and
last, book of this classic
series. The project started
about a decade ago when I
was invited by Great Ormond
Street Hospital to do the
centenary edition of Peter Pan and Wendy. I thought it was a
one-off but out of that came the realisation that it would be
possible to conserve these classic stories and that it would be a
good thing if they could be in the frontlist of bookshops and
places in a form that modern children would get involved with
and read.’ Robert continued, ‘Colin Webb, of Palazzo Editions,
and I have worked together on this series as he’s the ‘packager’
for the design of the books. As a policy we’re not going to
change the text at all and have not made decisions about which
titles but we’ve agreed between us which book we do next.
What we didn’t know was what a learning experience it was
going to be for both of us in that I started with a new approach
whereby I tried to anticipate the imaginary space that a child
needs between the picture and the text. Not the white paper
but the imagining spaces so that the pictures would both
encourage reading and enhance the imagination. And we
devised a technique, when each title was proposed I’d produce
a quarter scale flat plan – on big sheets – the reason is twofold:
one is that I could study how the space (each page and double
page) was going to operate and the other was so it could be
displayed for potential co-editions in other countries and in
other languages, to enlist their support.’
Incidentally the website www.illustrationcupboard.com in the
‘Artists’ section displays a couple of the ‘flat-plan’ sheets, as I

write this in December, amongst
more of Robert’s original work.
Robert talked a little about his
approaches; I noticed this was partly
in the third person as if he steps
outside of himself to observe the
Robert actually at work as an artist
illustrator. ‘I pretend when I’m
putting the ideas together that I’ve
got the attention of the writer, you
can do this, you pretend
conversations based on the clues in the text. You can’t email
Kipling, he just doesn’t reply! 2004 was the start; it’s an intense
activity to do your plan, do the research, the preparatory
drawings and studies and then finally the illustrations, slightly
larger than they will be in print. There’s a lot of work: once you
get into a story you just have to keep going, any stopping is
upsetting. You’ve got to be careful you don’t only do this but in
between do some other books at other levels. You can keep a
sort of vigour by a different focus.’ Those other books include
The Owl and the Pussycat and a forthcoming book for
Australia about Clancy, a figurative embodiment of the
Australian created by the ballad poet Banjo Patterson.
The recent Just So Stories can act as
an example of the meticulous care
evident throughout this whole
enterprise of the classics series. A
three page introduction tells
concisely of Kipling himself and
includes a painting of his Sussex
house Batemans which Robert has
visited to become familiar with the
writer’s environs. In the stories one
extremely impressive eye-catching
feature comes with the pictures of
heads of creatures. The haughty
camel has coarse hair and wrinkled skin, leathery coated
rhinoceros appears rather morose, the hypnotically eyed
leopard appears as if on the hunting prowl and a wisdom
beyond his years seems to emanate from the kangaroo who is
made even more attractive with the softness of the fur. Jane
Doonan, in Looking at Pictures in Picture Books, Thimble
Press, 1993, writes of the 1986 book The Idle Bear ‘Robert
Ingpen’s subtle colour modulations of the pastels he favours
and their tactile quality can re-create the voluminous presence
of a teddy bear… just asking to be hugged’. She also fittingly
notes that ‘if you are curious about the appeal of texture in
illustrations’ his style ‘has your fingers tingling to reach out
and touch’. The amazing animal portraits in Just So Stories are
masterpieces of nature art in themselves and are a coming
together of the artist’s innate scientific and analytical
thoroughness with an extraordinary maturity of experience
and technique in his craftsmanship.
There are plenty of people pictures too, especially in the
stories of ‘How the Alphabet Was Made’ and ‘The Butterfly
That Stamped’. More come in ‘The Tabu Tale’ which is the tale
omitted from early British editions of Kipling’s book as the
manuscript is dated just after the first publication. A frequent
feature of pictures by Robert is that a portrait or other main
subject also features less solid drawings to be indicative of
preoccupations, thoughts and other issues. As in each of the
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series the illustrations
vary from the drama
possible in a full or
double page spread to
small vignettes of
images or scenes. The
techniques are truly
amazing with a soft
muted palette but an
extremely effective use
of colours which give
the impression of an
infinite variety of tones
‘The Tabu Tale’, illustrated
and shades. The extent
by Ingpen in Just So Stories
of the detail is such that
to tackle a dozen such
full length books in just about twelve years would seem to be a
miraculous achievement, even without the other books
completed during this time. It is also worth noting how the
design and presentation of each of these classic titles does have
a uniformity of feel and look and yet each still allows for a
response to the variety and individual focus demanded by the
breadth of the visions of such a varied group of authors. That
also astonishes; the range of the sequence is from Barrie to
Twain, from the yellow brick road of L Frank Baum to the
social conscience of Dickens.
There was an art study volume on the work of Ingpen
published in 2005 (Pictures Telling Stories, text by Sarah Mayer
Cox, Minedesign) but he expressed some reservations with
telling phrases, ‘Doesn’t reveal the depth of thinking, the
examples are sort of orphaned away from their books’. This
echoes the manner in which his prime concern is a constant
determination that his work has to match and then integrate

with and enhance the text and not detract from it in any way.
The longer I linger over illustrations by Robert the more I see
in them and the greater is my own wonder and appreciation
too. From the point of view of looking at how text determines
pictures and pictures complement text I believe each and every
book bearing Robert Ingpen’s name can be highly
recommended. The world of books is fortunate indeed that an
artist of such qualities ‘always had it in my mind to be an
illustrator’ and who says with a straightforward sincerity, ‘It’s
all I could wish for to be thought of as a traditional illustrator.’
At the end of his Just So Stories is a short note from Robert
which also pays tribute to Kipling’s own original drawings. He
concludes ‘My experience with finding a way to illustrate Just
So Stories, and of trying to enter the mind of Kipling the
illustrator as well as the great writer, has confirmed that an
illustration is worth more with ‘a thousand words’.
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■ Chris Brown is retired Reviews Editor of The School

Librarian and Chair of the Information Book Award judges.

Chris Brown – an appreciation
by Tricia Adams

I first met Chris Brown sometime in the early 1990s. I was a
school librarian in a primary school in Northamptonshire and
was visiting BETT or the Education Show. As I was a member
of the SLA I went over to say hello to the people on the stand –
and Chris pounced! From that day on I have been on the list of
reviewers for The School Librarian, my only regret being I
can’t read all of the books that arrive in the office for reviewing
– the day job gets in the way!
The second time I met him was at a School Librarian
reviewer’s day the SLA had at OUP. Oh, the luxury of talking
about books in detail with other book lovers! (Note to self – we
must do it again!) Chris spent time talking to all and sundry,
making sure we had all we needed, were happy with books he
sent to review, a thoughtful and inclusive way of working.
But it was when I came to the SLA in 2008 that I really got to
know Chris – he was always helpful, knowledgeable, has the
most amazing contacts in the publishing world and was always
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willing to share with us all at SLA.
Chris came to the SLA officially in
the Autumn of 1992 (having being
co-opted the previous year) and his election address is
typically self-effacing:
My broad experience as a teacher and head teacher,
consistently involved with books in schools over many
years, can contribute to the current focus on school
libraries following recent HMI reports and legislated
curriculum initiatives. I hope to continue to assist in the
unifying and influential activities of the SLA especially
with reference to the primary sector.1
Chris definitely made huge contributions to the Board (aka
Management Committee/Executive Committee) acting as
Chair, working on various publications, representing the SLA
in many guises – not least as an SLA representative in the
original iteration of the Primary School Library Guidelines.

Features
His eye for detail, and his
willingness to get in there,
move boxes, pack things, and
sell publications is much
appreciated. His tireless
assistance in the support and
development of the
Association builds on all the
work he had previously done
with the Hampshire Branch
of SLA:
He always said he had no
library training but his
passion for books and
children and support given
to him by the SLA branch and then nationally was a key
element in his own efforts to develop his own school
library and in his success as a primary school head
teacher. He would make sure that his children loved books
and he was so keen to raise their literacy aspirations. He
always wanted to share that goodwill and support/advice
given to him by the SLA and others with other
colleagues.2
Chris took over as the Reviews Editor of The School Librarian
in difficult circumstances – the previous editor had died
suddenly and Chris had to pick up the traces very quickly – no
small task, requiring tact, diplomacy, an eye for detail, and an
unstinting willingness to work hard on our behalf. The value of
Chris’s work is regularly commented on when school librarians
tell me they use the reviews as the basis of many of their
buying decisions for their school libraries.
Chris has always, too, had bees in his bonnet – and we are so
lucky to be the folk to go forward with him and develop these
ideas. I doubt we would have the Information Book Award
without his dedication and willingness to bring papers forward
to the Board for consideration – and now the Award
approaches its fourth year with a healthy future to it. We are
delighted that Chris is staying with the Award, as Chair of
Judges, and look forward to our continued involvement with
him in this guise.
His hard work and constant dedication to the association has
always been appreciated by his colleagues – but this was given
a public face in 2008 when he was nominated for the Eleanor
Farjeon Award; this Award is made for distinguished service to
Chris Brown at the Marsh Award in 2007 with
Wendy Cooling, Anthea Bell and Aleksandra Marsh

the world of British
children’s books
and is given to
someone whose
commitment and
contribution is
deemed to be
outstanding.
Founded in 1966, it
is presented
annually in
memory of the
celebrated author
Eleanor Farjeon
Chris presiding at the SLA Information
(1881–1965). The
Book Award in 2013
spirit of the award is
to recognise the
unsung heroes who contribute so much to every aspect of
children’s books. The award is administered by the Children’s
Book Circle and sponsored by the Eleanor Farjeon Trust. The
nominees in 2008 were Chris Brown, The Children’s Books
History Society, Elizabeth Hammill and Mary Briggs, joint
founders of Seven Stories, Michael Morpurgo and David
Wood, all of whom are recognised as unsung heroes who
contribute so much to every aspect of children’s books.
And now for the winner . . . cue drumroll . . . Chris Brown
is the winner of the Eleanor Farjeon Award 2008, a man
who spent 23 years as a teacher and a primary head
(which deserves an award in itself ), and has been the
Reviews Editor for The School Librarian magazine for 10
years! Chris is very well known for getting children and
books together and in his acceptance speech he recalled
his years working with children and books with great
enthusiasm, humour and a big smile.
Chris finished by reading an Eleanor Farjeon story set to
violin music. It was simply beautiful and on behalf of
Puffin we’d like to say a great big well done to Chris and
also an enormous thank you to all of the other nominees.3
Personally, I will miss the regular opportunity to chat about
folk music, to meet up at publisher events and to discuss what
we have both been reading – though I’m sure we’ll find time
for some of that on the Information Book Award days! And –
just a taster to whet your appetite – as a goodbye to the SLA
Chris is organising the Friday night entertainment, a
celebration of words and music, after the dinner in
Manchester at the weekend course– a reason to come, if for
nothing else! We will miss Chris as he retires from his post as
Reviews Editor, and wish him well with all the time he has
freed up, and all the space he has now created in his house –
no more huge boxes of books to hide when he has visitors!
Thank you Chris!
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Features
Storytelling Chairs – with a sense of occasion
by Miriam Scott
Eliot Baron, a fully trained carpenter, craftsman in wood, and
traditional timber framer, set up Clwyd Oak in 1992. By 2013,
due to some major diversification, and with some rather grand
projects on the horizon, it was clear that Clwyd Oak needed
considerable revision. After much heartfelt deliberation it was
decided that Clwyd Oak needed to evolve into something
more complex… something that spoke of the new artistic
directions being undertaken alongside some major timber
framing projects… and Art of Oak was born.
It was the Groundwork Trust, a charity that has worked for 30
years in the places across the UK facing the greatest
environmental challenges, that gave him his first commission
for a high-backed Storytelling Chair in a primary school in
Horwich, Bolton.
Since that
memorable first
occasion Eliot
Baron (left) has
made several more
chairs in nursery
and primary
schools. He hopes
to make many
more. In early
years it’s a great
tool for communication and language and imagination as
children tell their own stories to their friends. This in turn
leads to help with personal and social development skills as
children take turns to sit ‘in the big chair’ and work together to
develop the narratives. On one memorable occasion a child
with learning disabilities sat in the Storytelling Chair and
recited the story of Monsters Inc by memory.
Children also like to think it’s a giant’s chair and cosy up with
two or three sitting together on it. Children clearly love their
Story Chair, sharing stories and songs and using props and
dressing up clothes to enhance their storytelling. We’ve
noticed in particular after lessons children delight in playing
teacher, taking the
register and
directing their
friends. The
children use their
imaginations and
talk of giants,
princesses and
going into space,
with the chair as
their throne or
space ship. We’ve
seen a child settle
down with a book
on the Chair with a
real sense of
occasion. It’s a
hiding place, a
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place of calm, a place to share with
friends.
We feel that storytelling, and especially a Storytelling Chair,
forms an essential part of language development and preliteracy. Our chairs have gone to nursery school pupils and
junior school entry classes and the impact of this activity on
pupils’ language development is very clear. Eliot is particularly
interested in carving scaled up children’s drawings for the
chair’s high back but more often than not teachers choose a
theme and give it to the children: the drawings are then sent
on to Eliot for him to carve into the Chair’s high back. The
Chairs are made from oak using traditional mortice and tenon
pegged joinery. The job including carving is completed in a
couple of weeks.
Eliot hopes that the children will really see the connection
between the Chair and the Stories, that something will be
maintained. He is always struck by the vividness of the scaled
up drawings, and hopes the children will be too, when they see
them again.
■ Miriam Scott is a poet and associate of Art of Oak. Eliot

Baron is the founder of Art of Oak, an experienced
carpenter and timber framer.
For further information about Storytelling Chairs, please
contact Eliot Baron: eliotbaron@gmail.com or
artofoak@gmail.com or 01646 680433.

Journey of a Chair
I kept the story-telling chair so long.
I set it in my garden, called it tree.
I watched it root, begin to sing its song.
I put it where it could look out to sea
I carved fine children’s drawings one by one
bright-eyed, wide smiling creatures, in my tree.
I’d tell tales in my tree-chair, watch the sun.
I’d see those bright carved faces catch the light,
all ears and eyes until my chair was done.
I knew the chair was with me, day and night,
until the day I had to let it go
north to a school for city kids delights.
I turned my tree to chair – how I don’t know;
saw fine carved faces as drawings again;
drove north, chair roped on roof, chair’s spirit aglow.
It was that shining day before great snow,
chair’s shadow flung down on the bright road,
I’m driving and driving, letting… chair… go.
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MOOCS have become a familiar part of the education scene and popular with anyone who wishes to
undertake self-paced learning from the comfort of home. A number of internet based platforms, which
are supported by leading universities and colleges world-wide, provide access to a wide variety of
courses. Many courses are free and are offered with a particular starting date or can be joined at any
time. Aiming for a large number of participants courses have academic content, but do not necessarily
provide accreditation. Two of the sources for courses investigated here are Coursera and FutureLearn.

Coursera
https://www.coursera.org/
Coursera is an educational company which has a partnership
with 108 prominent international universities and
organisations to make available over 500 courses that
anyone anywhere can study without fees. According to the
site over 6 million students are currently enrolled. The aims
are clearly set out: students will watch lectures; learn at their
own pace; use interactive exercises for self-testing and
reinforcement; and become involved in peer assessment. For
each course details are given of the syllabus and information
about instructors, duration and input required. The website is
straightforward to navigate and all the information needed
to get started is here. In this case the institutions cover the globe, but there are currently only two British
ones involved. Courses are grouped by category so it needs a quick to check whether a subject that you
are interested in is listed. Some of the courses would be suitable for sixth formers and it is easy to
assess the level by checking for whether prior knowledge is required. By way of example, an Introduction
to Philosophy course offered by Edinburgh University is on
offer with a January start date over 7 weeks and requires
1–2 hours of additional study. The course notes advise that
this is eligible for a verified certificate.

FutureLearn
https://www.futurelearn.com/
FutureLearn offers a selection of free online courses from
over 20 leading universities and other cultural organisations
most of which are UK based. The Open University owns the
site and its guiding principles are enshrined in this project.
Courses are made available as units and are accessible on
mobile, tablet and desktop. The initial range of courses is
limited, but this will expand as time goes on. The site is
simple to navigate and attractive. A helpful explanation of
how to participate is provided. The process is similar to
Coursera in that learning takes place using videos with tests
and quizzes to consolidate and check understanding and
opportunities to discuss with other students. Evidence of participation is available at the end of the
course, but this is under development. There are clearly courses suitable for sixth formers, for example
the 6 week course by the Shakespeare Institute entitled Shakespeare’s Hamlet: text performance and
culture is one that requires some prior knowledge and 4 hours a week commitment and a 6 week
course Preparing for Uni from The University of East Anglia, which has a 3 hours per week study load.
Details of tutors and starting dates are also given.
Both Coursera and FutureLearn are worth exploring. As a general observation, this kind of self-directed
and extension activity is ideal for Sixth Formers (and I am sure that many teachers would also be
interested). The range of courses is increasing and one is likely to find a suitable course in most subject
areas somewhere. Criticisms have recently been levelled about the variable quality of MOOCs; need for
students to have up-to-date IT equipment; students not liking peer marking and high drop-out rates.
However, with careful selection these courses add to traditional educational opportunities and do
demonstrate interest and commitment.
Pat Chandler, St Peter’s School, York

Read online at www.sla.org.uk/ict-at-sla
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The Conversation
A new journalism project
http://theconversation.com/uk
The Conversation is currently a pilot site, stated very clearly on the first page,
’A new journalism project featuring content from the sharpest academic
minds.’ Immediately, I pigeon-hole this for Sixth Form level use. Those wishing
to write for The Conversation are able to sign up in a very easy online step,
but must be members of an academic institution and have their credentials
verified, thus reassuring users of a high standard set for reliable and verified
contributions. It is also possible to sign up as a reader, and receive daily
newsletters. There is a list of those Universities, and other organisations,
funding the site with
each article and I am
delighted to see my old
alma mater, Goldsmiths
College, is one of them.
Courteous discourse is
expected at every stage,
guidelines are stated in
brief upon sign-up and
there is a clear link to
the Community
standards. This
document is notable
and reassuring.
The site is professionally
laid out and not at all
garish as seems
common in those sites
intended for a younger
audience. This does
encourage trust which
has meant I have dug
into it to find fault. The
founders are displayed
with (most) photograph
and relevant
background detail,
there is an enormous
amount of journalistic
experience,
responsibility and award-winners on staff from both Australia and the UK,
the credentials are impressive.
In addition to the
contributors there is a
section detailing ‘Who We
Are’ which tells openly of
their intent to be an
‘independent source of
news and views’, a
conduit between
academia and research,
and the public. The goal of
‘The Conversation’ in
short is to support a more
informed public, who are
able to converse and
discuss and therefore feed
into democracy.

Read online at www.sla.org.uk/ict-at-sla

Reassuringly for cost-conscious schools, ‘We believe in open access and the
free-flow of information. The Conversation is a free resource: free to read
(we’ll never go behind a paywall), and free to share or republish under
Creative Commons. All you need to do is follow our simple guidelines.’
These guidelines are common sense to most librarians, and explain clearly the
use allowed of the site’s articles, which is generous and clear to understand.
It is recommended that all those to whom you may endorse this site read the
guidelines first.
As to the content… the front page is divided into Analysis and Comment;
Research and News; Columnists; Hard Evidence; Editors Picks; Most Read;
Research Briefs; Pitch and Idea and Want to Write. Under each of these is a
series of headings with brief descriptions of the articles behind those
headings, on which one clicks to read. This is a clumsy and information-heavy
layout, but given the sheer amount of information available I can think of no
other way to design.
For those wanting subject specific information, rather than the most current,
simple headings are listed at the top of this front page; Business + Economy;
Environment + Energy; Health + Medicine; Politics + Society; Science +
Technology. This directory searching method is not as cumbersome as one
may fear, however for those who prefer keyword searching this is also
available as a field at the top right of each screen.
To test this I used the perennial favourite of schools currently, and simply
typed ‘Gove’ into the search box. Immediately a list of articles featuring the
current Minister for Education was returned. I then selected the second
article to use as an example, ‘Michael Gove and the real picture of poverty in
Britain’ by Gill Main, Research Fellow, Social Policy Research Unit, University
of York. Within this article there are
links to those articles which were used
in the research, enabling one to view
them oneself, and the writing and tone
are much simpler to understand than I
expected. This is standard format for all
articles within the site.
I cannot recommend this
site enough – for Sixth
Form students it should
be an initial port of call,
as well as high achieving
KS4 students. It is key to
continue to remind those
using the site of the bias
of all the authors –
whether obvious or not,
all the articles have a
bias however well
balanced the arguments
are (and the other side is
always considered).
It would be of great assistance to staff compiling lessons with research
criteria and, frankly, of general interest to any with a curiosity for current
affairs, news, discourse, debate and good conversation. I see many an hour
on here for me now…
Lynne Coppendale
Librarian, Danum Academy, Doncaster
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Youngzine
Online magazine
http://www.youngzine.org/

Youngzine is a new online magazine that brings current events to school
age children in a simple and unbiased manner with the appropriate context.
It is American, but on one day I accessed it, of the headlines of the day two
were worldwide, one American, the other picture was of America, but would
apply worldwide. This proved to be the case on other occasions as well.
All feature length articles in Youngzine are written by the editors after
extensive research. The team is introduced. None, I believe, are experts in
any subject, but all seemed fairly unbiased and had children, hence were in
tune with what they want and need.
Current events are used to connect concepts children learn in classrooms to
events happening around the world. Children are encouraged to form their
own opinions. All videos and pictures on the site are suitable for children. It
advertises itself as a family friendly site and I saw no evidence to indicate
otherwise.
It is ‘Safe surf rated’. It does state in terms of usage that it will point to
other sites, but accepts no responsibility for those, which is standard.
Youngzine’s feature length articles are updated every week, along with
videos and UWrites submitted by young readers. Smaller news bites called
‘News Flashes’ are updated several times a week.
U Write includes book reviews, poems and drawings. Children aged 6–12
had submitted items and added comments on the day I accessed the site.
There were no photos of children, but they could choose a character to
depict themselves, so there was some individuality.
World News: on 31
December world news
comprised of the person
of the year – the Pope,
but also had an article
about the legacy of
Nelson Mandela. There
were articles about
North Korea and the
Ukraine, in the news at
the time.

Playzine is the excuse to look at comics, videos and games. A Hall of fame
allows members to win points and badges and there is a leader board of
those children with the most points, introducing a competitive element so
children keep logging onto the site.
These Youngziners are from all around the world although mainly America,
with some around Europe.
To participate in
the blog chat and
jokes children need
to be a member,
for which there is
no charge. When
joining, if child is
under 13, a parent
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The interactive elements are monitored, but only to the extent of acceptable
comments. Original spelling is retained!
Classroom: whole classes can join and use the site as a blog, with teachers
setting quizzes and homework.
When I accessed the site there was a very interesting discussion on this
page of home school v public school. Supporters of both offered some good
arguments on both sides. Such discussions would help the other side see an
alternative viewpoint and all is child controlled.
I especially found the
breadcrumbs useful
as it means you can
always return to
where you were
instead of going off
on a tangent.
Testing out the
search facility my
search for
earthquakes and
Nelson Mandela
pulled up some
useful articles.
However, a search
for home schooling
did not retrieve the blog discussion, so perhaps it just searches articles as
being more authoritative.

Other news articles are
always linked to the
subjects of ‘Science and
technology’, ‘Our Earth’ and
‘Society and arts’.
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needs to sign up and it asks for parent email only. It asks for only first name
or user name for the child.

On the home page is a link to the website of the American Association of
School Librarians which includes Best Websites for Teaching & Learning
2013 (http://www.ala.org/aasl/standards-guidelines/best-websites). I was
not familiar with them all. Many of them sounded brilliant, although I
did not explore them all. It does include Pinterest and Smore and many
American sites, all linked to the (American) standards for the 21st
learner. For school librarians in the UK this is still a useful list to
explore.
The whole site is advertisement free, but there is a button to donate which
will probably be totally ignored by children and for adults it’s reassuring to
know adverts will not pop up.
As a free site this is useful for children in Key Stages 2 and 3. It may not be
first port of call in an information search, but used in conjunction with other
searches it can offer an accessible way into current world news. The ability to
access it at home may encourage children to utilise the more fun aspects of
the site, although many may be put off by the Americanisation.
Dawn Woods

Read online at www.sla.org.uk/ict-at-sla
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Food for Thought
Healthy eating websites
Food a Fact of Life
http://www.foodafactoflife.org.uk
This is a great website from the
British Nutrition Foundation that’s
straightforward to navigate and
well set out. It has sections split
into age groups so it’s easy to
access relevant information and
comes packed with free teaching
resources, curriculum links, video
podcasts and e-seminars as well as
some colourful free downloadable
posters such as ‘What are
nutrients?’ and ‘Love your lunch’.
The site also offers games for
younger students which help them
make the right healthy eating
choices, including a downloadable
board game.
Elements of the site would be useful
in a broad range of subjects
including Geography, Maths,
Science, Food Technology and PSHE.

British Nutrition Foundation
http://www.nutrition.org.uk
This site is again from the British Nutrition Foundation but is more geared up
for KS4 students and teachers. It has the latest news articles on nutrition
and diet with sections on sport and exercise, obesity, food allergies as well
as links to careers in
dietetics and nutrition. This
site is good for PSHE,
Science and Food
Technology students. Both
these sites are endorsed by
Jacqui Housley, Head of
Food Technology at
Armthorpe Academy, who
is the published author of
several Hospitality and
Catering books for WJEC
at GCSE level.

Teaching Ideas
http://www.teachingideas.co.uk/themes/keepinghealthy/index.htm
This website is great for
classroom resources and
really useful for general
nutrition and health
information. It is also ideal
to use in science based
schemes of work which are
aimed at ages 5 to 11.
Under the ‘Keeping Healthy’
section you can find loads of
free downloadable posters
and teaching aids.
This section of the site is
easy to navigate and has a
broad range of activities encouraging students to invent healthy menus as
well as making aware of the effects different types of foods have on their
bodies. There are useful links to subjects such as hygiene as well as video
links and display materials.

NHS Choices
http://www.nhs.uk/LiveWell/Goodfood/Pages/goodfoodhome.aspx
This website has a wide range of
topics thoroughly covering all
aspects of nutrition, healthy eating,
diet and lifestyle. There are useful
tools which include how to plan
meals and how to calculate a
healthy weight as well as an
interactive BMI indicator.
The sections are split into food
groups which are clear and self-explanatory and there are sections on
sensible food budgeting and how to prepare and cook food safely.
This website is a great resource for both science and food technology
students and teachers.
Lesley Hurworth, Armthorpe Academy, Doncaster.

Read online at www.sla.org.uk/ict-at-sla
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Apps for Digital Storytelling
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If you’re lucky enough to have access to tablets
for use with your pupils, or if you can encourage
them to use their technology/smartphones then
the idea of digital storytelling opens up a world of
possibilities. Whether creating a trailer for their
latest bookclub novel or reporting back on an
information skills project some of the apps below
might offer some possibilities.
The apps below are all free, although many have
the possibility of in-app purchases to enhance the
app. It is also worth keeping an eye on ‘app sales’
for the opportunities to download paid-for apps
for free.
Skitch allows text, emicons, stamps and
illustrations to be added to photos on the device’s
camera roll/gallery. Images can also be pixelated
in full or in part. Likewise this app provides the
possibility of cropping images. Adapted images
can be saved back out onto the camera
roll/gallery for use in other apps.
Snapseed is a photoediting app which allows
the user to enhance images. Options include
basics such as being able to adjust brightness and
contrast, rotate and crop images and apply colour
filters. It also allows the user to apply different
styles and frames to the images. Again images
can be saved to the camera roll/gallery for use in
other apps.
Photo Shake combines the photediting and the
ability to add text over an image. It has a wide
range of fonts and allows you to create photo
collages within the one frame. Most of its borders
make an image look essentially like a postage
stamp – perhaps pupils could be encouraged to
create their own book character related stamps?
QuoFX Video / Action Movie / FXFuru – all of
these allow users to take short video clips and
then add movie style effects to them. With some
careful planning and editing avalanches, car
crashes, fireballs, missiles and other special effects
can envelop those featured in the video. Again
these video clips can then be loaded back into the
camera roll/gallery for use with other apps.
Morfo – take a picture of a face and then morph
the features to create an unrecognisable creature!
Using a face-on picture you can change the eyes,
nose and mouth. Then add some additional hair,

coloured lenses to the eyes and change the lighting
in the photo. The basic pack includes a disco glam
theme before being able to add some basic music
and record audio over top. Finally take a photo of
your creation and send it as an email, add to
various social networking options or simply save it
back to your device for use in other programmes.
Toontastic Jr
(http://www.launchpadtoys.com/toontastic/) have
produced various story creation apps including a
pirate themed set of characters and a set with
characters from Shrek. These apps are heavily
geared to encouraging in-app purchases, however
they have a lot of creative potential in their basic
form. They reinforce the idea that a story has a
beginning, middle and end by providing
animation starters for each of these sections of
your story. Users are then encouraged to move
the characters around, add audio on top of this
and then choose emotive music. Having
completed each of the three sections it’s time to
add your own title and credits as director before
being able to save the finished creation.
Lego Movie and Stop Motion apps take the
creative process on a stage further. Set up your
scene, take your picture, move your characters and
repeat until your story is told. Add movie titles
and credits – then go back and edit the movie.
Other options allow you to add a soundtrack and
change the speed of the frames before saving and
uploading to your gallery, camera roll or onto
YouTube (or similar).

For iPads
iMotion and iPhoto are, at the time of writing,
available on new devices when they connect to
the App Store. GarageBand is also in this suite
of free apps on new devices and may be the
perfect way to encourage your young musicians
to create the soundtrack for the trailers/movies
and stories.
These are just a few of the apps available that
can be used creatively with pupils to encourage
their storytelling skills or to enhance feedback in
presentations. Hopefully it’s given you a few ideas
to go and explore what can be done.
Hilary Petrie
Open Learning Officer, CultureNL

6283454

245121311

Editor’s note:

8462843

If you are interested in exploring and writing about new resources, and would like to join the panel of reviewers for
ict@sla, please contact the Editor by email: ict@sla.org.uk

45570321
8462823

23414426
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All the reviews in ict@sla are also available online in the members-only section of the website:
www.sla.org.uk/ict-at-sla.
The site contains the full text of the reviews and readers are able to click directly onto links. Reviews are available in
chronological order or through tag cloud searching by keyword.
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Reviews

Editorial
In the early weeks of the year as I sit down to write this, my first attempt at an
editorial column, it already feels that 2014 is going to be a brilliant year! But that
is not to say I do not feel the weight of responsibility upon my shoulders. I have
such a tremendous act to follow; the name of Chris Brown is so well respected
and renowned within the world of children’s literature and to think that he
achieved all this after a very successful career as a primary headteacher! But in a
similar way this opportunity comes at a point of career change for me too. In fact
I cannot imagine being able to fulfil this role adequately while working full time!
Similarly I do know that Chris and I are kindred spirits when it comes to our
enthusiasm for the written word, whether that is used in conveying story or
information, and for that creative interplay between literary and visual arts that
we find in the very best of children’s publishing.

Under 8

In my application for this post I said ‘First and foremost I have to declare my
overwhelming passion for reading and for books of any description. I was one of
those lucky children who cannot remember learning to read, but who was fluent
before starting school. This passion has informed my whole professional career,
which could be summed up as a mission to get every child reading and therefore
able to make the most of their life opportunities. Literacy is crucial to society and
to the individual. As a children’s librarian this translates as finding the right book
for the right child at the right time. As a Schools Library Service librarian and
manager this has extended to being able to find the right book or resource to
support a teacher’s learning objectives in their classroom and to engage the
teachers themselves in reading children’s literature and helping them make those
vital connections for children as well. I think that pretty much sums up what I
believe to be the purpose of book reviews in The School Librarian: to help
everyone find that perfect book just when they need it. There is also, of course,
shockingly little review coverage of children’s books in the main print media and
so the coverage in The School Librarian is all the more important.

8 to 12
8 to 12 fiction
8 to 12 information

Poetry & Plays
12 to 16
12 to 16 fiction
12 to 16 information

Chris, in his last column, talked about his 15 year period as having been
‘blooming’ with quality books. I am already getting enormous pleasure from the
unexpected blooms that appear. The School Librarian is sent many books from
small and independent publishers that I would not normally have seen from the
mainstream suppliers we used in my library service. The downside of this is that
there are in excess of 12,500 books published in the UK each year and how can
one possibly keep up to date and sort the wheat from the chaff? It is impossible to
do as a lone practitioner, which is the situation for most school librarians, but
what you have in front of you is the combined wisdom of what the UKLA
Teachers as Readers third phase of research calls a ‘community of readers’. They
were describing a community developed around an individual school: of teachers,
pupils and families. Ours is an extended nationwide community whose expertise
and experience you can tap into.

16 to 19
Professional

Books and material for review
should be sent by post to the
Reviews Editor:

I have really enjoyed my first contacts with the ‘community’ of reviewers that I
have inherited from Chris and am inordinately grateful for their patience and
understanding with the ‘newbie’. Deciding what books to send to each and then
reading their responses has been fascinating and I look forward to getting to
know them better.

Joy Court
8 Lynmouth Drive
Gilmorton
Lutterworth
Leicestershire
LE17 5PG
Martin Salter

But most of all I am very conscious of my privileged position here in having all
these wonderful books pass through my door (although I am not sure that my
postman feels quite the same way) and I do want to make sure that we are
meeting your needs. Do please contact me if you feel we are missing out on any
genres or topics or if you think we could do things differently? We are all part of
this ‘community of readers’ and I know that we all want to enrol as many young
people as possible into the lifelong opportunities that reading brings!
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Under 8
Under 8
Anholt, Catherine and Laurence
One World Together
Frances Lincoln, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 1 84780 405 1

‘I want a friend but who will I
choose? Take a trip around
the world, meet children from
lots of different places and
peep into their lives.’ This
story is about making friends
and appreciating the
differences between all nationalities. It is like a,
Disney inspired, small world story where everyone
is equal and everyone is special in their own
unique way. Catherine and Laurence Anholt are
clearly very experienced writers, using beautiful
artwork, a pop up globe and perfectly pitched
narrative to tell this story and it is a good
introduction to cultural diversity and equality for
young children. I cannot help but feel, though,
that the use of such strong stereotypes is neither
accurate nor helpful in this current globalised
society. Teaching children that all people from
Sweden are like this and all children from Brazil
are like that is actually quite the opposite of the
intentions of the book. I suppose children don’t
see this, but maybe they should. That said, my
children love the bright images and the resultant
discussions about different places to visit in the
world, and I did remind them that not all Dutch
people wear clogs!
Becky Carter

Blake, Stephanie
A Deal’s a Deal
Gecko Press, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 1 87757 983 7

Stephanie Blake follows Poo Bum and Stupid
Baby with this book about two boy rabbits who
both try wheeling and dealing. Simon, wearing his
superhero cloak and mask, has cars in green, blue
and yellow, and desperately wants his friend
Ferdinand’s red one. Ferdinand drives a hard
bargain and makes Simon trade all three cars for
the one red one. When Simon takes the red car
home in triumph and it immediately breaks, he
realises that his deal was not fair, and takes his
revenge, inciting Ferdinand to want the red car
back with something inside it which ought to be
his…but this turns out to be nothing he wants
after all, (I’m not giving it away). Children
accustomed to making deals will appreciate the
twist and turns of the scheming pair and this will
be fun to read aloud or to share. Stephanie
Blake’s illustrations are bold and simple, and the
varying typefaces for important words stand out
on colourful pages. The rabbit boys both have evil
grins when they are making their deals, and
indeed the facial expressions are excellently
drawn in just a few lines. Stephanie is a highly

successful author and illustrator in France, (Gecko
Press specialises in ‘curiously good books’ in
English from other countries) so the children’s
names reflect that – Simon’s brother is Gaspard,
and the name ‘Ferdinand’ is more common in
France than in British playgroups and nurseries.
Finding out about other names in other countries
is an added bonus in a fun book.
Diana Barnes

Brown, Alison
Eddie and Dog
Little Tiger Press, 2013, pp32, £5.99
978 1 84895 656 8

Little Tiger Press has again produced a delightful
picture book. Eddie longs to have adventures, and
when he meets the like-minded Dog, they have a
lot of fun in their imaginations, hunting for
crocodiles, sailing the seven seas etc., until Eddie
takes Dog home, and his Mum refuses to let him
stay, as they don’t have a garden. Dog is sent
away to be re-housed, but Eddie misses him, and
is thrilled when Dog comes back (riding on a
Vespa). Again Dog is sent away, and this time he
comes back swimming, to Eddie on the beach.
Mum is adamant, and drives Dog to the country.
The ever-resourceful Dog flies an aeroplane to get
back to Eddie this time, and has a good idea
about creating a garden; so he can stay, everyone
is happy, and the adventures can continue. Does
Dog really do all these un-dog-like things? It
really doesn’t matter, and imagination is a
wonderful inventor! This story of a friendship
between child and animal is not unusual in the
picture book world, but this one is told with
humour and creativity. There will be anticipation
as the child makes the first sighting of the
returning Dog (once just his ears!) and Eddie’s
despondency as he misses Dog is beautifully
illustrated. When an author can also be the
illustrator, the reader knows that everything is just
as intended, and Alison Brown uses both skills
effectively. There is a lot of fun and movement in
the illustrations, mostly in pastel colouring, with
bright patches, like the red aeroplane, and Eddie’s
gloriously auburn hair. There is clever use of fonts,
too, as in the repeated ‘He came back’, in which
the words get progressively bigger for emphasis. A
thoroughly enjoyable book.
Diana Barnes

Browne, Anthony
What If...?
Doubleday, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 0 85753 113 1

The book tells the story of a little boy called Joe
and his mum, who is walking him to his friend’s
birthday party. This is Joe’s first big party and he’s
full of anxieties and worries, all easily explained
and dealt with by his mum.
The concept behind the story is definitely one that
many children as well as their parents will find
familiar. I remember my first big play date and

how petrified I was, for, what is clear to me now,
no reason whatsoever. Now that my son goes on
play dates, I get the ‘mum anxiety’ too, just like in
the story (will he like it there? will he have fun?
will he eat the food?).
Like many other works by Anthony Browne, this
isn’t just a simple book with straightforward
pictures to fit with the narrative; these illustrations
have a lot of detail that may at first escape a
young reader’s eye, but as you read and look at it
again and again, you discover more and more
twists and little sub-stories in the background,
e.g. little horns on some of the characters’ heads,
a sort of Beryl Cook-style picture of what looks
like a bizarre game of Snakes and Ladders, and so
on, and so forth. This additional quirkiness of
what is seemingly a simple story presents a real
treat for Anthony Browne’s fans, while the bottom
line remains that it is still a
nice and useful book which
will help children (and their
parents) get rid of any preparty fears.
Marzena Currie

Byrne, Richard
The Great Moon Confusion
Oxford, 2013, pp28, £11.99
978 0 19273 503 4

Aldrin the racoon is a great know-all – he knows
how to put up a tent; how to identify plants and
much more. The two bears in the story Hubble
and Lovell, on the other hand, were stargazers.
Aldrin did not understand stars. One night while
seated around Aldrin’s campfire, the bears realised
that the moon was not quite round. Rabbit was
curious; Aldrin was too proud to ask but
suggested that a full investigation should take
place. The bears knew the answer though!
Over the next few days, the bears began to act in
a very strange way, they were spotted wearing
helmets, carrying a very large instrument and then
they were seen moving rubble. Assumptions were
made that they were stealing the moon little by
little – they had even set up Moon Rescue HQ!
The bears invited Aldrin, Fox, Rabbit and
Woopecker to come and see what they had been
building – a giant telescope! They had not been
stealing the moon after all! They wanted everyone
to be able to study it properly. Aldrin was
ashamed. He apologised for being a know-all. The
bears did know a lot about the moon after all,
more than he did. The book ends with everyone
asking all kinds of moon and space related
questions.
The book is colourful, lively and does have some
challenging language. There are lots of facts
about the moon and stars, and is also a moral
tale about being boastful about knowing
everything. It may also cultivate an interest in
astronomy.
Janette Perkins
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Under 8
Colich, Abby
Glass (Exploring Materials)
Raintree, 2013, pp24, £11.99
978 1 40626 331 2

There are seven books in this ‘Exploring Materials’
series for KS1 and KS2 pupils. The layout is simple
with a two–third page illustration and a sentence
in large text underneath. As a very easy
introduction to materials science it works well,
especially as a contents list, glossary and index
are included to foster the idea of developing
information skills. Hopefully it will encourage the
pupils to ask questions and so find more
information on other materials and their uses. A
useful book for the school library or the science
resources cupboard, on the back cover it is
described as ‘an alternative resource for early
readers’ part of Acorn Grow which has its own
website. The end note for parents or teachers is
short but helpful.
D.A. Barnett

Corderoy, Tracey and Berger Joe
Spells-A-Popping Granny’s Shopping
Nosy Crow, 2013, pp32, £10.99
978 0 85763 220 3

This story follows Pandora
and her granny as they go on
a trip to the supermarket.
However, Pandora’s granny is
no ordinary granny, Pandora’s
granny has magical powers
and their trip to the
supermarket is
somewhat unusual. To Pandora’s mortification
while in the supermarket, under granny’s
influence, popcorn starts popping, biscuits dance
in the aisles and soap starts chasing knickers
across the store! Pandora does start to appreciate
granny’s talents however, when her magic foils a
pair of rotten robbers who are pilfering in the
supermarket. Young children will no doubt love
granny’s solution to dealing with the robbers –
setting a chocolate teddy bear on them.
This book is not only an enjoyable read but
beautifully illustrated too, although the slight pink
element to the cover may (sadly) deter some boys
from this book. Nevertheless it would be an
entertaining and attractive addition to any library
picture book collection.
Frances Breslin Davda

Eliot, May and Johnson, Richard
The Nativity: The Story of Baby Jesus
Picture Corgi, 2013, pp32, £5.99
978 0 55256 762 6

The birth of Jesus is one of the best known stories
in the world, but here is beautifully told in
appropriate language for the young reader, who
might well be learning the story anew. There is no
biblical mention of the animals, the shepherds
and the wise men all together in the stable, but
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that is how many cribs are arranged and it makes
a final picture that will connect with many that
can be seen in shop windows or on cards. The
pictures however, that I admired most were the
ones which show Joseph worried that they will
not find anywhere to stay or which depict the
long and difficult journey. These bring the story
alive and add emotional impact and significance.
Mary is one of the iconic faces of world art but
here she is a person, displaying calm and
gentleness. This is an excellent version of a
magnificent story that will be loved by child and
parent.
Nick Hunt

Farley, Brianne
Ike’s Incredible Ink
Walker, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 1 40634 990 0

I wonder how much of this funny little book is
autobiographical. How many times did Farley get
frustrated trying to start, call friends for advice,
and look for just the right pen? Did she
procrastinate like Ike? Did she struggle to finalise
her plot? Did she, perhaps, make a huge ink spot
on her page and, as they say, the rest is history?
This story about Ike and his quest for the perfect
ink is very entertaining for young children. Ike is
an interesting character and the ink itself is quite
dark, made from strange ingredients, which could
have become quite scary had the mood not been
lifted by the whimsical narrative and the quirky
nature of the story.
This book is good on many levels; the illustrations
are messy, which children will love and the use of
alliteration throughout makes it an easy, enjoyable
read. The fact that this is a book about writing a
book, and we never get to hear about Ike’s story
makes it even more special. Just as the book itself
is a creative piece of literature, the fact that it
leaves us hanging allows readers to discuss,
debate, create their own stories and to promote
such expression and interest is very clever indeed.
Becky Carter

Mum always manages to find it again! Until, that
is, he goes on a school visit to the zoo and this
time it stays well and truly lost… I will let you
find out for yourselves who the lucky recipient is!
As in all good yarns, this one has a happy ending
as Little Owl finishes up with a new, soft,
turquoise scarf that is just the right length.
Angela Redfern

Freedman, Claire and Hendra, Sue
Spider Sandwiches
Bloomsbury, 2013, pp32,£6.99
978 1 40883 9157

Claire Freedman (Aliens
Love Underpants) and
Sue Hendra (Barry, the
Fish with Fingers) have
come together in a new
partnership to create
this book celebrating
lots of disgusting things
to eat. Max is a monster who eats ‘yucky, mucky
food’, and rhyming couplets describe his taste in
loving detail: slug milkshake, beetle biscuits, bug
burgers, tadpole icecream with snailtrail sauce,
cockroach curry – some ideas taken from
‘Squealia’s Monsters’ Cookbook’, which shows
‘Squealia’ looking brightly from the cover in her
pinny and pearls…
Sue Hendra depicts the monster, Max, as quite a
cuddly-looking creature, hairy and green, with big
eyes, and although the style is big, colourful and
bold, children may enjoy spotting the details like
slugs crawling down the blender in their attempt
to escape being made into milkshake, and all the
choices on the shelves in the monster
supermarket. The dénouement, that there is one
food so disgusting that not even monsters will eat
it, will surprise those of us who enjoyed every
aspect of our traditional Christmas dinner...
Rhymes, disgusting ideas and excellent
illustrations will be sure to make this a popular
book with young children, and it will be fun to
share.
Diana Barnes

Feeney, Tatyana
Little Owl’s Orange Scarf
Oxford, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 0 19279 454 3

I was not kindly disposed towards this book at
first as it seemed to be a reworking of the old
classic No Roses for Harry. Yet, I have to admit it
won me over. A ‘warm and witty yarn’ we are told
on the front cover and that is exactly what this
book is: an endearing tale that the very young will
lap up. The minimalist drawings are very cute and
somehow manage to convey such a lot. (Mummy
Owl’s eyelashes are a sight to behold!) Little Owl,
like many a child, loves ice cream, loves his
scooter, but hates with a passion his new present,
a very long, itchy, bright orange scarf, which he
tries every ruse in the book to get rid of, but his

Gliori, Debi
Dragon Loves Penguin
Bloomsbury, 2013, pp32, £10.99
978 1 40883 949 2

A mummy and a daddy penguin are trying to
settle baby Bib to sleep but he wants one more
story – the one about the dragon who had no
egg until she found one abandoned on the ice.
Dragon loves her little one, even though she can’t
fly or breathe fire and is covered in feathers. But
while all the others grow big and strong, ‘the
Little One, being small and fluffy, grew courage
instead.’
This is a delightful story and the illustrations are
perfect. The soft charcoal lines and muted colours
on mainly white backgrounds are simple but

Under 8
strikingly effective. The use of colour is sparing but
exactly right and the positioning of text and
image on the page draws the reader through the
story. The words have simplicity but convey the
emotional depth of maternal love with a very
warm and loving tone. The facial expressions of
both dragons and penguins are simply lovely and
I can imagine the young reader, like Bib the little
penguin, requesting ‘Read it again. Please?’
Lesley Martin

Gordon, Domenica More
Archie’s Holiday
Bloomsbury, 2013, pp32, £12.99
978 1 40882 932 5

The familiar sights of dogs, suitcases and holidays
meant that this was a well received book in our
family. Archie himself is familiar in the literary
world and this is the latest in a series of books
revolving around this lovable pup living a human
life. The fact that there was a 60 second trailer for
the book on YouTube prior to its release shows
the kind of following that the character has. This
is a great wordless picture book with a lot of
detail in the illustrations and thought to the page
content. It is a great prompt for conversation with
young children. But, for me, it should be better
placed on hard pages suitable for the youngest
children, rather than in this kind of format.
Becky Carter

Heapy, Teresa and Heap, Sue
Very Little Red Riding Hood
David Fickling, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 0 85756 059 9

This is Little Red Riding
Hood for the modern age.
She’s not only little, but
very little, and has the
determination and fearless
confidence of a selfassured tot. Very little Red
is off to Grandma’s for a
sleepover. Her mummy’s farewell ‘Be gentle with
Grandmama and don’t break anything!’ hints that
Very Little Red is not going to be fazed by any
wolf she might encounter. To her he’s a great big
softie – Foxie. True to character she leads him a
merry dance and requires the wolf and Grandma
to join in all sorts of games, before it all becomes
too much for her. Will Mr Wolf come to the
rescue? This will be great to share with nursery
children. Many adults will empathise with Granny
and Mr Wolf having to entertain and then cope
with an overtired child. The illustrations use strong
poster paint style colours for the characters, their
outfits and the suggested background; yet there is
detail in the wolf’s coat and the birch forest. The
character’s facial expressions which match the
story dialogue are a strong feature. This is a great
story that will find fans of old and young alike.
Wendy Worley

Hodgson, Jesse
Pongo
Flying Eye Books, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 1 90926 309 3

Pongo lived deep in the dark, dark depths of the
rainforest where the trees grew so tightly together
hardly any sunshine was ever seen, so Pongo
decides to set off to look for the sun. On the way,
poor Pongo mistakes a few other similarly
coloured and shaped items for the sun, including
a snake, some fruit and even a baboon’s bottom!
Eventually Pongo finds the sun, making a new
friend in the process.
This book is beautifully illustrated – its classical
illustrations and dialogue put me in mind of The
Very Hungry Caterpillar – it is a book which is
likely to be appreciated by a more specialised
audience and those who do will adore it. It would
also be useful title for those looking for books to
support animal, rainforest or jungle topics.
Frances Breslin Davda

Inkpen, Mick
Wibbly Pig and the Tooky
Hodder, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 1 44491 223 4

When Big Pig’s sister and her friend go to the zoo
they each bring home a memento of their trip.
Unfortunately for Wibbly and his friends Big Pig’s
sister brings home a real Toucan! There is much
excitement as they try and catch the bird and
then they are faced with trying to smuggle it back
into the zoo (obviously disguised with spectacles
and a Santa hat). But has little sister learnt her
lesson, or will she cause further havoc for Wibbly
and Co? Mick Inkpen has been enthralling
children for a long time and he has a wonderfully
simple and direct way of communicating with his
audience. With Wibbly and his friends he has built
up a cast of characters that are known and loved
across the world. The stories are simple yet full of
humour and a strong storyline which works well
in storytimes.
The book is one that is great for reading before
going on a zoo visit and gives the opportunity to
talk about what children will see, what they are
allowed to do and what would be bad for the
animals. The illustrations have a very clear and
recognizable structure, with little in the way of
background to detract from the action taking
place. Great for Early Years settings.
Margaret Pemberton

Latimer, Miriam
Dear Panda
Red Fox, 2013, pp32, £5.99
978 1 84941 654 2

This is a sweet little story about a little girl,
Florence Perkins, who has moved into a new
house next to a zoo. Florence is nervous about
having to start a new school and make new

friends, so decides to conquer her fears by
befriending the panda in the zoo next door. This
proves to be a wise move, as panda becomes a
firm friend, helping Florence’s transition to her
new school and make friends (of the non furry
variety).
This title could be used to help children nervous
about new experiences and/or making friends. As
long as readers understand that although panda
arrives at school to support Florence on her first
day this is not likely to happen in real life! This
title would also be a welcome addition to any
library collection due to its attractive illustrations.
Frances Breslin Davda

Litchfield, Jo
Bit-Bot and the Blob
Egmont, 2013, pp40, £6.99
978 1 40525 513 4

When George’s explorer
parents are snowed in at
the North Pole he has to
spend his holidays with his
uncle, Professor Widget,
who is the epitome of the absent-minded
professor. Uncle Widget has made a companion
robot for George and they find themselves in the
middle of an adventure when trying to watch a
favourite TV show (after bedtime). Luckily there is
the house robot Alfred who saves the day.
This book has been created in a three dimensional
way, using models and illustrated backgrounds.
The result is similar to watching an animation on
TV, something that the intended audience will be
very familiar with. The models are well made and
the attention to detail for items such as clothing
and the dog bed really add to the belief in the
setting. There has been an imaginative use of
materials and the variations in size, texture, depth
and colour really bring the pages alive. The story
itself is fairly straightforward, but it is well told
and there is a strong sense of the ridiculous
running through the plot.
It is a charming and imaginative story I enjoyed
more than I thought I would, which will appeal
particularly to those with a quirky sense of
humour.
Margaret Pemberton

Littlewood, Karin
Star Girl
Frances Lincoln, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 1 84780 146 3

Every night, Gracie’s star shines for her high in the
night sky, but in the morning it disappears – how
she wishes that it would shine for her all the time.
So in the darkness of the night she goes to the
forest, climbs a tree and plucks the star from the
sky. But, no matter what she does, the star won’t
shine, until the night that Gracie returns it to its
home.
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Under 8
A dreamlike story in simple prose, accompanied
by suitably soft watercolour pictures, provides a
beautifully thought-provoking tale for readers of 5
or so. Gracie’s solitariness is well conveyed; the
mystery of the forest at night, its stillness and
coldness, can be felt; and the explosions of the
fireworks, presumably on bonfire night, are
suitably startling. Amid all the colour, however, the
star hangs sadly until restored to its natural
element, set free to be itself. All told, this is a
rather nice book.
Peter Andrews

MacDonald, Alan
Angela Nicely
Illustrated by David Roberts
Stripes, 2013, pp96, £4.99
978 1 84715 383 8

Angela Nicely has already made
an appearance in the ‘Dirty Bertie’
series. Now, this is the first in a
new series featuring the very
likeable but mischievous Angela:
there are two more books due to
be published in 2014. There are
three stories in this book: the titles will give you
an indication of the contents: ‘Miss Skinner’s Wig’,
‘Supermodel!’ and ‘Healthy Holiday’. Angela is
that irrepressible child who dares: you will have to
read the stories yourself to see how she extricates
herself from the scrapes she gets into. The text is
admirably complemented by David Roberts’
elegant but hilarious drawings. The stories are
divided up into short chapters and Angela is a
character who readers cannot fail to warm to. At
the audition for the catalogue modelling when
asked what she enjoys doing she replies:
‘Watching TV, playing with my friends, standing on
my head…’ Then she promptly gives a
demonstration!
This is a book that would be ideal for reading
aloud. It would also be accessible to the newly
independent reader and is highly recommended
for the 6 to 8 age group.

may cope, and how to focus on his return. The
beautiful otherworldly illustrations are amazingly
detailed and add a touching humour, totally
empathetic with the book’s theme.
Many parents have to leave the family home for
varying lengths of time and it is never an easy
subject to explain to children. If shared at home
with young children, this book could help to
lessen the hurt and uncertainty that is sometimes
experienced, and provide an opening for further
discussion and reasoning.
My husband was in the RAF, and my son is now.
As a service family, we appreciate the anxieties
caused by a much loved father being away from
home and this book would certainly have helped
my four children to cope and will help my
grandchildren now.
Sue Breslin

MacIver, Juliette and Davis, Sarah
Toucan Can!
Gecko, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 1 87746 753 0

A bright and colourful picture book featuring a
certain talented toucan who can do all sorts of
things: he can dance, he can sing, he can swing
and juggle... The list is long, and what he cannot
do doesn’t seem to bother him because he makes
up for it with the things he can do. Make no
mistake, this is no bedtime
story – it will wake the
sleepiest child if you try to read
it in the evening – but it is one
of those books which work
best when they are read aloud,
possibly to a larger audience
who will love to get involved and play with it.
Filled with delicious tongue-twisters and a very
rhythmical pace of the narrative, this book should
be ‘acted out’, ideally in expressive, silly voices.
Better still, it could work as a basis for a
classroom play; giggles and fun guaranteed.
Marzena Currie

Mary Crawford

MacGregor, Christopher and Yarlett,
Emma
My Daddy’s Going Away
Doubleday, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 0 85753 211 4
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Oxford, 2013, pp28, £11.99
978 0 19279 473 4

This is a beautifully illustrated gentle book about
a little girl, the advent of winter and snow, which
brings the consequential building of a snowman.
The little girl and her father rejoice at the sight of
snowflakes falling, and soon everywhere is snow
clad, with the world bright and white. They put on
warm clothes; go out to build the snowman.
When he is finished, a twig is put in place for his
smile. Then the little girl stands next to the
snowman, and her father takes a photograph of
her and says ‘Smile’.
The book is so captivating, the pages have a
simplicity about them that makes everything seem

Two Nests by Laurence Anholt and Jim
Coplestone has been rightly praised for a fresh
and successful take on the difficult issue of
parental separation and divorce. The central
idea of the two birds living more happily on
separate sides of a tree is successful perhaps
because it was a genuine creative response by
the artist to help his children cope with
separation. A touching and delightful book
has resulted with the help of Anholt’s
trademark rhyming text. Frances Lincoln,
£6.99, 978 1 84780 496 9.
Another master of the rhyming text is Jez
Alborough and Nat the Cat’s Sunny Smile was
the first in the ‘Nat the Cat & Friends’ series of
jolly adventures well suited to the younger
audience. The bold colourful illustrations are
immediately engaging and this story can be
put to good discussion use for the way in
which it illustrates moods and feelings. Red
Fox, £6.99, 978 1 782 95129 2.
Feline feelings and moods are wonderfully
captured by Jill Barton in the Greenaway
nominated Puss Jekyll Cat Hyde. Puss Jekyll is
the soft cuddly cat of the house, but at night
she becomes Cat Hyde: the hunter all fang
and claw. Joyce Dunbar’s poetic lyrical text
reads aloud beautifully and elegantly captures
the very essence of feline duality. Frances
Lincoln, £6.99, 978 1 84780 492 1.

Penguins Can’t Fly! is illustrated by author
Richard Byrne with lively, colourful pictures full
of humour and detail particularly in the facial
expressions! Hatched on the same day,
Gregory the Gull and Hudson the Penguin
became the best of friends. They do everything
together and even as they grow and change
into quite different birds, they manage to
remain firm friends as they realise that being
different can have its advantages. This is great
for sharing within the classroom, to promote
discussion, to celebrate difference and also to
explore friendships. Andersen, £5.99 , 978 1
84939 568 7.
Margaret Mahy, who sadly died last year, was
another master of wordplay and The Man
From the Land of Fandango is a witty delight
perfectly matched by more Greenaway
nominated illustrations from Joyce’s talented
daughter Polly Dunbar. As the original
reviewer said: ‘tremendous fun’. Frances
Lincoln, £6.99, 978 1 84780 474 7.
A welcome return for The Ghost Library by
David Melling. In 2004 we declared ‘This book
is a joy’ as the new paperback proudly
proclaims on the cover. It is indeed a hugely
enjoyable story about stories and is
particularly valuable for the comic strip
wordless double-page spreads which

8

Written in verse and told from the perspective of
a family of aliens, this book explores a parent’s
temporary separation from the family due to work
commitments. Whether it’s Dad’s hugs, his smelly
socks or the storytimes that the children will miss
or their understanding of why he has to leave,
each aspect is dealt with in a calm, sensitive
manner, drawing from the personal experiences of
the author. The book endeavours to deal with the
sense of loss and emptiness created by a parent’s
absence, by offering suggestions of how children

Marlow, Layn
You Make Me Smile

New Editions

Under 8
so uncomplicated and safe. The little girl has a
rounded face, plump rosy cheeks and has a robin
hopping around the pages.
Even as the snow melts, and Winter turns to
Spring, there is acceptance that the snowman will
melt, but will return again next year so ‘we can
share a snowy smile again’.
The language used has been carefully chosen, the
words have a gentle quality... ‘ever so softly all
around, snow, snow, snow is covering the
ground’. This would make a soothing bed time
story, as well as generating a discussion about
weather, seasons and Winter.
Janette Perkins

Mercier, Johanne
Arthur and the Witch
Arthur and the Ice Rink
Translated by Daniel Hahn
Illustrated by Clare Elsom
Phoenix Yard Books, 2013, pp48, £4.99
978 1 907912 20 7 / 978 1 907912 21 4

These two, originally French, books tell the stories
of the adventures of a little boy called Arthur. In
Arthur and the Witch Arthur and his family try to
discover the truth behind some allegedly witchgrown berries, and in Arthur and the Ice Rink the
same characters try to re-enact an old ice-skating
competition which causes all sorts of mayhem.
These are short, simple and entertaining stories
which are perfectly suitable for readers who are
starting to read independently and would like to
read something that is amusing but not too
complex and overwhelming. Supported with Clare
Elsom’s fun and simple black and white
illustrations, the books’ short chapters with
amusing, easy to follow adventures, these are very
age-appropriate, reader-friendly books. Each book
provides some basic information about the series’
main characters, which means that you can start
with any of the titles without being confused
about who is who. Definitely a very good series
for the target age group which feels at times a
little neglected.
Marzena Currie

The illustrations are in a collage format, the first
half of the book has black pages, signifying lonely
times and then the pages get brighter when the
king marries and has children, emphasising the
significance of familial happiness.
There is minimal text in the book, and the
graphics are whimsical and brave. It is easy to
spot that the author is a graphic artist first and
storyteller second. Themes of loneliness and the
family are explored and worked through in a
skilful way.
Janette Perkins

Morgan, Angie
Enormouse
Frances Lincoln, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 1 84780 448 8

We loved this book in our
house. The immediate
attraction was the
illustrations; Morgan
started life as an illustrator
and it shows. Her images
almost tell the story on
their own, and her love of
characters is obvious with the addition of a
gallery of mice at the end of the book. My
children spent a good hour deciding which mice
were biggest, smallest, cutest, funniest and there
was even a game involving finding each of the
mice from the gallery within the pages of the
book.
Aside from the attractive illustrations, is a great
story about integration in society and a
celebration of difference. So what, he is a rat, but
he likes living with the mice and the mice like
him. Does it matter that he is a rat? Not at all!
Children are conscious from a young age about
appearances and about fitting in with their peers
and this is a lovely story to start a discussion and
to reassure children that it is ok to be who they
are. Well done Angie Morgan – a great story with
a fantastic message.

Miura, Taro
The Tiny King

Becky Carter

Walker, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 1 4063 481 94

Murray, Alison
Princess Penelope and the Runaway
Kitten

The author, a graphic designer, has created a story
about a tiny lonely king who lives in a big castle.
As he is so tiny, all around him seems huge, even
the space around him is huge. He even had a big
bathtub with a water fountain, but it is no fun
splashing on your own. He had so much yet he
had so little, as he had no one to share it with.
One day he meets a big princess, he asks her to
be his queen, she says yes and they agree to
marry. They have lots of children and the
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cavernous castle is now filled with noise –
children laughing and playing. The last scene in
the book sees all the family asleep in a huge,
huge bed.
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Nosy Crow, 2013, pp32, £9.99
978 0 85763 231 9

Princess Penelope is bored and wants to play with
kitten, but he gets tangled up in Mummy’s pink
wool and runs around the palace leaving a woolly
trail behind him, with Penelope hot on his heels!
A delightful rhyming story which reads aloud very
well and would also be good for sharing with a
small group. The glittery woollen trail is also fun

represent the stories which Bo is
making up for the ghostly inhabitants of
the library without any books. These are a real
gift for creative writing sessions. Hodder,
£6.99, 978 1 44491 621 8.

8

An anarchic gorilla takes centre stage in Ding
Dong Gorilla!, the hilarious story by Michelle
Robinson. Of course we believe the tale of woe
from the determinedly innocent narrator. He
cannot possibly be held responsible for the
mess and mayhem and worst of all for eating
all the pizza. It was the gorilla! Leonie Lord’s
bold and very expressive illustrations and clever
page design really add to the storytelling.
Orchard, £6.99, 978 1 40831 201 8
Originally published in 1987, Oscar Got the
Blame from the incomparable Tony Ross
shares similar territory but wonderfully makes
more explicit the link between imaginative
friends and pure child psychology. Nobody
does anarchy better than Tony Ross!
Andersen, £5.99, 9781 84270 359 5.
Jessica Souhami’s distinctive illustrative style
and skill at narration are shown to great
effect in Foxy!, this repetitive traditional tale
of the crafty anti-hero who tries to swap
something worthless for a great prize, versions
of which are found all around the world.
Frances Lincoln, £6.99, 978 1 84780 498 3.
After the successful revival of The Moomins, it
was perhaps no surprise to see Barbapapa
again. This first story by Annette Tison tells of
his birth in the garden of Francoise and his
shape changing skills helps him to become a
national hero. The pictures by Talus Taylor are
quite delightfully stylised and the layout of
text and pictures actually seems very modern.
Genuinely timeless, magical and worth its
hardback reprint. Orchard, £9.99, 978 1
40833 071 5
Two popular picture books by the brilliant
Sean Taylor and Hannah Shaw partnership
have been re-issued in a smaller format
designed for children who are just beginning
to gain confidence in reading alone. The ‘Time
to Read’ series preserves the very best of the
quirky illustrations and the complete rhyming
text in a very successful package for beginner
readers. Additional copies of We Have Lift
Off!, Frances Lincoln, £4.99, 978 1 84780
477 8 and Crocodiles are the Best Animals of
All!, Frances Lincoln, £4.99, 978 1 84780 476
1, in this new format are well worth having.
to trace with fingers! The illustrations are
attractive with girl appeal in particular; they have
a slightly old-fashioned feel, but are charming and
with good use of colour. The story would also
support houses and homes projects and could
inspire imaginative work with young children
creating trails around their home or school.
Jo Sennitt
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Under 8
Nastanlieva, Vanya
The New Arrival
Simply Read Books, 2012, pp32, £11.99
978 1 92701 813 2

A beautifully illustrated,
touching story about a
small hedgehog, Sam,
who has to venture out,
as all hedgehogs do, and
find a home for himself.
He soon finds a lovely
new place to live in the
forest but there is one important thing missing friends. Will the other animals of the forest like
him? Will he be accepted? Will he make friends?
Sam sets out to explore the forest and endeavour
to find friends. His exploits will entertain all young
children who will be able to relate to the need
and feelings he experiences.
The worries Sam has are echoed by most children
as they are about to start nursery or school and
also by those who have to change school
frequently, sometimes mid-year, which is
becoming increasingly common in today’s society.
With its heart warming end, this story will help to
prepare young children for that first day
anywhere. The charming traditional illustrations
with the cheeky woodland creatures making witty
remarks will bring a smile to anyone’s face. It is a
perfect story to both share with younger children
at home and at school, and to give to slightly
older children to read independently as they seek
reassurance.
Sue Breslin

PatrickGeorge
When I Grow Up
PatrickGeorge, 2013, pp66, £8.99
978 1 90847 310 3

A very simple idea cleverly executed and with a
brand new slant. The endpapers, depicting a
cityscape at night, have some very unexpected
silhouettes that catch the eye: What’s Superman
doing holding up the moon? What’s that giraffe
doing there? Where’s that rocket shooting off to?
What’s a sailing ship doing in the middle of the
city? Aha, these are all clues to the choices the
characters will make as we turn the pages of the
book. Once inside, more unexpected things occur.
Transparent sheets brings surprise after surprise as
shopping bags become aprons, car bumpers
become Superman’s mask, tennis nets become
headbands.
The children featured in this book do not restrict
themselves to your average aspirations such as
train drivers, secretaries, builders, teachers, nurses:
they are far more imaginative than that. They
want to be artists, scientists, superheroes, film
stars, pilots, tennis players, pirates, zookeepers,
astronauts and clowns.
There are opportunities galore for follow-up
activities: paired reading, older pupils working
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with younger ones to make their own book,
making lists of the pros and cons of various jobs,
interviewing parents and people from the local
community about their jobs, inviting the school
caretaker to talk about his or her job, making a
class book about hopes for the future…and so
on.
Angela Redfern

Percival, Tom
Herman’s Letter
Bloomsbury, 2013, pp32, £6.99
978 1 40883 675 0

Herman and Henry are best friends and do
everything together, so how will Herman cope
when Henry moves away. This is a familiar story
for many children and one which they have to be
helped with. In this story, Henry writes letters
saying how he misses his friend, but also telling
him about the new friends he has made and the
things they have been doing. Herman on the
other hand has not made more friends and begins
to feel left out. He can’t even get around to
writing a letter to Henry, and then finally he has a
great idea about what to do!
This is a beautiful book about friendship. There
are lots of laughs and some definite ‘Aaah’
moments. The two heroes are a bear and a
racoon, which sets the scene in North America
and this setting is accentuated by the scenery and
the postman’s uniform; however this does not
detract from the overall story. A nice touch is the
inclusion of lift the flap letters from Henry, and
they all have a UK postcode on them, so well
done to the publisher for doing this. The
illustrations are bright and cheerful with funny
elements such as Henry wearing corks as
earplugs, because Herman snores when he
hibernates. A great story to read to individuals
and to small groups.

Roc, Margaret and Hughes, Laura
Jellybean Goes to School
Tamarind, 2013, pp32, £6.99
978 1 84853 075 1

Jellybean’s real
name is Beena, and
with her long plaits,
she could be of
Indian origin, but it
doesn’t matter. She
is looking forward
to going to school
to find out why clouds are white and fluffy, but
when it comes to the big day, she is not so sure.
Arriving at school at the same time as a Dad in a
wheelchair and a Mum in a hijab, she finds that
her classmates are a lovely mixture, and the
teacher wonderfully kind and understanding. Miss
Benson pairs Jellybean with Alex to be her special
friend: they admit their nerves to each other, and
feel much better. Jellybean’s imagination
transforms the tower they build together into
Rapunzel’s tower, and it’s soon clear why her
favourite place, when the class go ’exploring’ is
the reading corner: her imagination in all the
day’s activities uses well-known stories, and other
well-read children will be able to spot familiar
characters and situations.
Tamarind is always the mark of quality books
showing other cultures, and this is no exception.
Laura Hughes’ illustrations show the multinational
class, and she has a lot of fun with the
imaginative ‘bubbles’ in Jellybean’s mind as she
goes through her happy school day in a colourful
classroom and playground.
Jellybean goes to sleep dreaming of Miss Benson
showing her and all her new friends why a cloud
is white and fluffy – maybe tomorrow…
delightful.
Diana Barnes

Margaret Pemberton

Reagan, Jean and Wildish, Lee
How to Babysit a Grandad
Hodder, 2013, pp32, £6.99
978 1 44491 588 4

What a delightful book; the humour captured
me. The idea that the grandchild is caring for the
grandfather is not unique but it is presented
with a charm and a depth of detail that is warm
and engaging. The advice includes what snacks
should be prepared for Grandad, that Grandad
needs to be taught how to jump in puddles
while out walking. My favourite touch was the
way that Grandad needs to be prepared for the
walk, plenty of sunscreen on the top of his
head!
The pictures are happy and fun as is the
reassurance that Grandad receives, ‘Don’t worry.
They always come back.’ I just hope my grandson
will look after me this well!
Nick Hunt

Sebe, Masayuki
100 People
Gecko Press, 2013, pp24, £11.99
978 1 87757 986 8

Brought to us by Gecko Press, whose strap line is
‘curiously good books’, this is indeed both
curiously stylish and very good. In fact although
the younger age group will adore this book I can
see uses in many different settings. It is the
ultimate tool for parents, teachers and librarians
who want to keep a child or group of children
quiet for hours. If you leave it out in a secondary
library I guarantee those idiosyncratic, ageless
faces on the cover will ensure it is picked up and
then they will be hooked! But I think there are
genuine uses for children on the autistic spectrum
too – lots and lots of practice in distinguishing
facial expressions, but in an extremely enjoyable
context.
Obviously based upon the familiar ‘Where’s
Wally?’ type of puzzle, these pages have many

Under 8
more layers. On each themed page – pirates,
kings, lookalikes – you have to find the 10 from
100. But all over the page characters are asking
questions and you are looking for more and more
things. Truly absorbing and a great investment.
Joy Court

shapes that make the creatures leap off the page
right at you!
Needless to say, there comes a point eventually
when the youngster has had enough of all the
bad behaviour and manages to turn the tables
completely till he has all the ferocious beasts fully
tamed and eating out of his hand. Bravo!

Shireen, Nadia
Yeti and the Bird

Angela Redfern

Jonathan Cape, 2013, pp32, £6.99
978 1 78008 014 7

Starr, Ringo and Cort, Ben
Octopus’s Garden

This is the story of Yeti,
who is feared by all the
other animals and hence
leads a very lonely life in
his mountains. Then one
day he is hit by a small
bird making a crash
landing; she was heading
for the tropics, but had flown badly off course and
ended up in the Himalayas. Remarkably she is not
afraid of the Yeti and they become friends, but
Yeti knows that she will need to move on as the
weather starts to get colder. So Yeti decides to
help his new friend and this leads to a very
positive outcome for all concerned.
This is very much a story about not judging
people and about the meaning of friendship. It is
a simple story which holds a message for
everyone and which children will readily
understand from the book. The illustrations are
simple, clear, colourful and very stylish. The
illustrator uses the images in many different
ways across the page, ranging from double page
spreads down to multiple small images that
move the story forward. This is a great story to
read to groups and there is a lot to talk about,
so a really good addition to an early years
library.
Margaret Pemberton

Sparkes, Amy and Ogilvie, Sara
Do Not Enter the Monster Zoo
Red Fox, 2013, pp32, £6.99
978 1 84941 659 7

Talk about wish fulfilment! I can picture a class
full of broadly beaming youngsters as they listen
to this tale of a bright young lad who beats the
adults at their own game. Our hero has won the
chance to run a zoo for the day, but this is no
common or garden zoo, oh no. The creatures here
– Dinglebees, Morphs, Humples and Squirgals,
Grimblegraws, Quees, Purple Gurps, Furry Furbles
and Flying Flomps – have to be seen to be
believed and they are all bent on mischief.
Rather reminiscent of Where the Wild Things Are
(but not quite in the same league), this book
romps along in rhyming couplets and grabs the
reader’s attention from the word go. Already the
endpapers, displaying a miscellany of pawprints,
had us intrigued. The illustrations are a sheer
delight with wonderful colours and imaginative

Simon & Schuster, 2013, pp32, £12.99
978 1 47112 007 7

What a combination, a world-renowned Beatle
and the well-known artist who gave us Aliens
Love Underpants! As expected, the illustrations
are splendid with vibrant colours that bring the
undersea world to life beautifully. It is the ideal
dream world for all young children: swimming
with turtles, diving with whales, discovering
buried treasure in pirates’ chests, playing Ring-aring-a-roses with an octopus, listening to stories
at the entrance to a deep sea cave. It is all quite
magical. This book will be snatched off the
shelves in a burst of nostalgia by eager
grandparents who were brought up in the Beatles
era.
For teachers, it lends itself to a plethora of
classroom activities such as in Art and Craft,
making aquaria; in Music, creating pieces that
evoke Neptune’s kingdom or making up songs for
mermaids; and, of course, drawing and writing
possibilities are endless.
The CD, tucked into a pocket in the back cover,
makes the whole experience complete. Children
have a chance to listen to the musical version of
the song, then to hear Ringo read the story aloud
with an invitation to read along with him. Every
detail is carefully considered, there’s even a
musical ‘ping’ to remind you to turn the page. All
in all, a publishing triumph.
Angela Redfern

Stower, Adam
Troll and the Oliver
Templar, 2013, pp38, £10.99
978 1 84877 352 3

Everyday Oliver goes shopping and each day Troll,
a blue monster who lives under a bridge, tries to
catch him to eat him. He never succeeds as Oliver
is too fast, too sneaky and just too clever. Each day
Oliver takes extra precautions not to be caught –
he checks the long grass in the meadow, he
tiptoes over the bridge and as Troll is nowhere in
sight, he feels relieved that he gets home safely.
However when Oliver is busily making a cake in
his kitchen and believing that he is victorious once
again, out pops Troll from his very own kitchen
cupboard (from a clever cut away food cupboard
on the page) and eats him up. Unfortunately
Olivers taste revolting, and he is quickly spat out.

Luckily, in the kitchen Oliver’s cooker pings that
the cake is ready! This is shared and Troll will never
go hungry again as he realises that he will never
have to eat twigs and stones again, as he will now
be able to eat cake – which he loves.
A great fun book, with a hideously lovely blue
Troll, and lots of lively action. There is a Troll
Cupcake recipe at the back of the book. The
author does state at the end of the story: ‘ I
would strongly advise the reader to ALWAYS have
a cake handy, just in case a troll should happen
by. He might be hungry…’
Great fun, and a great
opportunity to discuss the
themes of sharing,
overcoming fear and
friendship. Great for show
and tell too!
Janet Perkins

Taylor, Lauren
My Clever Brain (Inside Me)
QED, 2013, pp24, £4.99
978 1 78171 217 7

This is a simple little book with large print and a
good mix of pictures, which are all of children
doing various activities – obviously all involving
the brain. There is a contents list and a glossary.
There are three other books in the series –
stomach, heart and lungs and bones. All in all this
would be a useful addition to KS1 and KS2
resources, especially for the colourful format
which will encourage pupils to pick it up and
share it.
D.A. Barnett

Tullet, Hervé
Help! We Need a Title!
Walker, 2013, pp68, £12.99
978 1 40635 147 7

The creator of that perfect interactive book ‘Press
Here’ has done it again! This book about books
and their creation manages to capture the
absolute magic hidden within the covers. Young
children and, secretly perhaps all of us, probably,
do believe that book characters come alive when
you open the pages. Here the characters are quite
shocked because they are blatantly not ready to
be viewed or read, but they really do like you, the
reader, and want to do their utmost to please.
Eventually they shout for the author and find him
in his writing den and then photographs join the
scribbles; adding another layer to this fantasy/
reality conundrum for young minds.
This could be used so well to illustrate the
concept of intertextuality, but it is quite simply
joyful, playful and inspiring. How motivating for
young creators to see seemingly unfinished work.
Yet the art is amazingly multilayered and skilful
when you look more closely.
Joy Court
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Under 8
Various
We’re Having a Party
Illustrated by Emma Chichester Clark
Piccadilly, 2013, pp224, £7.99
978 1 84812 329 8

Susan Elkin

This is a bumper collection of previously
published stories from a whole range of
established authors. It is marketed as seven
stories for seven year olds anthologised to
celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of Piccadilly
Press. The book opens and closes with
extraordinary characters. In Helen Cresswell’s
story, Mr Maggs is Jemima’s imaginary friend
who takes responsibility for all of Jemima’s
misdemeanours. Jimmy Jelly in Jacqueline
Wilson’s story is Angela’s favourite TV character.
When she is faced with the character in real life,
she is unable to accept his reality: an interesting
reflection on children’s ability to distinguish fact
from fiction.

Willems, Mo
That is Not a Good Idea!

Each story is divided into short chapters and
generously illustrated with Emma Chichester
Clark’s lively line drawings. This would be a
fantastic read for the newly independent reader or
for reading aloud. Adults and children will easily
relate to the characters and identify with the
situations which include: the arrival of a new
baby, learning to live alongside new neighbours
and hunting for lost keys! A highly recommended
read for seven year olds!
Mary Crawford

Waters, Fiona and Testa, Fulvio
Aesop’s Forgotten Fables
Andersen, 2013, pp96, £14.99
978 1 84939 706 3

This is a beautiful book. Fulvio Testa’s quirky,
distinctively Italian, illustrations are a delight. I
love the one of people on a bridge – including a
motorcycle courier – watching the two pots
hurtling along in the current and the louche, lazy
leopard lying on a tree branch while the fox looks,
well, very foxy on the ground beneath. The shiny
paper and the pretty fonts suggest that this is a
book to treasure – in the library or at home. Fiona
Waters has a real gift for direct storytelling and
she makes admirable use of short sentences and
accurate vocabulary.
The problem with it, unfortunately, is that the
stories themselves are often weak. These are
Aesop’s forgotten fables and once you’ve read
them you can see why. Most have no beginning,
middle and end and the morals at the foot of
each page are very contrived and obvious. Unlike
Aesop’s finest (remembered!) fables such as ‘The
Boy Who Cried Wolf’ or ‘The Fox and the Grapes’
which have a clear timeless message, too many of
these stories don’t go anywhere much. That fox,
for example, simply walks off thinking the leopard
is handsome but daft. Two men watch what they
think is a ship at sea and it turns out to be a log.
So what?
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On the other hand, many children might enjoy
these stories because they’re short and easy to
read and the pictures excellent.
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Walker, 2013, pp48, £11.99
978 1 40634 941 2

With a suave
sophisticated gentleman
fox and a simple country
goose as the main
characters in this story,
That is Not a Good Idea!
has a touch of déjà vu
about it!
When the two meet in the street, dinner is
obviously on the agenda and the story treads a
well known path of suggestion followed by
acceptance leading to a kitchen with a huge bowl
of soup, despite fierce protestations from the baby
geese that appear throughout the tale.
The story is presented in an old ‘black and white’
film style, with a picture page followed by a word
page and a baby geese comment page in
between. The illustrations are simple but
appropriate and the words are bold with
emphasis for effect. There is lots of repetition
when the baby geese are commenting, which
makes it perfect for sharing with a group of
younger children where audience participation is
always enjoyed.
The tale itself has a traditional message, told
continually to all children as soon as they are old
enough to understand the meaning – beware of
strangers, particularly those offering gifts or
assistance. What makes it different is the ending –
is it the sly looking fox or the innocent looking
goose we should beware of?
Sue Breslin

Willis, Jeanne and Reynolds, Adrian
Upside Down Babies
Andersen, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 1 84939 533 5

The team that produced Who’s in the Loo? and
That’s Not Funny have great fun with this story,
though it doesn’t have quite the same level of
toilet humour, and would be suitable therefore for
a slightly younger readership.
Imagining that the world has tipped upside down,
which has landed baby animals in the wrong
places and with the wrong Mums, brings out
some amusing contrasts. Mummy Cheetah is very
disappointed with Baby Sloth’s lack of speed, and
Owl is disconcerted by Baby Rooster’s crowing
when she wants to be asleep. Failure to swim,
jump, climb, being in the wrong climate or eating
the wrong food leads to distress all round, but the
world tips up again and everyone returns where

they should be, except for one pairing which
involves the teller getting rid of baby brother –
ouch! As an introduction to the different ways in
which animals live, with Jeanne Willis’s rhyming
descriptions e.g. as turtle lands in the lake ‘shelly
and scaly and bald as a snake’, this is fun, and
Adrian Reynolds, as ever, creates wonderfully
expressive animals, but one would have to be
careful with the twist at the end.
Diana Barnes

Yoon, Salina
Penguin on Holiday
Bloomsbury, 2013, pp40, £5.99
978 1 40883 9072

This is a charming picture book about Penguin,
who is tired of the snow so heads off to the
beach. But when he gets there it’s so different to
what he’s used to, he’s not so sure he likes it,
until he meets Crab who shows him how to have
fun. The simple, colourful illustrations are quite
humorous and have definite child-appeal,
although a little more expression in Penguin’s face
would have added a great deal more to the story.
However this would be a great book to use with
children who are anxious about change – possibly
about going on holiday for the first time, but also
new experiences in general. Through meeting a
friend who can support him in his experience,
Penguin gains in confidence, and is able to
reciprocate and share with Crab what he enjoys
about his life and home. There are positive
messages here about friendship, sharing and
taking risks, as well as an enjoyable story.
Jo Sennitt

Zuckerberg, Randi and Berger, Joe
Dot.
Doubleday, 2013, pp32, £11.99
978 0 8575 3396 8

The way that my five year old daughter saw this
book was very different from the way I saw it. As
a child, she was very amused by the little girl
playing on an iPad, talking on a phone. She was
able to see a likeness with her friends and her
family; ‘Grandma has a phone like that’, ‘Holly has
an iPad’ and so on. As an adult, as a parent, I
saw this book as a lesson, as a warning.
It is absolutely true that children these days are
exposed to technology. In fact, they need to be
familiar with it if they are to be successful and
confident in their future education and careers
where use of ICT is paramount, but it is also true
that there is more to life than that which can be
viewed on a screen or searched for on Google.
This book should provide the basis of a discussion
about balance, as it did in my house. Sadly,
however, the very children who would benefit
from such a discussion are perhaps the ones who
are least likely to see it... unless there is a Kindle
version?
Becky Carter
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Almhjell, Tone
The Twistrose Key

An attractive cover, clear and accessible typeface,
and the author’s own amusing illustrations at the
beginning of each chapter add to the overall
appeal of this first adventure in the series.
Liz Smith

Illustrated by Jan Schoenherr
Little, Brown, 2013, pp368, £11.99
978 0 34900 166 1

This debut novel by a
Norwegian writer is an
engaging and enjoyable
fantasy for younger readers
with echoes of C.S. Lewis’s
Narnia Chronicles.
Lin finds herself pulled into an
alternative world via the roots
of rosebush growing into the cellar; it is a frozen
world populated by deceased pets and other
animals that children have cherished, given new
life as Sylverings in a mostly harmonious
community. Lin is reunited with Rufus, her adored
red-backed vole, and discovers that she has a
mission as a ‘Twistrose’ to save a lost boy made
of ice and to ensure the Wandersnow covers the
land once more.
There is lots of action, a brave heroine, and some
scary villains (including trolls), in a fantasy that is
well-realised and very readable. The idea that pets
are given new lives and voices, and carefully
watch over their beloved human children after
they’ve passed from our world, is charming and
comforting, and will definitely appeal to young
readers. Rufus is an engaging character and the
villainous Figenskar gets all the best lines; there is
magic and emotion, and a poignant resolution.
This will be enjoyed by more able readers at top
Key Stage 2.
Jo Sennitt

Arrigan, Mary
Milo and One Dead Angry Druid
(The Milo Adventures)
O’Brien, 2013, pp176, £6.99
978 1 84717 351 5

When Shane’s gran, larger-than-life ‘Big Ella’, digs
up a strange ancient stone in her garden in
Ireland, best friends Shane and Milo are led into
an adventure with its owner, a dead, angry druid,
who wants his stone back! Milo senses that all is
not well with his friend’s ‘bring something old to
school’ offering. Even Willie Jones’ dozy pet lizard
goes wild in the presence of the stone.
However, an encounter with the ghostly Mister
Arthur Albert Lewis, previous owner of Big Ella’s
house, enables the jigsaw to start to fit together,
involving some spooky adventures and thrills
along the way.
This is a fun, gentle adventure for children of
eight upwards, with lively and well-drawn
characters, and amusing moments to
counterbalance the spookier ones.
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Atxaga, Bernardo
The Adventures of Shola
Illustrated by Mikel Valverde
Translated by Margaret Jull Costa
Pushkin Children’s Books, 2013, pp176, £14.99
978 1 78269 009 2

Shola is a very opinionated little white dog who
lives with her owner, Señor Grogó. The book
contains four adventures of Shola and her master:
‘Shola and the Lions’ (in which Shola becomes
convinced that she is not a dog but a mighty
lioness), ‘Shola and the Wild Boar’ (in which she
discovers that she’s not exactly keen on hunting
escapades), ‘Shola and Angeliño’ (where she
makes friends with a country dog and picks up
the way he speaks) and finally ‘Shola and the
Aunt from America’ (in which Señor Grogó’s
Auntie from Wyoming comes for a visit).
Originally written by Basque writer Bernardo
Atxaga, this is unquestionably one of Pushkin
Press’s children’s book gems, translated from
Spanish (the author translated the text into
Spanish himself) by Margaret Jull Costa and
beautifully illustrated by Mikel Valverde. It’s a
delightful and stunningly published book which
makes me feel nostalgic because of its slightly
old-fashioned, traditional look and feel. The
original was actually published in the mid-1990s,
but I really think that it’s one of those books
which age well and its classic feel adds to its
charm. Shola is such a funny, observant and, I
can’t think of a more suitable word, cool dog,
that it’s impossible not to smile while reading this
book: she’s very loveable but also bossy and so
protective of her creature comforts that she won’t
compromise them even for her master (who
seems happy enough to go along with it) – she’s
too adorable and funny for words. I would love to
see another volume full of further adventures of
this amusing duo.
Marzena Currie

Beck, Ian
The First Third Wish (Little Gems)
Barrington Stoke, 2013, pp96, £5.99
978 1 78112 245 7

Trainee fairy Cobweb is directed by Miss
Dandelion, the head fairy, to deliver three wishes
to a woodcutter. The first two wishes are delivered
safely but Cobweb unfortunately loses the third
wish. How the third wish is used forms the basis
of this story. Readers of the previous Tom
Trueheart adventures will know what to expect: a
modern twist (the hero and heroine here are
interested in astronomy) to a traditional story told
in a highly readable and light-hearted manner. Ian

Beck’s characteristic illustrations, black and white
silhouettes, are once again fantastic. The book is
published by Barrington Stoke to their usual high
standard: quality cream paper making it dyslexia
friendly. The endpapers are of interest too: groups
of stars in the night sky at the front and a maze
at the back. You will have to read the book to
find out whether Cobweb successfully retrieved
the lost wish. This is an entrancing story which
could serve as an introduction to the work of Ian
Beck and so tempt readers to look out for his
other more substantial books.
Mary Crawford

Blackman, Malorie
My Friend’s a Gris-Kwok (Little Gems)
Illustrated by Andy Rowland
Barrington Stoke, 2013, pp96, £5.99
978 1 78112 244 0

It is always a joy to come
across another book from our
Children’s Laureate, a skilled
writer who never disappoints.
A wacky story told in five
short chapters with a limited
amount of text on each page
that will not overwhelm the
stamina of those children who are building
confidence in reading on their own. Make no
mistake; however, there is no hint of
condescension here. This is a proper story
expressed in normal language, not stilted readingscheme-speak! Even the endpapers are
entertaining, with jokes at the front and ‘spot the
difference’ games at the back. Children are experts
at suspending their disbelief and will have no
problem with accepting the underlying premise of
this story that some folk (Gris-Kwoks) are able to
change their shape at will several times a day. So,
when Mike goes to spend the day with his friend
Alex and his toddler sister Polly, all manner of
unexpected events occur. All of a sudden, instead
of naughty Polly, there’s a bee, a bird, a mouse, a
cat, an elephant! Imagine the delight of young
readers who would so love to be able to do the
selfsame thing to get out of a tricky situation! It all
works out well in the end…just in time, though,
before the grown-ups waltz back home.
There is more beneath the surface, of course, with
plenty of opportunities to discuss sibling
relationships, boy-girl rivalries, parent-child
relationships and good old friendship.
Angela Redfern

Bryers, Paul
Spooked: The Haunting of Kit
Connelly
Hodder, 2013, pp297, £6.99
978 0 340 93078 6

Eleven-year-old Kit Connelly is apparently saved
from the wheels of a double decker bus by a
ghost – a ghost with an uncanny resemblance to
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a teenage version of herself. Convinced that her
days on earth are now numbered, Kit becomes
passionately concerned to make a difference in
the world while she still can, and hatches a plan
for an international children’s environmental
conference. Events accelerate into a madcap
adventure which includes a rock singer from her
mother’s past, a trip to the Fort of Doom, and a
surprise scenario.
Author Paul Bryers is a natural storyteller.
Reflecting his film and television background, the
book has a cinematic quality. Kit is a very
sympathetic and well-rounded character. The
fraught relationship between her parents is
particularly well-drawn and stands in stark
contrast to the engaging chaos of her best
friend’s family. The loneliness of a child on the
cusp of adolescence with conflicting loyalties is
perceptively described.
Kit’s journey comes to life through its real life
roots in London and weaving down the River
Thames to the Estuary. The maps on the end
papers provide a handy reference point. In his
afterword, Bryers reveals a personal connection to
a children’s environmental
conference. The conservation
theme and Bryers’ deft
characterization are the
book’s real strengths. Both
boys and girls of 10+
prepared to suspend a bit of
belief will really enjoy this
story.
Rosemary Woodman

Cain, Cate
The Jade Boy
Templar, 2013, pp208, £6.99
978 1 84877 2298

Set in 1666, this debut children’s book from Cate
Cain chronicles the adventures of Jem Green, a
lowly and brutalised kitchen boy in the service of
the Duke of Bellingdon. Jem meets a mute called
Tolly and his pet monkey, Chloe, who work for the
sinister Count Cazalon, and Lady Ann Metcalf, the
count’s extraordinary young ward. The three form
a powerful friendship in an attempt to thwart a
plot which endangers the whole of the city of
London.
Cazalon has long made a search for Jem for
nefarious reasons and after meeting him he goes
to great lengths to establish his power over him.
The novel reaches a powerful denouement in the
area below St Paul’s as the Great Fire of 1666
rages around them. Brimful of powerful
description and imagery, the novel is gruesome at
times and is not for those readers who like their
fantasy novels candy-coated. Nevertheless, it is
both a gripping and absorbing read. The sequel,
The Moon Child, is due out soon. Recommended
for readers at the upper end of KS2 and in KS3.
Rachel Bowler

Carlson, Caroline
Magic Marks the Spot (The Very
Nearly Honourable League of Pirates)
Simon & Schuster, 2014, pp368, £6.99
978 0 85707 827 8

Hilary has always wanted to be a pirate and her
dream is to join the Very Nearly Honourable
League of Pirates (despite the fact that they don’t
accept girls) but her father, who is the Royal
Admiral and whose mission is to end piracy, sends
her off to Miss Pimm’s Finishing School for
Delicate Ladies. She soon escapes and finds
herself involved in a quest to find treasure. A
fantasy story with some interesting, strong
characters including a talking gargoyle; this is the
first part of a trilogy. Each chapter is preceded by
a series of very amusing letters which set the
scene, and the action and adventure follow.
A book that will appeal to readers who enjoy Eva
Ibbotson, Julia Golding and Dianne Wynne Jones,
this should have a wide audience encompassing
both KS3 and KS2 able-readers.
Barbara Band

Cole, Steve
Magic Ink
Illustrated by Jim Field
Simon & Schuster, 2013, pp320, £6.99
978 0 85707 870 4

Stew Penders, aged 12, moves to a new house
with his mum, dad and ‘stupid, whiny, annoying
little sister’ Libby. The house is his recently
deceased grandfathers which Stew and his family
have inherited, along with a whole lot of trouble
and more than a few surprises! The first surprise
is in the form of a talking pig which appears in
the house, possibly a cartoon pig, possibly a real
pig, but definitely a bizarre pig as he is top hat
wearing, moustached and accident prone! The pig
is just the start of the strangeness, as comic book
obsessive Stew tries to work out why his
granddad turned his back on a successful comic
book career, why he is seeing visions of Merlin in
the supermarket and whether he and his piggy
friend can save Merlin and possibly the world,
with some magic ink.
This is a rollicking madcap adventure, likely to be
enjoyed by children with a keen sense of the
ridiculous! Perhaps a good title to suggest to
Wimpy Kid or David Walliams fans looking for
other titles to enjoy.
Frances Breslin Davda

Crook, Mackenzie
The Lost Journals of Benjamin Tooth
(Scientist, Botanist, Genius, age 11)
Faber& Faber, 2013, pp272, £9.99
978 0 57129 558 6

This prequel to the popular The Windvale Spirits is
a curious little book and highly rewarding for
young readers. Although it could be marketed as

a historical take on Kinney’s Wimpy Kid, it actually
reminded me of Dickens’ Great Expectations and,
though it’s very funny in places, would be a
disappointment to readers expecting simply
hilarity and slapstick.
Benjamin Tooth is a clever little boy who remains
positive despite a difficult start in life. An 18th
century geek, Benjamin encounters a fair share of
shady characters, kindly employers and fairly
grotesque situations as he develops his passion
for science and nature. Crook successfully
combines grim historical facts with mystical magic
using gorgeous and very readable prose and ends
this story on a bit of a
mystery. The cover looks so
lovely that this book should
attract attention all by itself
and readers will be
rewarded with a beautifully
written, original and
inspiring tale.
Annike Dase

Cross, Gillian
The Cupcake Wedding
Illustrated by Nina de Polonia
Barrington Stoke, 2013, pp64, £5.99
978 1 78112 213 6

If you are planning a wedding this year, you
would be well-advised to take a look at this book.
Holly’s sister, Mia and her boyfriend James are
getting married in the summer but are short of
money. Both families work together to come up
with a big tent, the food, photographs and cars,
but who will make the cake? Holly is a keen baker
and so volunteers to make the cake. After some
thought she decides on cupcakes: she estimates
she will need to make a thousand. You will have
to read the book to see if this is achieved. As
always with weddings, things don’t go smoothly,
making this a compelling read. There are full page
illustrations at key points and cup cakes appear at
the beginning of each chapter: these complement
the story but do not interrupt the text. As is
standard with Barrington Stoke books, this is
dyslexia friendly and is printed on good quality
cream paper. Furthermore, the book has been
tried and tested on a range of young people; the
story is such that it will appeal to a wide range of
struggling readers in junior and secondary school.
Mary Crawford

Donbavand, Tommy
Operation: Golden Bum (Fangs
Vampire Spy)
Walker, 2013, pp144, £4.99
978 1 40633 158 5

This is the first book in the ‘Fangs’ series, and had
me chuckling and ‘eeuw-ing’ all the way through.
Agents Fang & Brown are trying to catch The
Great Disgusto, who is using his newly-formulated
fart potion to knock out his victims before robbing
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them – or worse. Can he be taken down by the
MPI gang, or will they be out-gassed?
Tommy Donbavand’s sense of humour and
mischief enhances this story, featuring a James
Bond-esque speed-boat chase at the start of the
story, giving us a taste of what is to come.
Zombies, dentists, a gold-bottomed wizard,
unrequited love, a gnome and the great Cube are
quickly introduced to the reader as the plot
unfolds.
The story is told on two levels-great for parentchild bedtime reading sessions, with both
grossness and humour levels well balanced. I
loved how Puppy Brown, Werewolf, bucks
werewolf convention, and Fang’s way of
communicating with HQ. The ‘ticker-tape’ at the
top of each page adds to the overall spy-feel and
suspense of the story. It’s fun, addictive, and will
leave the reader, whether parent or child, wanting
the next in the series.
Nikki Heath

Dowd, Siobhan
The Ransom of Dond
Illustrated by Pam Smy

an adult reader might recall the film The Usual
Suspects where the contents of a room provide
the material for a tall tale.

Clare Morpurgo

Is it a fantasy or did it really happen? The son has
his doubts, challenging his father on the inclusion
of piranhas in a salt water sea, while the
daughter isn’t happy until ponies appear. The
closing shot might provide a clue. What is that on
the bottom of the milk carton? Riotous fun for the
young with an amusing closing cast including
Nosferwatu and Tricera Cop, there are literary
puns and cinematic allusions in this which will
appeal to adults too.

Fine, Anne
Gnomes, Gnomes, Gnomes
Illustrated by Vicki Gausden
Barrington Stoke, 2013, pp53, £5.99
978 1 78112 204 4

Sam just can’t stop making gnomes. It’s a strange
obsession for a boy to have, but it’s never caused
a problem. Except now his mum wants to use the
shed to store some things for a car boot sale –
and there is no way Sam is letting the gnomes
stay in his room! So he enlists the help of his little
sister and together they make a gnome party in
the garden before they’re all packed away into
bin liners. But when the gnomes turn up at the
car boot sale, will Sam have the heart to sell
them?
This light-hearted family story is amusing, and
Fine manages to capture a sense of realism within
a seemingly absurd premise. Yet another
satisfying, younger quick read from Barrington
Stoke!

David Fickling, 2013, pp112, £9.99
978 0 85756 090 2

Bridget Hamlet

The late Siobhan Dowd has
left us a beautiful, mystical
fable for our time.

Gaiman, Neil
Fortunately, the Milk

Many years ago, the village
of Inniscaul, on the west
coast of Ireland, suffered
under a terrible curse, to be
reenacted down the
generations. The curse stipulated that the
thirteenth child of any woman of the village
should be put to death by drowning on the
morning of his or her thirteenth birthday, to
ensure thirteen years of good fortune for the
village. Darra, the thirteenth daughter of Meb, has
been brought up by Cail, an ancient wise man
who lives in a tower on the cliffs outside the
village. On the eve of her thirteenth birthday
Darra meets for the first time, Bawn, her younger
brother, and they feel great affection for each
other and regret that they have had to grow up
apart. Bawn promises to stay near her and pray
for her, keeping vigil, that night. He tells their
mother that he is out at sea, fishing.
The story moves on fast and the dilemmas of
simple people trying to live with the effects of
superstition and the wickedness of those who
would exploit them makes for a very exciting
read. In the end good triumphs over evil although
there is suffering and despair and tragedy along
the way.
The book is hugely enhanced by the wonderful
illustrations by Pam Smy which bring added
richness to the text.

The Ransom of Dond is a book to be read aloud
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or alone. It provides a marvellous opportunity for
storytelling and discussion. It will appeal to all
ages.
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Illustrated by Chris Riddell
Bloomsbury, 2013, pp160, £10.99
978 1 40884 176 1

This zany time travelling tale has been described
as ‘Dr Who meets Roald Dahl’. Drawing on the
combined talents of the award winning team of
Gaiman and Riddell, it is also a clever pastiche of
popular genres. When a father (resembling
Gaiman) goes AWOL on a trip to the corner shop
for milk he paints preposterous scenarios for his
children to explain his disappearance. Among his
outrageous explanations are globby aliens,
pernicious pirates, dinosaur driven dirigibles, angry
volcano Gods, sparkling ponies, wicked
‘wumpires’ and intergalactic dinosaur police on
space bikes.
Riddell’s expressive and inventive illustrations set
a treasure trail of clues for the inquisitive reader
adding an intertextual level to the tale. As the boy
searches for milk in the opening scene, the fridge
door has an invitation for ‘a pirate party’ pinned
to it, the cereal box on the sideboard is illustrated
with a multiple eyed alien, on the wall behind him
are pictures of a hot air balloon and an erupting
volcano, and on the floor are a toy pony and
dinosaur and a book on vampires. More clues
appear later as the reader meets the little sister
and observes the dad’s newspaper. Riddell
experiments with comic strip style, uses double
page spreads signifying the start of each
adventure, blackouts and an iridescent centrepiece
which opens out. As the dad embellishes his story

Tanja Jennings

Gantos, Jack
From Norvelt to Nowhere
Corgi Yearling, 2013, pp288, £6.99
978 0 440 87031 9

From Norvelt to Nowhere is
the sequel to Dead End in
Norvelt, Jack Gantos’
Newbery Medal winner. It
continues the story of Jack’s
home town Norvelt, one of
many New Deal
communities established by,
and named after, Eleanor
Roosevelt. It builds on the previous book where
Jack was sent to assist the elderly and arthritic
Miss Volker write historically-laden obituaries for
the founding members of the town, who are
being killed off with Girl Guide cookies laced with
rat poison. The suspected murderer, Spizz escapes
and in the continuing story, set at the height of
the Cuban Missile crisis, Jack is still plagued by
nose bleeds, which erupt at various points
throughout the plot.
Peppered with literary references in particular
Jekyll and Hyde and Moby Dick – Spizz is the
white whale to be chased down and harpooned.
The Jekyll and Hyde references are more evenly
attributed but highlight Miss Volker’s swings
between her desire for revenge for the murders
and her mixed affections for Spizz and the
peaceful socialist principles of Eleanor Roosevelt.
Add to this a Bonnie and Clyde style road trip in a
camouflaged VW Beetle and you might get a hint
of the fun and philosophy at the heart of this
murder mystery.
Wendy Worley

Gardner, Lyn
The Lost Treasure of Little Snoring
(The Ghastly McNastys)
Illustrated by Ros Asquith
Piccadilly, 2013, pp180, £5.99
978 1 84812 344 1

This is a crazy, madcap, surreal, pirate romp for
buried treasure! Read on if you dare! (There is a
warning at the beginning of the book to whisper
the names of the twin pirate brothers Gruesome

CompellingnewfictionfromUsborne
PB ͻ £6.99 ͻ Age 9+ ͻ9781409570509
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and Grisly McNasty if you are reading the story
out loud.)
The book is packed with everything naughty and
nasty that children love to read about and say, so
much so you have to concentrate really hard on
what is the plot.
Basically two parties, the McNastys and Tat and
Hetty are trying to find the lost treasure of Little
Snoring. The pirates because they wanted more
treasure, and Tat with his school friend Hatty, who
needed to find it for the reward money to help his
family as his father had recently lost his job.
Needless to say it does have a happy ending and
the twins are thwarted and good reigns over evil,
but along the way…what fun for the reader!
The pirates say things like ‘Sweaty Socks’,
‘Squeaky Pants’, they have nits and fleas and
even a ferret in their beards. The pirates have a
second mate called Mrs Smile who constantly has
a runny nose – she is paid in boxes of tissues as
she uses so many! The illustrations are naughty
too – Mrs Slime’s tissue box has ‘Xtra Big Bogey
Wrappers (for huge hooters)’ written on the side
of the box! It gets better and better – there are
constant disclaimers from the author and whacky
drawings which totally distract and amuse.
There is everything naughty that a child would
desire, with chases, plotting, walking the plank, a
dark evil forest and much more. It does have a
satisfactory ending as far as Tat is concerned. For
pirate puzzles, dastardly downloads and ghastly
games go online to: www.ghastlymcnastys.co.uk.
The language is pirate and sea faring orientated,
the illustrations are plentiful and whacky and
everything is a total shambles. Brilliant!
‘Dubloons well spent.’
Janette Perkins

Gavin, Jamila
Blackberry Blue and other Fairy Tales
Illustrated by Richard Collingridge
Tamarind, 2013, pp240, £9.99
978 1 84853 106 2

Fairy stories have an enduring
appeal for both children and
adults, but it is always good for
someone to add a new twist to
the familiar format. Jamila
Gavin has long been one of our
most accomplished writers and
in this collection she has
created new stories, both fantastical and yet
familiar to us all. The settings are modern and
ancient, near and far, but whether she is talking
about Blackberry Blue, who emerged from a briar
patch, or Chi and the Golden Carp we are
enthralled by the stories and the characters. There
are six stories in this collection each of which
show courage, pathos, happiness and tragedy and
which really speak to us.
Jamila Gavin has a wonderfully melodic way of
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telling the tales, which harks back to the true
traditions of the fairy tale. The illustrations by
Richard Collingridge are beautifully produced and
totally in harmony with the text. In the fact the
whole book production has been very well
thought out, with the decoration and images
reflecting the individual tale. This is a collection
that will be loved by individual readers and which
will find a happy home in many school libraries,
especially those with pupils from a range of ethnic
backgrounds. For KS2 and above.
Margaret Pemberton

Greaves, Sandra
The Skull in the Wood
Chicken House, 2013, pp256, £6.99
978 1 90843 562 0

Matt and Tilda are cousins. Matt lives in London,
but his mother’s divorce and new boyfriend Paul
make him miserable, and lead him to ask if he
can stay with Tilda and her father in the family
farm on Dartmoor. Tilda loves the farm, but the
death of her mother means it might have to be
sold so that Matt’s mother can have her half of
the inheritance.
The cousins can’t be friends with so many family
tensions between them. Then they dig up the skull
of a bird at a tor near the farm, and suddenly old
superstitions about a pack of ghostly hounds
seem to be coming true.
The story is told from the perspective of each of
the cousins in turn, and we are able to see that it
is only old family rivalries and problems from
death and divorce, which are polluting their
relationship. The moor is beautifully described, at
many times of the day and night, and in every
weather. Fans of the supernatural will love this
tale, which has many lessons for families in
conflict.
Alison A. Maxwell-Cox

Hale, Shannon
Ever After High: The Storybook of
Legends
Little, Brown, 2013, pp320, £9.99
978 0 34912 411 7

Be warned – this book is very, very pink. And part
of a Mattel franchise! However, it is written by
Shannon Hale, in whose hands what could have
been a twee toy tie-in becomes something
surprisingly readable. It follows the fortunes of
two students at Ever After High – Raven Queen,
who is destined to become evil and give a
poisoned apple to Apple White, daughter of Snow.
Once the students sign the Storybook on Legacy
Day, their fates will be set. But Raven doesn’t
want to be evil – there has to be another way,
and she becomes determined to write her own
destiny.
Hale’s story has a lot of fun with fairytale tropes
and there are puns galore. Her characters are

8–12 New Editions
It is great to see a very welcome re-issue for
the ‘Julian and Huey’ series by Ann
Cameron, which have apparently sold over
120,000 copies since their first publication
in 1990. Brand new illustrations and modern
typesetting ensure that their appeal for new
generations will continue. At the time their
portrayal of a genuinely multicultural Britain
was ground breaking but it is their great
characterisation and irrepressible fun which
has kept them such a popular series. Julian,
Secret Agent, £4.99, Tamarind, 978 1 848
53088 1 and Julian, Dream Doctor, 978 1
848 53085 0, are the first to be released.
The DFC Library of comic strip adventures
has been one of the real successes of recent
years, giving librarians and parents a
magnificent tool with which to encourage
reading. The hardbacks were tremendous
value for money, but if even that was too
much for your hard stretched library budget,
you will be delighted to hear a smaller
format and equally sturdy and well produced
paperback series is now available. Neill
Cameron’s Mo-Bot High is a lively sci-fi
adventure with a welcome female central
character. £6.99, DFC, 978 1 849 92171 8.

Monkey Nuts by the irrepressible Etherington
Brothers introduces us to the Isla De
Monstera, home of the world’s only tapdancing, banana-loving, rust-fighting,
coconut-talking, crime-busting organisation.
£6.99, DFC, 978 1 849 92169 5. My own
particular favourites have to be Vern &
Lettuce by Sarah McIntyre. Wallace and
Gromit might have already proved the
lovability of sheep but Vern and his rabbit
sidekick Lettuce could definitely give them a
run for their money. £6.99, DFC, 978 1 849
92174 9
Cornelia Funke is undoubtedly one of the
most successful European authors to be
translated more widely around the world
with the Inkheart trilogy alone selling in its
millions. The idea for this highly enjoyable
ghost story apparently came from a visit to
Salisbury Cathedral while on a book tour
over here and indeed the well realised
setting and the fact that the genuinely scary
ghosts are based upon real historical figures
is one of the book’s best features. Ghost
Knight is a great introduction for slightly
younger readers to this quality author. £6.99,
Orion, 978 14440 0847 0.
Vintage Classics continue to reissue
delectable editions of timeless tales. Emil
and the Detectives by Erich Kästner with the
original Walter Trier drawings but thankfully
re-mastered typesetting is the latest.
Originally published in 1928 it would be
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good to introduce modern children to this
forerunner of child detectives like Alex Rider
and Artemis Fowl or even The Famous Five!
The show currently at The National Theatre
will also increase interest. Additional
features at the end of the book to test your
sleuthing skills just add to the fun. £5.99,
Vintage Children’s Classics, 978 0 099
57284 8.
Russell Hoban was of course a great loss to
the world of literature and the beautiful new
edition of How Tom Beat Captain Najork
and His Hired Sportsmen with the original
illustrations by Sir Quentin Blake reminds us
of his importance to children’s literature too.
Zany and anarchic are just two of the words
that spring to mind to describe this very
original story which has been delighting
young rebels since 1974. £12.99, Walker,
978 1 4063 4383 0
Sarah Gibb is an illustrator of exquisitely
detailed style and is perfectly matched to
Ursula Jones elegant re-telling of Beauty
and the Beast, in a longer version of the
fairytale for older readers, which will grace
any library shelves. £6.99, Orchard,
978140831 272 8.
fresh and likeable, mirroring both their fairytale
roots and contemporary teen culture. I particularly
liked Madeline Hatter, whose habit of harassing
the narrator lends a touch of tongue-in-cheek
humour to the plot. And the central storyline of
young people trying to be true to themselves has
a resonance that lifts this story into more than the
pinkness of the cover might suggest. Not as
ephemeral as at first glance it might appear, this
first outing for the students of Ever After High is
enjoyable and surprisingly meaty, and with
definite appeal for girls of eight and above.
Jo Sennitt

Hughes, Shirley
Dixie O’Day: In the Fast Lane
Illustrated by Clara Vulliamy
Bodley Head, 2013, pp128, £8.99
978 1 78230 012 0

This charmingly retro little book features Dixie
O’Day and his friend Percy, a car race, a cheating
rival and a satisfactory reward for good behaviour.
Dixie loves his car, old but very clean, and he and
Percy love to go for drives. When they see an
advertisement for a race to the next town, they
are determined to win. Lou-Ella, Dixie’s neighbour,
who buys a new and expensive car every year, is
also determined to win, by fair means or foul.
Various adventures ensue but of course good
wins out in the end. The illustrations show the
characters as an eclectic mix of human and
animal – Dixie and Percy are portrayed as dogs,
whilst Lou-Ella and the friendly family are human
and the mechanic is a badger, a concept which

will not trouble the young reader. There is
something of Richard Scarry about Vulliamy’s
illustrations, despite the restricted palette of pinks
and reds, with plenty of detail and the book is
very well designed. The illustrations perfectly
complement the story reflecting and adding to the
written narrative. The book includes suggestions
for games and activities, a quiz and a taster
chapter for the next Dixie O’Day adventure.
Lesley Martin

Jarman, Julia and Pankhurst, Kate
A Friend in Need!
Andersen, 2013, pp90, £4.99
978 1 84939 576 2

Erika, Phoebe and Daisy are
close friends, or have been.
Now Phoebe and Daisy are
increasingly concerned at
Erika’s lack of interest in them
and their latest project. She
seems to be fobbing them off,
and they are hurt, confused
and worried. The two of them respond in different
ways, and get cross with each other. We read the
thoughts of each of the three in turn. Gradually
we realise that Erika is herself very worried, but
doesn’t want to let on to her friends that she is
being bullied. She hates the thought that she will
be pitied, and that they will blab and make her
situation worse. She’s convinced she must deal
with the threatening texts she is receiving by
herself. Phoebe and Daisy discover her secret, and
do all in their power to help. They turn detective.
When Erika’s dog is kidnapped, the stakes get
higher.

A Friend in Need is the sequel to Make Friends
Break Friends, though it works as a stand-alone
novel. The writing is very accessible, and there are
lots of attractive illustrations by Kate Pankhurst.
The multiple narration is an effective device,
revealing the story in an interesting and
entertaining way, and helping the reader
understand the viewpoints of each of the friends.
It will be popular with lots of girls of seven and
over, who will all identify with at least one of its
appealing characters. Like its predecessor, it offers
a realistic take on the complexities of girls’
friendships. The theme of bullying by text is well
handled, and the book could be used to raise
awareness and discussion about this important
issue.
Anne Harding

Jungman, Ann
Barmy Barney Barn Owl
Illustrated by Marion Lindsay
Troika Books, 2013, pp96, £5.99
978 0 95730 135 1

Despite the rather off-putting title, Barmy Barney
Barn Owl has a strong conservation message
which deserves to be heard.

Barney is a talking barn owl who lives in an
ancient barn, as have generations of barn owls
before him. The barn is no longer useful to the
farmer and when an estate agent offers the
farmer a large sum of money for the barn,
intending to redevelop it, making a lot more
money and evicting the family of owls in the
process, the farmer is tempted. Barney has to
think of a way to stop him. The story moves at an
exciting pace and has a positive and happy
ending.
Ann Jungman says ‘In 1932 it was estimated that
there were 12,000 pairs of barn owls living in
Britain. By the late 1990s this had dropped to
only 4,000 pairs.’ It is so important that the
effects of unsympathetic redevelopment in the
countryside are kept in the public eye and who
better to carry the torch for our wildlife but the
next generation?

Barmy Barney Barn Owl is suitable for confident
readers of 7 upwards and would make a good
storytime book at the end of the day, having short
chapters which could be read a day at a time,
over a week.
Clare Morpurgo

McCaughrean, Geraldine
The Middle of Nowhere
Usborne, 2013, pp304, £9.99
978 1 40952 200 3

Geraldine McCaughrean’s
new novel takes us to the
remote Australian outback in
the mid-nineteenth century
where Comity’s father runs a
telegraph station. Her mother
has been killed by a snake
and a piano is delivered by
camels and ‘Ghans’ while Comity’s grief-stricken
father withdraws from everyday life. This leaves
the whole set up at the mercy of the foul
interloper Quartz Hogg. Even the names are a
delight in this fast-paced, quirky, original and
unpredictable novel.
Especially enjoyable is the astonishingly wise
aboriginal yard boy, Fred, who speaks
entertaining, biblically-based, English aurally
learned from Comity’s late mother and the stories
she read aloud. There’s also a whole cast of good
and bad guys, including some delicious, spiky
characters. And at the centre of all this feisty,
imaginative, yarn-spinning Comity somehow picks
her way through the dreadful problems life hurls
at her, not least her ghastly family in the city.
It’s a novel which semi-humorously explores interracial friendship and disharmony between people
of different origins as well as gently asking a few
questions about colonialism and extolling the
value of storytelling as a means of coping with
almost anything. Warmly recommended.
Susan Elkin
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Morris, Jackie
Song of the Golden Hare
Illustrated by the author
Frances Lincoln, 2013, pp36, £12.99
978 1 84780 450 1

An environmental story with
a difference, the Song of the
Golden Hare is quite
magical.
It tells of a special family
who seek out leverets
orphaned by the hunt, rear
them and set them free
back into the wild. Why? Because for generations
they have held a secret – the secret of the Golden
Queen of Hares – and it is their task to keep her
safe until she finally crosses to the Island of the
Golden Hares.
The story is told by the boy of the family who sets
out on the mission with his sister after awakening
before dawn to see the hares moving. They follow
the hares, witness the wonderful hare-song to win
the Golden Queen’s heart, watch over the pair
and their new golden she leveret until it is time
for the old queen to make her final journey to the
island. But danger lurks in the form of two
hounds and a hunter. How can they ensure she
reaches the shore safely?
The illustrations are truly beautiful and capture
both the magical intent of the story and the
illusiveness of the seldom seen hare. This book
could be shared as part of a discussion on the
obvious environmental issue or simply read for
sheer enjoyment.
Sue Breslin

Pearson, Luke
Hilda and the Troll
Flying Eye Books, 2013, pp40, £12.95
978 1 90926 314 7

A very funny graphic novel suitable for younger
readers, following the fortunes of Hilda, would-be
adventurer and troll-hunter. Her enthusiasm for
finding troll-like rocks leads to a scary encounter
with the real thing, but it turns out that trolls are
much maligned. Hilda’s independent spirit makes
her a likeable heroine and her supporting cast –
her pet Twig (which looks like a cat with antlers)
and the mysterious man made of wood – tip this
story slightly into the surreal. The illustrations are
excellent with considerable expression depicted in
Hilda’s face and a sense of action and movement
throughout, which capture the humour very well,
and give this book a wide appeal.
The humour itself is quite multi-layered so while
younger children will enjoy the adventurous
aspect of the story, older readers will like Hilda’s
sassy attitude and the philosophising of the Wood
Man; and whilst the word count is not heavy, the
vocabulary is sophisticated: ‘Now we must answer
to cruel inevitability... I fear a troll hits harder than
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rain...’ Hilda muses as she hides from the troll she
has unwittingly offended. Very enjoyable and a
good addition to graphic novel collections in both
primary and secondary school libraries.
Jo Sennitt

Ray, Jane
The Emperor’s Nightingale and
Other Feathery Tales
Illustrated by the author
Boxer Books, 2013, pp176, £12.99
978 1 90715 259 7

In the tradition of people such as Andrew Lang
and Ruth Manning Sanders, Jane Ray has
collected tales – both traditional and literary – on
the theme of birds – and some poetry, in a
beautifully designed book where the style of
illustrations matches the nature of the story. Hans
Andersen’s ‘Nightingale’ rubs shoulders with the
Grimm Brothers’ ‘Jorinda and Joringel’; an Indian
tale, ‘The Golden Swan’, is reminiscent of Aesop’s
‘Goose That Laid the Golden Egg’; ‘Mulungu
Paints the Birds’ comes from Africa, and ‘Noah’
from the Bible; Emily Dickinson (‘Hope is the Thing
with Feathers’) and Oscar Wilde (‘The Happy
Prince’) also figure. The stories are generally
adapted into a more modern style. Poetry is
quoted verbatim, the exception being R. H.
Barham’s ‘Jackdaw of Rheims’.
I don’t think that this retelling works as well as
the original verse which goes along at a spanking
rhythm, particularly when recited. The illustration
of the poor jackdaw when suffering from the
Archbishop’s curse is heartrending, however – the
bird limps across the page, head bowed and
feathers bedraggled. The illustrations are
remarkable – scraperboard, with every page
carefully designed: Chinese willow pattern for the
‘Nightingale’; suitably exotic flamboyance for ‘The
Firebird’, virtually every feather standing out as if
the bird might be stroked (and burn the stroker’s
fingers); some reminiscent of Bewick. The design
of the whole book is a delight – clearly printed
text on variously coloured pages. All in all, this is a
splendid book, the first of a series.
Peter Andrews

Russell, Christine and Russell,
Christopher
The Warrior Sheep Go Jurassic
Egmont, 2013, pp224, £5.99
978 1 40526 718 2

The Warrior Sheep Go Jurassic is the fourth book
in a series of stories about five sheep, all Rare
Breeds; Oxo an Oxford ram, Jaycey a Jacob ewe,
Sal a Southdown ewe, Wills a Welsh Balwen lamb
and Lincs the patois speaking Lincolnshire
Longwool ram, all with interesting personalities,
who are looked after by a feisty grandmother, Ida,
and her grandson Tod. They all live on Eppingham
Farm but travel frequently and this story takes
place on the Isle of Wight.

Christine and Christopher Russell have created a
marvellous group of supporting characters. Also in
the cast are a couple of useless crooks, Chas and
Arnie, a wealthy retired colonel who has dreams
of world domination, his friend the glamorous
Ruth Pemberton Smith and Cathy who works in
the dinosaur museum and dreams of a more
exciting life.
The complicated story is told with verve and wit,
full of amusing play on words (sheep lend
themselves richly to this) and some perceptive
characterisation, without being too obvious or
heavy handed. It is a really good read and the
reader is held in suspense right to the very last
word. It could be the synopsis for an animated
film, with something hilarious happening on every
page. The book would make a great tourist guide
to the Isle of Wight! Highly commended for
confident readers of any age.
Clare Morpurgo

Scott, Kate
Boy in Tights (Spies in Disguise)
Piccadilly, 2013, pp192, £5.99
978 1 84812 349 6

Joe’s favourite book is ‘Dan
McGuire – Secret Agent’ so
when he discovers that his
parents are real-life spies; he
thinks this is fantastic,
especially as they have all sorts
of gadgets that they use.
What’s not so great though is
that their identity has been discovered during
their latest mission so they have to lie low for a
while to throw their followers off the trail, which
necessitates Joe pretending to be a girl. Thus he
ends up going to a new school as Josie, complete
with a blond wig, dress and tights. There he is
befriended by Sam, a tomboy whose mum works
as a reporter for the local newspaper, and they
uncover a plot by one of the teachers, Mr
Caulfield, to run off with the school funds so they
decide to expose him. A funny book that is quite
easy to read, with a steady plot that keeps the
reader’s interest. The text is clear, broken up with
the occasional line drawing and the chapters are
not too long. Aimed at KS2, it would also appeal
to both boys and girls in KS3. One for fans of the
Dork Diaries, Wimpy Kid and David Walliams –
watch out for more in the series.
Barbara Band

Stevens, Kevin
The Powers: The Not-so-super
Superheroes
Illustrated by Sheena Dempsey
Little Island, 2013, pp118, £5.99
978 1 90819 583 8

In this fun-filled novel we meet the Powers, a
family with superpowers who try (and generally
fail) to thwart villains throughout Ireland to
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disastrous, slapstick results. When Dad sets fire to
the kitchen one time too many, Mum decides the
family needs to take a holiday. They travel from
Dublin to West Cork in their Ford Fiasco,
promising they will not use their superpowers
throughout the holiday. Young JP is disappointed
that he won’t get more flying practice, but then
he and his ‘normal’, non-superpowered sister
Suzie find a treasure map and meet a couple of
suspicious fellows who warn them of pirates. Will
Suzie manage to use her secret superpowers to
save the family from danger…and
embarrassment?

The Powers: The Not-so-super Superheroes is a
silly and action-packed story, enhanced by comical
illustrations and a loveable family dog with a
hatred for anyone in uniform. Its Irish setting and
dialogue gives the book a
unique personality. Although
the humour feels forced at
times, the narrative definitely
improves as the story
progresses and by the end the
reader wants more adventures
from the Powers.
Bridget Hamlet

Taylor, Thomas
Dan and the Caverns of Bone
A&C Black, 2013, pp156, £5.99
978 1 4081 7816 4

When Dan heads off on a
school trip to Paris, Simon, his
ghostly guardian, goes with
him. His companion is draped
‘in a veil of eighteenth century
ectoplasm’, and is scared of
trains. Dan is considered an
oddball by his classmates who
think he’s talking to himself when he whispers to
his phantom friend. Dan and Simon become
protectors of geeky Brian, who has a gift for
making deadly paper aeroplanes. They team up
against Baz the bully – ‘all zits and bumfluff’ –
and find quirky ways of outsmarting his thuggery.
The story follows a group of outcast goths, who
live in a squat and visit the Paris catacombs – the
Empire of the Dead. The friends end up fleeing a
grim reaper in an underground river.
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Turnbull, Ann
The Great Fire: A City in Flames
A&C Black, 2013, pp64, £5.99
978 1 40818 686 2

Published in conjunction with the National
Archives, The Great Fire is the second part of
Sam’s story, first begun in Plague: A Cross on the
Door. In the first part, Sam, left alone and
homeless when his master died of the Plague, is
lucky to find work for the Giraud family.
This second story sees Sam still working for them
and facing a daily struggle with André, his boss’
son, who seems intent on making his life a
misery. The rapid outbreak of the fire spreading
from Pudding Lane across London throws the two
boys closer together as they try to deliver a
valuable necklace, made by André’s father for a
wealthy merchant customer, before the fire – and
the looters – take hold of their neighbourhood.
Thrown into a survival situation, and faced with
cruel anti-French prejudice, Sam and André
manage to settle old scores and develop a strong
friendship and loyalty towards each other.
This is an exciting adventure with well-maintained
tension and strongly-defined characters, which in
its short length succeeds in evoking a strong
sense of time and place, recreating for the reader
the smells, sights and sounds of 17th century
London, and providing an insight into the events
of the Great Fire of London.
Liz Smith

Various
The Book of Bedtime Stories: Ten
Prize-winning Stories from Mumsnet
and Gransnet
Chosen by Michael Rosen
Various illustrators
Walker, 2013, pp112, £14.99
978 1 4063 4717 3

This is a gorgeous and glossy hardback book
which makes a perfect present or class library
resource. It is a collection of ten winning stories
by new authors who won a Mumsnet and
Gransnet competition, and each of the stories is
beautifully illustrated by a budding artist.

This is a fun, pacy read. Simon, the eighteenth
century ghost, is an entertaining and original
character. The story lightly brings up ideas about
being odd and different; it cheerfully ridicules a
bully and celebrates a lost loner. There’s even a
hint of first love. The settings are gothic and
gruesome, but there is more jollity and fun than
real fear and frights. The dialogue is funny and
engaging, with a smattering of bad French for
good measure. The gripping plot and wacky
characters will appeal to weak and confident
readers alike.

The stories are all unique and provide a full
spectrum of interest from the first story ‘Time for
Bed’ with its lullaby repetition perfect for very
young children to the final, surreal tale ‘The
Night Thief and the Moon’ which will appeal to
older children with its mysterious and
unforgettable main character. The melodic
language of ‘Celeste, Who Sang to the Stars’ is
tangible, and when put together with Kate
Lieper’s illustrations the story leaps from the
page. Throughout this book is a glorious mixture
of humour, innocence and sometimes morality
coupled with indelible images such as a pigriding sheriff and a lonely dancing bear.

Sophie Smiley

The quality of the writing, illustration and
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publication of this story treasury is exceptional,
which shouldn’t come as a surprise since the
stories have been chosen by Michael Rosen and it
is a Walker book. Children and adult readers alike
will embrace this collection and look forward to
more works from these writers and artists.
Bridget Hamlet

Wilson, Jacqueline
Diamond
Illustrated by Nick Sharratt
Doubleday, 2013, pp304, £12.99
978 0 85753 107 0

Diamond is another example of
Wilson’s expert ability to draw
the reader into a story. Set in
the late 19th century, we
follow the life of Ellen-Jane
Potts through sadness, betrayal
and new friendships. The story
begins by introducing the
working-class Potts family. Already having two
girls and two boys, Ellen-Jane’s mother wants a
third son. During her mother’s labour, Ellen-Jane is
sent to the pub to fetch her father, who then
encourages Ellen-Jane to show off her turns and
tumbles to the gentlemen assembled. Arriving
back at the house, they find that Ellen-Jane’s
mother has died in childbirth. After this, EllenJane’s relationship with her father sours and he
turns to drink. The family struggles with poverty
and Ellen-Jane’s ability to help is limited as she is
only 8 years old. However, one day, on a visit to
the market she decides to perform her acrobatics
and soon draws a crowd and has a cap full of
coins. Her success is short lived however, as
someone else is interested in her skills. Purchased
for five guineas from her father, Ellen-Jane is
taken to join Tanglefield’s Circus. The story
continues as newly named Diamond perfects her
act, moving around the country, meeting new
people and making new friends. Wilson introduces
some interesting points of social history through
the story, which makes it believable and poignant
and yet also fascinating and exciting. It’s very
different to the well-known Tracy Beaker stories,
but it’s the sort of story that leaves a lasting
impression. I have absolutely no doubt that this
book will be extremely popular for many years to
come.
Elizabeth Baskeyfield

Wolf, Gita, Anastasio, Andrea and
Shyam, Bhajju
Alone in the Forest
Illustrated by Bhajju Shyam
Tara Books, 2013, pp40, £10.99
978 8 19231 715 1

This is a tale about how we build our own fears;
entrap ourselves in to believing them, and how
we can overcome them without shame. The story
unfolds of a boy sent into the forest to collect
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firewood. It is the first time he has done this
alone. Boom! Crack! Frightened, he goes into
hiding, imagining the worst. But time and
patience allows him to venture out, and he works
out how he can get back home safely. Illustrated
by Gond tribal artist Bhajju Shyam, from Madhya
Pradesh in Central India, the traditional illustrative
style and colour palate add another dimension to
the story. Both story and illustrations offer
opportunities for discussion in the class room, on
cultural diversity and how to develop strategies
when fear prevails.
Janet Dowling
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Canavan, Thomas
Does it Really Rain Frogs? (Science
FAQ)
Franklin Watts, 2013, pp32, £12.99
978 1 44512 233 5

This is a collection of retold tales that show how
the Winter months have been portrayed in
different oral traditions, complete with source
notes. The language is simple so suitable for good
readers of 10+, but the tales are complex enough
to be enjoyed by young adults and those looking
for source material to tell tales themselves. The
paper cut illustrations lend themselves to
development in class when working with the
stories.
Janet Dowling

Don, Lari and James, Cate
Breaking the Spell: Stories of Magic
and Mystery from Scotland
Frances Lincoln, 2013, pp68, £14.99
978 1 84780 342 9

The author of this book of ten
folktales from Scotland is both
a writer and a practising
storyteller. You can tell. Lari
Don’s retellings are extremely
well-paced. They have the kind
of rhythms and sentencepatterns that make them feel
oral. They have quirky details, they eschew
prolonged description and in their forward
movement they show the mark of someone who
is highly experienced in getting and keeping
children’s attention. Besides, like all good
fairytales, the stories do not avoid such clear
demonstrations of fair play and justice as the
chopping off of evil heads.

The title and layout gives this book a light and
entertaining feel, but underneath that it contains
good information about different aspects of Earth
science from explaining weather to the time taken
for geological change to happen. The question
and answer format keeps the text in short bitesize chunks, increasing accessibility and making it
good for browsing. The pun-like chapter headings
make the contents page a little difficult to
navigate, but the index page makes up for this
and there is an additional two pages at the back
of the book containing a well laid out glossary, a
further reading guide and recommended websites.
This would indicate that the book is trying to
provide curriculum support and to have shelf
appeal as a leisure read. The slightly scattergun
approach to the facts covered does limit its
usefulness in the classroom, but the colourful and
highly illustrated layout may help to engage more
reluctant readers who find traditional non-fiction
books off-putting. It is part of a series that covers:
materials; plants; human body; space and nature
and any of them would be an attractive addition
to the science section of a school library.

What’s also good about the book is that although
several of the stories – for instance the ‘Tam Linn’
story or ‘Whuppity Stoorie’ – will be familiar to
folk-tale lovers, Lari Don’s versions feel fresh and
new. As she explains in notes at the back, she
tends to make changes in her stories as she goes
round telling them. So over the years her written
versions show evidence of how they’ve departed
from the original sources. The sources of each of
these stories are also listed in notes at the back.
Their Scottish idioms are entertaining and Cate
James’s illustrations are pleasing. Both as a reader
and a storyteller, I highly recommend the book.
Every school should possess several copies.

Isobel Powell

Mary Medlicott

Don, Lari
Winter’s Tales
Illustrated by Francesca Greenwood

Ganeri, Anita
Introducing Australia (Introducing
Continents)

A&C Black, 2013, pp128, £12.99
978 1 40819 690 8

Raintree, 2013, pp32, £12.99
978 1 40626 296 4

What do you do when your pet dragon outgrows
his basket, and starts eating the gardeners? Or
you find your rule of Winter will be overturned by
your son, the god of Summer, marrying the girl
born to be Spring? Or why polar bears have white
fur, but black patches on their paws? Or the
consequences when gods battle amongst
themselves – be they Greek, Canaanite or Viking!

This title in the ‘Introducing Continents’ series is a
competent look at Australia by an established
non-fiction author, clearly presented. Aimed at
lower KS2 it contains many facts about the region
and is complemented by good quality
photographs, although a wider range of pictures
would have been useful, e.g. pictures of the
‘unusual birds’ kookaburras and emus, which

children in the UK may not have seen before. The
small-scale maps are useful, but a couple of
geographical terms are not explained in the
glossary – equator, hemisphere. This book would
be useful in introducing Australia (as the title
suggests), as part of a project collection alongside
other titles, artefacts and pictures.
Jo Sennitt

Gelfand, Shoshana Boyd
The Barefoot Book of Jewish Tales
Illustrated by Amanda Hall
Barefoot Books, 2013, pp80, £14.99
978 1 8468 6883 2

All school libraries will include books that explain
the basic beliefs of the principal world religions,
but this book provides not the factual basis, but
more importantly the heritage upon which the life
of a believer is founded. Judaism in particular is a
way of life based upon shared values and those
are best understood from the fables and historical
stories which together create the bedrock of the
people. There are, of course, many ‘Jewish’ stories
in the Bible but these are not those, but instead
others which would be common knowledge in
Jewish families. Some, as is the way with myth,
legend and folklore, exist in many versions and
are very similar to those told in other cultures, but
this book sets out to give a Jewish insight to the
human situation and that it achieves well. The
pictures and the audio discs complement the total
effect.
Jewish children will naturally love the book, but a
multi-cultural school should find a way to share
these stories across the ethnicity of its intake to
develop tolerance, understanding and a shared
love of the power of story.
Nick Hunt

Harrison, Paul
Dastardly Dictators, Rulers and
Other Loony Leaders (Barmy Biogs)
Wayland, 2013, pp94, £8.99
978 0 75027 720 4

There are currently four books in this series, the
others being on Boffins and Inventors, Kings and
Queens, and Painters and Writers. This is listed as
a history book containing facts about world
famous characters but it is more of a book to dip
into rather than one to read for information,
although it does have an index. It utilises a range
of fonts with plenty of illustrations and each entry
covers one page. The style used is reminiscent of a
Victorian music hall with pulled-back curtains,
patterned wallpaper backgrounds and rolled-up
scrolls which makes it visually interesting but
could present difficulties for some readers as they
may find the pages too ‘busy.’ That said, the
gruesomeness and bizarre nature of this book will
appeal to many and it would certainly attract
those who enjoy the ‘Horrible History’ series.
Barbara Band
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Hunter, Nick
All About The World Cup

Hurley, Michael
Jessica Ennis (Sport Files)

Raintree, 2013, pp32, £12.99
978 1 406 26558 3

Raintree, 2013, pp32, £12.99
978 1 40626 691 7

Hurley, Michael
A-Z of the World Cup (World Cup
Fever)
Raintree, 2013, pp48, £12.99
978 1 406 26625 2

This competition to be held in Brazil in 2014 and
the preliminary matches will of course dominate
news and screens for months to come. Nick
Hunter’s book is in clear, largeish print with 4 or 5
lines plus a photo on each page. Extra
information is in smaller text in small boxed
highlights simply explaining even basic rules and
aims of the game and the book is perfect for early
readers yet in general it could also appeal to older
ones whose needs appreciate this level of
presentation. A few key words/phrases such as
‘group stage’ are in darker print and are
explained in the glossary at the end. All in all a
sound back-to-basics survey and introduction to
the whole event.
The A-Z book is set out to give a single or double
page to each letter. Here far more information is
given in a much smaller print so with appeal well
into the Secondary ages. It is just the perfect sort
of book fans of footie will pore over with tables of
figures clearly set out and major personalities in
particular amongst players but also organisers.
The past, recent past such as the French team in
the South African World Cup, present and
forthcoming aspects are all included although the
alphabetical form might be limiting in some
aspects: Y has only the Soviet Union goalkeeper
Yashin (though with a subsection listing star
goalies) and Z has Zidane and Zubizarreta. A
good and topical wide ranging dip-in book.
Chris Brown

British Heptathlon star Jessica Ennis was the
golden girl of London’s
2012 Olympics. She is an
inspirational sporting
personality and a gold
medallist. In this
unauthorised biography,
Hurley details her life and
remarkable achievements.
Suitable for KS2 or KS3
readers, it has a pleasing layout of glossy
photographs and fact file panels with biographical
statistics and career highlights. Each chapter has a
short title and uses an eye catching capitalised
font against a black background. At the bottom of
each page there is a distinctive recurring motif of
the silhouette of a cheering crowd.
The reader learns fascinating facts about Jessica
like how she first became interested in Athletics at
a Summer camp in Sheffield at the age of 10, her
first successes, her coach, her dedication to her
chosen career, her determination to overcome her
stress fracture injury and her commitment to
charity work. There is also a record of her Personal
Bests and trivia about her dog, her role models,
and her fondness for jelly sweets which she keeps
in her kit bag to ‘give her an energy rush when
needed’.
This ‘Sport File’ also includes reader aids. Certain
words are highlighted in bold and linked up to a
glossary at the back. There is a timeline, an index
and a short list of books and web links (valid at
the time of going to press) to enable further
investigation. It would be useful as a study aid for
a student project on stars of the 2012 Olympics
or an insightful read for a young person wishing
to pursue a career in athletics.
Tanja Jennings

Hunter, Nick
The Night Sky and Other Amazing
Sights in Space
Raintree, 2013, pp48, £13.99
978 1 40625 959 9

An interesting and enjoyable introduction to the
mysteries of the Night Sky – the Earth’s place in
it, eclipses, the Northern Lights, stars and comets.
Given the awe-inspiring subject matter, the cover
could have been more exciting and enticing, but
the content is clearly written, simple and
approachable, and the photographs and layouts
inside are appealing enough to draw in a young
researcher. Unfamiliar terms are usefully flagged
up and feature in a glossary.
This book acts as an attractive springboard for
further enquiry, or a useful introduction to the
topic.
Liz Smith
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Kidd, Chip
Go: A Kidd’s Guide to Graphic
Design
Workman Publishing, 2013, pp120, £12.99
978 0 76117 219 2

This is a fascinating look at the world of graphic
design. The author is a graphic designer with a
great back catalogue to draw from (like the cover
of Jurassic Park and Batman: The Dark Knight
Returns) and uses these and many other
examples from a wide range of designers to show
the tricks of the trade. The introduction shows
how design is everywhere and in lots of places
you wouldn’t consider. I think that it would
surprise most children that the nutritional
information on the side of a drinks can and the
inside layout of a book are all designed. The
coverage is very thorough as Kidd takes the
reader through the role of colour, negative space,

font, size and content in creating a piece of
graphic design that will communicate the right
message to the viewer. The bold cover gives it
visual appeal on the shelf and, once picked up,
the colourful and image heavy contents make it a
very readable text on a subject rarely covered for
this age group. It is accessible and fun and the
addition of 10 design projects for children to try
themselves gives it added uses. The American
slant and the occasional American spelling are the
only negatives. I most definitely felt like I had
learnt a lot when I finished it, I will certainly never
look at a milk carton or exit sign in the same way
again!
Isobel Powell

McGavin, George
Bugs: A Pop-Up Journey into the
World of Insects, Spiders and
Creepy-Crawlies
Illustrated by Jim Kay
Walker, 2013, pp10, £14.99
978 1 40632 873 8

This book is an
amazing feat of paper
engineering that
really brings the
information to life.
Jim Kay’s illustrations
are beautiful and
incredibly detailed.
The facts are
presented in lots of different formats (e.g.
postcards, notebooks, newspaper articles) which
help to make it an engaging read. It covers a
diverse range of animals from cockroaches to
scorpions and the pop-up showing the inside of a
wasps’ nest is fascinating. Each double-paged
spread covers a different aspect e.g. classification
and habitats, but there is no contents page,
glossary or index page so it is not designed to be
used for topic support but rather as a leisure read.
It is a lovely book for browsing and minibeast
fans would enjoy reading it from cover-to-cover I
am sure.
From a library perspective the interactive elements
are fragile and would not withstand a lot of
rough handling. It would though be great for
displays, classroom use and as a special treat.
Isobel Powell

Nunn, Daniel
Families in French
Raintree, 2013, pp24, £11.99
978 1 40625 085 5

Now languages are being taught in Nurseries,
after-school clubs and Primary schools, there is
certainly a need for small children to have access
to attractive books to re-enforce their learning.
The other languages in the series are German,
Italian, Polish, Spanish and Welsh. These will be
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useful for families bringing up bi-lingual children,
and I would like to see other common languages
added. In my area these would include
Portuguese, Bengali, Rumanian, Chinese, Russian
etc. The format is small and hardbacked with very
large print and very few words to a page. It is
attractive, with coloured illustrations.
I’m pleased to see stepfamily members included,
and multi-cultural family members. There is an
explanation about pronunciation and spelling at
the end for parents who do not speak French,
reading with children. The only improvement I
would like to see is a family tree with pictures at
the beginning, to explain who some of the
members of the family are. The stepfather and
stepmother are introduced together, although
they should maybe be placed with their partners
– the mother and father! Similarly it’s not clear
who ‘demi-frère’ and demi-soeur’ are. Are they
step-brother and sister? Or half-brother and
sister? And is there a different word for these in
French, as there is in English? A young child with
a traditional family might have no idea what
these terms mean even in their own language!
Hence the need for an illustrated family tree.
Maybe a name could be given to each person to
make the family seem more real?
This would be a useful addition to a primaryschool library where French is taught.
Alison A. Maxwell-Cox

Pearson, Maggie
The House of the Cats and Other
Traditional Tales From Europe
Illustrated by Francesca Greenwood
A&C Black, 2013, pp176, £12.99
978 1 40818 007 5

An excellent collection of folk tales, from each of
the European countries, that range in mood from
the tragic to farcical, to the endearing and
endangering, some delightful, some dealing with
death. All of them retold in simple language and
accessible to the good reader from age 10, but
also complex enough to appeal to the young
adult, and source material for those aspiring to
tell tales themselves. Alas there are no sources,
other than indicating which country they came
from, but this could be a task for internet
searches. The paper cut illustrations once again
could lend themselves to development in class
when working with the stories.
Janet Dowling

Powell, Michelle
Papercraft (Craft Smart)
QED, 2013, pp32, £5.99
978 1 78171 098 2

One of a set of four craft books, this attractive
paperback contains 12 projects, which are graded
from easy to challenging. Many of them use
techniques which a beginner might then be

interested in taking up as a hobby, e.g. origami,
iris folding, kirigami and paper quilling. Some
would be suitable for a teacher to use with an art
class or hobby group. Most would appeal to
teenagers and could be used as table or present
decorations.
A lovely present for a child interested in crafts, or
for the school or club library.
Alison A. Maxwell-Cox

Townsend, John
Mad, Bad and Just Plain Dangerous:
Victorians

chapter there are funny little snippets of
‘dialogue’ between Dr Xand and Dr Chris (who
are identical twins) which add to the readability.
There are: ‘Did You Know’, ‘That’s Brilliant’ and
‘Gross Out’ fact boxes which break up the main
text. The illustrations are not great but do help to
make the layout more accessible to less able
readers.
Each chapter concentrates on a separate part of
your body and although there is a contents page
there is no index which may limit it to being more
of a browser book than for curriculum use.
Isobel Powell

Illustrated by Matt Lilley
Franklin Watts (Edge), 2013, pp96, £5.99
978 1 44512 193 2

New Editions

This is one title in a series
of four history books in
Franklin Watts’ Edge
series, which combines
high interest content with
accessible text, wide
spacing, a user-friendly
font and lots of
illustrations.

Stunning illustrations have been
characteristic of Walker Books’ efforts to
presents classics such as Alice in
Wonderland and The Wind in the Willows to
new generations and this collaboration
between the masterful re-telling of The
Odyssey by Gillian Cross and the
sophisticated and stylish art of Neil Packer is
yet another brilliant example of their
production and editorial values. The author
really brings the tale of Odysseus to life in
accessible and mellifluous prose that would
read aloud wonderfully well and the art has
real classical resonance. This is an essential
purchase to support study of the Greeks who
have retained their place in the new
curriculum. £12.99, Walker, 978 1 4063
4535 3.

The text is interesting, often quite funny, and
presented in various imaginative ways. Solid
historical facts are interspersed with interludes of
‘Victoria – The Soap’, quizzes and silly poems, all
of which makes this short book really lively and
fun to read. I also like the illustrations which are
often quite quirky.
However, I don’t think many teens would pick this
up by themselves. It’s not factual enough to be
any good with homework and much less colourful
than Guinness Record books et al. Its narrow
spine would easily be overlooked on a bookshelf.
So perhaps this book will need to be part of a
special collection of accessible books where
struggling readers could find it easily. Even better
would be to use it in a special display so that this
title receives the attention it deserves.
Annike Dase

van Tulleken, Dr Chris and van
Tulleken, Dr Xand
Your Brilliant Body (Operation
Ouch!)
Little, Brown, 2013, pp216, £8.99
978 0 34900 180 7

This is a TV tie-in to the popular CBBC show of
the same name. For this reason alone it will have
shelf appeal. Saying that, it is actually full of
interesting and accurate facts and as the
presenters of the show are real doctors and have
also written the book you can be reassured that
the information presented is correct. There is a
‘Horrible Science’ feel to some of it, with asides
about the loudest belch in the world and the
explanation of why sweetcorn is visible in your
poo! The tone is very conversational and in each

Ignoring the fact that
Primary History is
apparently only to cover
up to the Norman
Conquest, I am very
sure that all schools will
not ignore the
upcoming WWI anniversary. Walter Tull’s
Scrapbook by Michaela Morgan, shortlisted
for the 2013 Blue Peter Book Awards, is one
of the most interesting publications in this
area. The inspirational true story of the star
footballer and war hero is attractively
presented as a fictionalised scrapbook but, of
course, uses actual photos, documents and
records. £6.99, Frances Lincoln, 978 1 84780
491 4.
Pilgrimage was a religious studies topic
request that was always difficult to resource
in my SLS days and Going to Mecca by
Na’ima B. Robert was a very welcome
publication. It provides a real window onto
the sacred journey of thousands of Muslims
each year on the Haj. The beautiful collage
illustrations by Valentina Cavallini and the
lyrical text make this accessible throughout
the primary age group. £6.99, Frances Lincoln
978 1 84780 490 7.
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Poetry & Plays
Church, Mike
A Wee Bit of Trouble
Illustrated by Louise Richards
Pont, 2013, pp96, £4.99
978 1 84851 671 7

This is a most enjoyable and
thought provoking collection
of poems by performance poet
Mike Church. The poems are
most emphatically written
from a child’s point of view
and the everyday dilemmas
faced by children in school are
described sympathetically; at
times with pathos and at times with humour,
complemented by the illustrations: a range of
scary looking individuals and a penguin. The book
opens with the poet recalling that perennial
problem of being trapped in assembly and the
resulting embarrassing accident. It closes with
another dilemma: what to buy the teacher for a
present: this is the conclusion:

So I’m giving Miss a Granny Smith
for her new
Core Curriculum.
There are a couple of double spreads of helpful
tips at the end of the book. The first gives some
autobiographical details about the author.
However the main focus is encouraging people to
keep notebooks and to try writing themselves.
Finally readers are encouraged to have a go at
reading aloud and useful tips are given to aid
preparation. This is a highly recommended
addition for the junior or secondary school library.
Mary Crawford

Hass, Robert
The Essential Haiku: Versions of
Basho, Buson and Issa
Bloodaxe, 2013, pp320, £12.00
978 1 85224 972 4

This is a must for the library shelves: a definitive
introduction to haiku which has been a best seller
for 20 years in America, published in a UK edition
for the first time. For the uninitiated, the book is
best approached by reading the clear, interesting
account of the form and its history accompanied
by very helpful notes on translation at the back of
the book before turning to the first chapter, an
introduction to the collection. After this, there
follows three sections, each dedicated to one of
three Japanese poets writing between the late
sixteenth and early nineteenth century, the
acknowledged masters Natsuo Basho, Yosa Buson
and Koyabashi Issa. Each section begins with an
introduction to its poet followed by approximately
a hundred pieces of work in a stunning variety of
moods and tones, from calm, lyrical beauty to
irascible observation. Each section closes with a
selection of its poet’s other writings, prose, longer
poems, etc. The fourth section is concerned with
writings on the art of poetry by Bosho, and the
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whole is concluded by detailed, page by page,
notes on the poems. For those who do not wish
to be systematic, the best advice is to flick
through the poems, pause, and marvel. Otherwise,
the book is scholarly, comprehensive and detailed,
but tremendously accessible, and the verses
included are sublime. It is a very impressive
volume, and should inspire many to attempt the
form themselves.

the new baby in hospital, pylons, relationships
and much more.

Frank Startup

I love the imagery in some of these poems which
are predominantly in rhythmic, but unforced,
blank verse. In ‘Fox’ for example we get ‘… his
feathery brush of a tail/flows like water through
the shadows and hard spaces.’ And ‘Pylons’ gives
us ‘Feet in the cornfields/feet on the hills, /they
stand there/ with wire hair/and scaffold
arms/holding the line.’

Hegley, John
I am a Poetato: An A-Z of Poems
About People, Pets and Other
Creatures

But my favourite poem is ‘My Grandma’ which
affectionately depicts a busy, active, woman still
working and ends ‘Can I be like her when I’m
old’. If my grandchildren felt like that I’d be
content.

Illustrated by the author
Frances Lincoln, 2013, pp64, £12.99
978 184780 3979

I am a Poetato is a
scrapbook style collection of
poems from poet, comic
and performer John Hegley.
This children’s selection is
set out as an A-Z from
Alligator, Ants and A
Mosquito to Zebra, Zombie,
Zo and The Dog Runs
(Zoom). There are a whole host of animals
included besides A Mosquito; but Bees is about
being a football supporter rather than the insect
variety – ‘there are no tickets left. I just want to sit
near the ground and hear the sound of FANS
inside CHEERING Luton along.’
I particularly enjoyed Owl, a poignant tale of
drawing an owl at school, and Nit Nurse but there
is plenty to suit all tastes – Snakes and Snails and
Unusual Unicorns. Yard Bird is about Charlie
Parker nicknamed Bird. John’s sketches illustrate
the pages although he acknowledges when these
have been drawn by others. The layout is a
mixture of fonts – print and handwritten versions
on the page or as a collage effect on notepaper
and scraps. As a comic and regular at the
Edinburgh Festival, John’s selection of poems is
made for reading aloud, such as the dialogue on
the merits of a lucky potato.
Wendy Worley

Henderson, Kathy
The Dragon with a Big Nose
Illustrated by the author
Frances Lincoln, 2013, pp94, £6.99
978 1 84780 365 8

A slender volume of poems, with sparky
illustrations by the author, this is a book which
shows that poetry can be absolutely accessible
but still be thoughtful and perceptive – and the
humour, when it is there, is incidental rather than
striven for. Kathy Henderson explores a wide
range of everyday experiences well within the
compass of almost any primary school child from
electric sockets, trains and a mosquito to visiting

There is plenty here to enjoy and share and this
would be a useful book for classroom use as well
as one to encourage children to read
independently.
Susan Elkin

Zephaniah, Benjamin
To Do Wid Me: Filmed Live and
Direct by Pamela Robertson-Pearce
Bloodaxe, 2013, pp64 + DVD, £12.00
978 1 85224 943 4

Benjamin Zephaniah was undoubtedly the great
success of the GCSE anthologies, never failing to
captivate students, and particularly those whom
teachers least suspected of ever being captivated
by poetry. His humour, energy and refusal to
compromise have made him arguably the most
popular poet in Britain, with honours – including
some he has refused to acknowledge – being
heaped upon him. Nuanced and multidimensional he is not: direct and passionate he is,
and loved for it. This collection is a perfect
package, consisting of a two hour DVD of the
poet reading and talking about his poetry in a
variety of settings with bonus music videos, the
complete printed text of the concert and an
excellent biographical introduction by Neil Astley.
The opening poem, ‘Naked’, is supremely well
chosen with its refrain ‘Dis is me’: what you see is
what you get, which could be Zephaniah’s theme
tune. Many of his best and most popular poems
are here, from ‘Talking Turkeys’ to ‘What Stephen
Lawrence Has Taught Us’, and he addresses issues
such as ethnicity and institutional racism head on.
His views are to the fore, his revolutionary ideas,
his mistrust of material gain and the distraction it
causes: poems such as ‘Money’ and ‘Nu Run
Away’ will stimulate discussion with a vengeance.
It is difficult, with the text on your lap and the
DVD playing in front of you, not to be swept
along with him, to see the world through his eyes,
and doing this with a classroom full of students
would be quite an experience. He is, as well as
everything else, a superb performer, his
combination of affability and anger thoroughly
engaging.
Frank Startup
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Fiction
Barnes, Jennifer Lynn
The Naturals
Quercus, 2013, pp308, £6.99
978 1 78087 682 5

Seventeen year old Cassie
Hobbs is approached by the
FBI to join their team as a
‘Natural’ serial crime profiler.
She’s been living with her
dad’s family in Denver after
her mum disappeared,
presumed dead, five years ago,
and moves to Washington with the hope of
discovering what actually happened to her mum.
She’s recruited due to her abilities to correctly
‘guess’ traits and get into people’s thought
processes. During training, where she is living in a
shared house with other ‘Naturals,’ she’s made
aware of a serial killer who seems to be targeting
people who look like her mum. Could it be the
same killer? Who will she target next?
I thoroughly enjoyed this book. The storyline felt
original, with enough plot twists and unanswered
clues to compel me to read on. Elements of teen
attitude, rebellion and romance add to the overall
believability of the plot.
Despite the main characters being 17+, I was
pleasantly surprised to discover that apart from
the murder victim descriptions, there’s no explicit
content, allowing me to give this book to Year 8
and upwards.
Nikki Heath

Black, Holly
The Coldest Girl in Coldtown
Indigo, 2013, pp419, £8.99
978 1 78062 129 6

Holly Black’s take on a vampire story presents a
world where vampirism is caught and spread like
an infectious disease and where vampires and
infected, or ‘cold’, humans are forced to live in
walled cities called Coldtowns. In the Coldtowns
quarantined vampires and humans co-exist in a
sordid, decadent and bloodthirsty world where
the 24-hour TV feeds, watched voraciously by the
uninfected population, particularly the young,
create an atmosphere of self-obsession as
predators and prey circle each other endlessly.
Tana is the ‘coldest girl’ of the title and in a very
gripping opening she awakes after an all-night
party to find her fellow party-goers gruesomely
slain by vampires, all except her ex-boyfriend,
Aidan, who has been infected. She succeeds in
rescuing him and Gavriel, a mysterious vampire
who is being hunted by the killers. Following a
bizarre road-trip the nearest Coldtown the group
begin what passes for life in the walled city where
intrigue, cruelty and death rule.
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This is a dark, long and complex addition to the
YA vampire novel genre and it continues the trend
of inventing ever more complicated rules for
vampirism and its spread and control. There are
back stories for the vampire characters and for
Tana herself, bitten by her own mother as a child.
All the themes of adolescent self-obsession, selfdestruction and sexual longing are there in a
knowing mix of traditional vampire gore and
modern celebrity culture. This is a novel for those
older teenagers who still love these dark,
dystopian fantasy tales and do not feel that the
genre is overloaded.
Sue Roe

Blaxill, Gina
Saving Silence
Macmillan, 2013, pp284,£6.99
978 1 44720 884 6

The opening chapter of Saving Silence hits the
ground running, and continues to keep the reader
in suspense throughout. Told in dual narrative
over the space of roughly 6 weeks, the story
opens with a hit and run, with two main
characters left wondering whether they were
deliberate targets. Local shops are robbed; people
hurt. As the storyline develops, we are introduced
to their families, and watch relationships between
school friends develop in unexpected ways. We
learn that Sam, one of the two main characters,
witnessed and recorded a crime and the criminals
are determined to ensure he does not go to the
police. Imogen is wrongly thought to have
witnessed it, too.
Full of suspense, enthralling and strong from start
to finish, this is a must-read for fans of Sophie
Mckenzie and Ali Sparkes. My favourite Blaxill yet.
Nikki Heath

characters and a plot that will appeal to teenage
girls. I doubt the science would bear much
scrutiny, but it holds together well enough, and
the resolution is unhappy in a satisfying way. The
relationships between the characters are well
drawn and the dialogue, especially between
Poppy and her friends, is authentic and snappy.
This is sure to be a winner with those who love
romance with an edge.
Lesley Martin

Carver, Lucy
Young, Gifted and Dead
Macmillan, 2013, pp316, £6.99
978 1 44723 576 7

A must read for all fans of The Gallagher Girls, this
is the first book in a new series, which I predict
will become very popular with teenage girls.
The story mixes a bit of ‘rich kids at elite boarding
school’ with ‘girly issues’, such as crushes and
party outfits, but has a very sinister and suspicious
death of a teenage girl at its centre. When it turns
out that the dead girl (popular, clever and rich,
but troubled, Lily) was pregnant, everything seems
to point to a suicide until her roommate Alyssa
uses her photographic memory to find Lily’s killer.
Alyssa encounters various unpleasant characters
in the form of parents, teachers and villagers
along the way and puts her own life in danger.
Luckily, she also manages to become the girlfriend
of the school’s heartthrob.
The book is full of suspense and Alyssa is a
brilliant and slightly kooky narrator. Yes, the story
is a little predictable but it is well-constructed and
filled with enough twists to keep the reader
guessing. I would give this book to girls from Year
8 (or mature Year 7s) who enjoy a good story and
are not afraid of a little gore and drama.
Annike Dase

Bourne, Holly
Soulmates
Usborne, 2013, pp540, £7.99
978 1 40955 750 0

Conway, Anne-Marie
Forbidden Friends
Usborne, 2013, pp315, £6.99
978 1 4095 6190 3

Poppy is seventeen, world weary and cynical.
While her friends are looking for romance, she
doesn’t believe in love, so she is not expecting
what happens when she meets Noah. For the first
couple of chapters, this book reads like an edgy
Louise Rennison, but suddenly the action shifts to
a secret scientific laboratory – Poppy and Noah
are being watched. As the story progresses, it
becomes apparent that Poppy’s panic attacks
began when Noah moved to her town, two years
before they met, and that whenever they are
together extreme weather events and electrical
disruptions take place. As the story unfolds, we
learn that certain people do have soul mates. Few
of them ever meet, but when they do it could lead
to the end of the world, so the organisation must
intervene to separate them.

Two girls – 13 years old – each with her own
problems and each independently finding herself
on holiday in Spain are the main characters in this
mystery story for the 10+ age group. Lizzie is
rebellious because she has to go to Spain every
year with her family – to the same hotel, to the
same beach. This is her parents’ way of
remembering her brother who died there
tragically when she, Lizzie, was only 3 years old.
She has never been to school, but she is educated
at home by her very controlling father. Bee, on the
other hand, although she is a scholarly girl who
loves reading, hates her school, which is an upmarket school for the wealthy. Bee is there
because she has won a scholarship, she never fits
in and is bullied for being a ‘bookworm’.

Soulmates is a decently written book, half
teenage romance and half thriller, with engaging

The two girls meet up on a beach in Spain and
instantly form a friendship.
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However, right from the start there are many
unanswered questions and an atmosphere of
mystery which intensifies as the tale unfolds. A
dark secret from the past is finally unearthed and
resolved. A happy ending is in keeping with the
story when Lizzie finds she is going to be a pupil
at Bee’s school where no doubt their friendship,
previously proscribed by Lizzie’s parents, will
progress. A pleasant and absorbing read for
young independent readers.
Elizabeth Finlayson

Dashner, James
The Eye of Minds
Doubleday, 2013, pp324, £9.99
978 0 85753 313 5

From the author of the well-received The Maze
Runner (soon to be filmed),
The Eye of Minds is the first of
a trilogy entitled ‘The Mortality
Doctrine’ and follows three
teenage computer hackers as
they enter a virtual reality
world to identify and destroy a
super gamer who is bent on
destroying everyone else’s fun. VirtNet is open to
all who can afford the entrance fee, and gamers
can blast away to their hearts content, knowing
that their real life bodies are safely stored away in
coffin-like pods where they are hooked up to life
support machines.
The thriller based on adventures in computer
gaming worlds is becoming a new genre all of its
own – Erebos by Ursula Posnanski, and Patrick
Ness’s More Than This are two excellent examples
– and Dashner does not disappoint with sharp,
punchy chapters, each with their own cliffhanging
climaxes. The interaction between the main
character, Michael, and his friends is however,
slightly stilted – their real-life friendship may
perhaps be further explored in the second book of
the series.
There are plenty of gruesome deaths and evil
monsters in VirtNet, and whilst the book
unsurprisingly leaves us with more questions than
answers, one particular plot twist was
unexpected. Suitable for boys, mainly but certainly
not exclusively, aged 14 and upwards.
Stephen King

Desborough, Natasha
Weirdos vs. Quimboids
Catnip, 2013, pp288, £6.99
978 1 84647 171 1

Blossom and her friends are officially classed as
Weirdos. Having strange, hippy parents doesn’t
help and what makes her more of a target to the
super popular Quimboids is that her initials spell
out the word Bum! In an attempt to a) become
cool and b) spend time with the most gorgeous
boys in school, Blossom and her best friend
Petrina (initials spell out Poo!) volunteer to help

out on the school radio. This leads to no end of
trouble when Blossom promises to book famous
musicians for the show and can only manage the
Headmaster.

Douglas, Helen
After Eden

The book has some brilliantly funny moments and
really gets to grips with what life as an uncool
teenager is really like. Blossom tries to pretend
that she likes being an individual, but is truly
desperate to be popular and liked. She is the first
person to put her name down on the books of
the schools dating service and wishes she hadn’t
bothered when she finally gets a date that is far
from romantic. Blossom and Petrina’s rehearsals
for their band Camel Toe are usually their
favourite part of each traumatic week. This is a
funny, cringe-worthy account of life for a teenage
geek.

After Eden, the debut novel for Cornish author
Helen Douglas, makes for easy, entertaining and
addictive reading, and would appeal to teenage
readers who like their romance with a dash of
time travel and mystery.

Erica Dean

Doherty, Berlie
The Company of Ghosts
Andersen, 2013, pp266, £6.99
978 1 84939 729 2

A succession of mischances
leaves sixteen year old Ellie
stranded on a remote Scottish
island. At first, Ellie embraces
the opportunity to paint and to
gain some perspective on her
mother’s remarriage and her
artist father’s departure for
England. However, she
becomes aware of a presence on the island; the
unexplained noises at night give way to a sense
that she is being watched, until one day she sees
a figure on the sandbank in front of her. She finds
herself in conversation with a mysterious girl in a
long grey coat, then doubts that the girl was ever
there, thinking instead that her loneliness is
playing tricks on her.
She discovers a logbook belonging to Anabel
Munro, the daughter of a lighthouse keeper in the
1820s. Anabel had watched her betrothed drown
as he tried to cross to the island, then remained
there forever mourning her lost love. Ellie’s
decision to escape the island in an ancient boat is
influenced by a sense that she is helping to
reunite Anabel with her love, and when she leaves
the boat to swim towards the sandbank it is to
help him into the boat. However, the hands which
pull her to safety are her rescuers from the
mainland. In the days that follow, Ellie is unsure
how much of her experience on the island was
real.
This is a beautifully written novel which combines
an evocative sense of place with a poignant tale
of loss and redemption. The supernatural events
are woven skilfully into the narrative, allowing the
reader to share Ellie’s uncertainty that they have
happened at all. Readers, particularly girls of
twelve upwards, will enjoy unravelling the
complexities of this book.
Sandra Bennett

Bloomsbury, 2013, pp288, £6.99
978 1 40882 869 4

The arrival of an apparently typical teenage
American boy, Ryan Westland, at her school
piques Eden Anfield’s interest. She is intrigued by
his lack of awareness of everyday aspects of life
as curiosity gradually turns to romance. Lifelong
stargazer friend Connor is less happy with Eden’s
new romance, hoping that his own affections for
her will be returned, something she seems
unconvincingly oblivious of. When Eden makes a
strange discovery about Ryan, the catalyst for the
unravelling of this mystery is released.
The reader can almost smell and see the sea and
feel the sand of the Cornish landscape which
forms a perfect backdrop for this story of teenage
friendships. I loved the slow-burn developing
relationship between Eden and Ryan but her
readiness to accept his explanation for events was
a little less easy to believe. That said, this was a
thoroughly enjoyable read, which slipped down
smoothly and quickly. I’m looking forward to
reading the sequel, Chasing Stars, due out in
June, and seeing how events are taken forward.
Liz Smith

Edwards, Eve
Dusk
Penguin, 2013, pp302, £6.99
978 0 141 33739 5

An aristocratic artist, Sebastian, meets Helen, a
trainee nurse from a troubled and modest
background in 1914.Thrown together in a world
where different ranks and classes are beginning
to mix for the first time, they meet at the theatre
where Helen’s sister Flora is dancing, and courting
Sebastian’s friend who is in the navy.
Flora and Helen have left home because their
father is cruel and aggressive, and Helen and
Sebastian both go to France during the horrific
First World War. The story is told from the
battlefront, and the equally horrific front-line
hospital where Helen is working in the operating
theatre. Flora’s fiancé is killed at sea, leaving her
pregnant and unable to work, so she goes to her
boyfriend’s family hoping for financial support.
They are unwilling to believe that the baby is their
son’s, probably because Flora comes from the
wrong background, and Flora leaves to start a
new life in the USA.
Sebastian is wounded and home on leave when
Helen gets into trouble at the hospital and is
dismissed. She tries to contact Sebastian, but she
is turned away by his aristocratic family and
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friends, because of her background (half German
and working class) and her dismissal from the
nursing corps. The end of the novel is a cliffhanger – the next instalment is due for
publication in Summer 2014.
The characters in this entertaining romance which
would appeal to girls over 12, are very believable,
and would make today’s teenagers reflect how
they would cope if expected to fight or nurse in a
war zone at a very young age.

This is a challenging and stimulating novel which
explores complex issues, creating a convincing
future world in which technology has evolved
faster than human nature. The appeal of the novel
arises from its detailed depiction of the dystopian
society rather than its plot, which struggles to
sustain momentum through its 400+ pages.
Confident older readers will be absorbed by the
ethical and moral issues explored in the text.

Alison A. Maxwell-Cox

Sandra Bennett

Eldridge, Jim
The Lethal Target

Gallagher, Brian
Stormclouds: New Friends. Old
Differences

Bloomsbury, 2013, pp229, £6.99
978 1 4088 1721 6

The Order of Malichea is a secret organisation
from ancient times that gathered together a
library of ‘heretical’ scientific works. The works
became very important and valuable over time
and in order to protect them, they were hidden all
over the world in secure places. In this, the third
in the series, the book in question is one about
spontaneous human combustion.
Essentially, this is a story of good versus evil. Jake
and his girlfriend Lauren are the good guys trying
to do the right thing. Whilst the Russians are the
evil protagonists – ‘Imagine having the ability to
create a weapon that allows you to cause people
to burn from the inside out, killing them without a
trace’. They all find themselves on the Isle of Mull,
together with a few other interested parties and
the mayhem commences. The death toll is quiet
high but it is never the less a riveting read, with
some action packed scenes.
Being the third in the series there is obviously a
back story to Jake and Lauren’s past but it doesn’t
spoil the story. I did find it slightly perturbing that
the main characters were nineteen and in a
relationship but the story seemed to be aimed at
a younger audience.
Janet Clarke

Farmer, Nancy
The Lord of Opium
Simon & Schuster, 2013, pp412, £7.99
978 1 47111 829 6

Three months ago fourteen year old Matt was a
filthy clone. Now, following the death of El Patron,
Matt is the new Lord of Opium. In the dystopian
world of 2137 America rogue states have sprung
up to meet the need for mass-produced narcotics.
Opium is a drug state and Matt is its
inexperienced ruler. He wants to return the land to
farming and restore the minds of the microchipped slaves who tend the land. However, first
Matt has to establish himself as a credible
successor to El Patron, evading the attempts by
other drug lords and the UN to seize control of
Opium. These aims provide the impetus for the
plot and finally Matt succeeds in liberating the
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slave population and securing his own position.
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O’Brien, 2013, pp256, £6.99
978 1 84717 5793

Stormclouds revisits the
outbreak of the troubles in
Belfast. Set in the summer of
1969 the novel explores
events through the developing
friendship between four
children: American twins
Emma and Dylan, Protestant
Sammy and Catholic Maeve.
The narrative opens with a dramatic scene in
which Maeve is hiding from loyalists determined
to burn down her home. The rest of the novel is
told as an extended flashback leading up to the
moment where Maeve’s life is in danger.
Throughout the summer the simmering conflict
casts a lengthening shadow over the lives of the
four children. Unfortunately, the events of 1969
have to run their course and the hostilities the
boys experience in their football club are
overtaken by the wider conflict. The novel ends
with a return to the opening scene; Maeve is
rescued by Sammy, who is himself killed in an
explosion. The final pages see Maeve questioning
the point of the destruction as her family leaves
their home for a refugee camp south of the
border, but determining to avoid hatred and to
look ahead to the future.
The impressive achievement of this historical
novel is to present complex events lucidly and to
convey their intensity. Readers of eleven upwards
will be absorbed by the dramatic events which
impact upon the lives of the four main characters.
Sandra Bennett

Green, Julia
The Northern Sky
Bloomsbury, 2013, pp230, £6.99
978 1 4088 2069 8

The vividly coloured cover somehow does not do
justice to this wonderfully evocative, sensitive
novel, and to the quietly powerful writing of Julia
Green. She sets up an effective contrast between
the open skies of the northern Scottish island
where 15-year-old Kate and her parents have

come to stay for the Summer and her own inner
turmoil as she is forced to confront her parents’
disintegrating marriage. The island, which is not
named, is described lovingly and vividly; its issues
and concerns, such as the proposal to build a
large wind farm offshore, quickly become ours.
The easy, open and hospitable family into which
Kate is so quickly welcomed only serves to
highlight the silences and tensions in her own.
Her conflicting adolescent emotions are captured
with great subtlety, as are her burgeoning
romantic feelings for the complex Finn, and the
shifting relationships of the group of young
people who become her friends. Despite the
difficulties she has left behind in London, and the
fear of what lies ahead when her parents’
separation becomes inevitable, her weeks in
Scotland give Kate a new hope, and the story
ends on a realistic, but uplifting note.
This is a book for the thoughtful reader, one who
will happily accompany Kate on her long lonely
walks around the island as she tries to come to
terms with life. The cover suggests a book for a
younger reader, but it is with teenage girls that it
will resonate most.
Marianne Bradnock

Harper, Candy
Have a Little Faith
Simon & Schuster, 2013, pp260, £6.99
978 0 85707 823 0

Having thoroughly enjoyed The Disappeared by
C. J. Harper, I wasn’t quite sure what to expect
from this at all. I put it to the bottom of my ‘to
read’ pile, but it was worth the wait.

Have a Little Faith is the story of Faith Harper and
her family, told through her diary, tracking the first
term of Year 10. It’s highly entertaining and
reminds me of Sophie Kinsella’s writing style.
Faith and her mates are ‘normal’ Year 10s going
through school with the intent of winding up as
many staff and family members as possible whilst
doing the least work they can get away with.
There are some interesting stunts pulled, school
rivalry, minor damage to a school hedge (and the
Head’s car) and a bit or romance thrown in, too.
It’s a must-read for fans of Wimpy Kid and
Georgia Nicholson, as it rattles along nicely and is
easy to follow without too much thought. Perfect
‘chick-lit’ for Years 8 to11 over the school holidays,
and one to recommend to those girls who really
struggle to find something ‘good’ to read.
Nikki Heath

Hoggarth, Janet
Gaby’s Angel
Oxford, 2013, pp272, £6.99
978 0 19274 548 4

Having witnessed the death of her best friend in a
road traffic collision, Gaby is left to piece her life
back together without Emily. The story follows
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Gaby through guilt, anger and sadness as she
struggles with friendships, scared that she might
forget Emily or that someone will take her place.
However, when Gaby finds a white feather she
realises that perhaps Emily isn’t so far away.
Finding that she can see and speak to Emily, Gaby
is able to get advice on boyfriends and even play
the odd practical joke. Soon, Gaby begins to
reintegrate into the social scene and even makes
a new friend. She learns that it’s okay to continue
to enjoy her life and friendships and that she’ll
always cherish the memories of her best friend
and the times they shared.
This is both a story of sadness and hope and will
be especially poignant for students who may have
lost a loved one. Hoggarth writes with empathy
and understanding and through the story provides
practical advice for those struggling with
bereavement. It is humorous and uplifting and
should be popular with young teenage girls.
Elizabeth Baskeyfield

Howson, Imogen
Linked
Quercus, 2013, pp360, £6.99
978 1 78206 185 4

One part sci-fi, three parts
thriller – this is a book which
demands to be to read in one
sitting! The book tells the story
of teenager Elissa Ivory,
plagued by excruciating
headaches, terrifying visions
and unexplained injuries. Elissa
is scheduled for a brain operation to resolve her
issues but never makes the operation, as a twin
sister she knew nothing about appears. Elissa
realises what she has been experiencing has not
occurred as a result of an ‘abnormality in an
overactive brain’ to be cured by ‘minor brain
surgery’ as advised by a specialist selected by her
mother, but in fact a large scale conspiracy
covering up horrific human rights abuse.
This story grips right from the start and a
gruesome discovery near the end makes this tale
particularly readable and a cut above the
competition!
Frances Breslin Davda

Huddleston, Tom
The Waking World
David Fickling, 2013, pp440, £14.99
978 0 85756 045 2

Tom Huddleston has reinvented the Arthurian
legend for a 21st century audience and sets it a
thousand years from now. Aran lives in an
underground farmstead believing himself to be
the second son of a powerful landowner and his
path to be one he does not want, foreman of the
estate – he wants to be a warrior like his odious
elder brother. However, his destiny changes when
he is rescued from invading marauders by
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Peregrine, a mysterious traveller. To a certain
extent the tale mirrors the Arthurian legend, but
there are interesting clever differences. The
marauders remind me of the Vikings but Aran’s
companions are fun and feisty and struggle with
the feudal organisation of their society. The
landscape they roam is based on the north of
England. The Librarian and Peregrine are my
favourite characters as the former is boring and
the latter has a super sense of humour. It is well
written, fun and will appeal to fans of fantasy,
mythology and good teenage literary fiction. I
look forward to reading how Tom Huddleston
interprets the next novel in the ‘Future King’
series.
Judith Palka

Kate, Lauren
Teardrop
Doubleday, 2013, pp442, £9.99
978 0 85753 226 8

Eureka is not your typical sickly sweet heroine;
she is a deeply troubled and damaged girl trying
to find something to live for. Her world fell apart
when she survived a freak wave that drowned her
mum, and coping with her new life is taking its
toll. This tale is full of heartbreak and loss, change
and adjustment. Eureka must carve a place for
herself in the home she now shares with her dad
and his new wife. The only ones in the family that
she feels close to are her half siblings and she
would do anything for them. Eureka spends most
of her time with Brooks, her oldest friend, but he
begins behaving strangely and she no longer feels
that she can trust him the way she did. When
Eureka is left three unusual artefacts in her
mother’s will she begins to unravel the mysteries
that surround her. Why has Brooks suddenly
changed? Who is Ander, the boy who seems to be
stalking her? Why must she never cry?
This is an atmospheric novel full of suspense and
mystical tales but at its very core is a powerful
romance. I raced through this novel and am
eagerly awaiting the next instalment in this
exciting new series.
Erica Dean

Kelly, Kate
Red Rock
Curious Fox, 2013, pp221, £6.99
978 1 78202 061 5

Newly-orphaned Danni is entrusted by her dying
aunt with a small piece of rock and the injunction
to ‘tell no one’. Her journey to solve the puzzle of
the rock and the reason for her aunt’s death takes
her from Greenland via Cambridge and Malta to
Italy. The setting is a future not too far over the
horizon. The ice caps are melting and sea-levels
rising and humans have travelled to Mars and
back. Every individual’s whereabouts can be
tracked electronically through the use of ID cards
and Danni and her friend Gracie have to go

12–16 New Editions
Sequels to classic novels seem to be rather in
vogue these days with even Joanna Trollope
jumping on the bandwagon, but with the
reissue of Mansfield Revisited by Joan Aiken,
first published in 1984, there is a chance to
see how it should be done. With the 200th
anniversary of the original Mansfield Park in
2014 this is very timely and although it can
be read without any knowledge of the
original it could be useful wider reading for
literature students. The author is a genuine
fan who is true to the language and style of
Austen but uses her own considerable talents
to find out what happened to Susannah after
she went to live at Mansfield Park and what
an enjoyable story it turns out to be! £9.99,
Jonathan Cape, 978 0 857 55070 5.
Another trend seems to be best-selling adult
authors trying to move into the teenage
market. Some are more successful than
others and Philippa Gregory’s historical
stories seem to be finding their feet. Her
second young adult novel Stormbringers has
an altogether more accomplished feel and
the characters of Luca and Isolde are more
rounded and developed. This episode of the
Order of Darkness relates to the period of the
fascinating Children’s Crusade and does not
require to have read the first in the series.
£6.99, Simon & Schuster, 978 085707 7363.
Caitlin Moran is something of an acquired
taste but Sixth Form fans of How to Be a
Woman and other examples of her oeuvre or
indeed Twitter followers may well be
intrigued to see how she first burst upon the
world at 15 with The Chronicles of Narmo.
Personally what struck me most upon rereading was the smoking! How quickly,
thankfully, do social norms in print change.
But I was fascinated by the introduction to
this new edition, which is a genuinely funny
account of the trials and tribulations of
becoming an author and would-be authors
should find wisdom here. £6.99, Corgi, 978 0
55257 066 4.
James Riordan was one of our most powerful
writers of war stories, but he never glorified
combat and did not shirk from depicting the
full horror that wartime can bring. When the
Guns Fall Silent has been reissued in time for
the WW1 centenary and all secondary
schools should take the opportunity to restock this important title. As one might
surmise from the title it includes the famous
football match in No Man’s Land, Christmas
1914, but this only occurs at the end of the
novel which tells the full story of one boy’s
journey to the trenches and in sometimes
graphic detail the horror he saw there. The
original review in The School Librarian in
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2000 said ‘This is a necessary, powerful,
outspoken, but ultimately healing book,
something all young people born into more
fortunate generations should read’ and with
the potential risk of jingoistic celebrations
ahead it is more important than ever. £6.99,
OUP, 978 0 19 273570 6
A coming of age story that, for me, genuinely
stands the test of time is I Capture the Castle
by Dodie Smith and The Bodley Head have
produced a new hardback edition that would
wear well but perhaps lacks the cover appeal
of the film tie-in version. Irresistibly readable
and the definition of romantic. £12.99,
Bodley Head, 978 1 782 30022 9.
At entirely the other end of the genre
spectrum we have The Fury: The Director’s Cut
by Alexander Gordon Smith. This is an
extended edition, including both The Fury and
its sequel The Storm and promising even more
terror. Although combined this runs to 682
pages it is actually robust enough to withstand
multiple loans and it is certainly satisfying for
the reader to get to the conclusion of the nailbiting horror story in one sitting. Faber, £9.99,
978 0 57130 385 4.
Meg Rosoff, no less, calls them ‘pony’ books
and you cannot doubt the enduring
popularity of the likes of Monica Dickens and
K.M. Peyton. Lauren St John is a worthy
addition to this honourable fold and with the
paperback of Race the Wind you can catch
up on the addictive One Dollar Horse trilogy
before it concludes. Casey Blue is the epitome
of the unlikely poor girl who makes good
with the horse of her dreams. Will she be able
to replicate her Badminton triumph on the
international stage against a background of
her father’s arrest and her subsequent
blackmail? Gripping stuff! £6.99, Orion,
97814440 0797 8.
undercover to avoid the sinister and powerful
global corporation MEXA who seem so interested
in them. As Danni gets nearer to finding answers
she discovers that trust in friends can be
misplaced. I found this a genuinely exciting, wellplotted page-turner with just-about believable
science. The most unrealistic note was the
implication that, when the university had to
abandon Cambridge to the encroaching sea,
colleges left their libraries behind!
Kathryn Tyson

Kiernan, Celine
Into the Grey
Walker, 2013, pp296, £6.99
978 1 40634 732 6

Set in Ireland during the 1970s, this haunting
supernatural thriller is well written and hard to
put down. Patrick knows nothing about loss, even
though he thinks everything is lost after his Nan

burns their house down. It is not until he moves
with his twin brother, younger sister and parents
to their seaside holiday rental home that he
learns what loss really is when he looses his twin
to a ghost from the past. The plot is complex and
at times bewildering as Patrick seems to be the
only person who understands what is happening
to his brother, apart from his sister and she is too
young to offer him any real support.
The settings move between 1970s Ireland, the
trenches of the First World War and the time
when Patrick’s Nan was young. All of the
characters are well described and have a credible
part to play in the story. Dreams are used to
move the plot along and to enable Patrick to find
answers in ‘The Grey’. I found this book, original,
refreshing, challenging and enjoyable and hope
that it will be widely read by students and
librarians.
Judith Palka

Kipling, Joe
Blinded by the Light
Cillian Press, 2013, pp268, £7.99
978 1 90977 600 5

Joe Kipling has written a very
readable, thrilling and
plausible first book in the
Union Trilogy. The themes are
survival, abuse of power by
the elite, discrimination,
torture, loss and the question
of whether it is morally right
to fight violence with violence. The plot is well
written, fast paced and hard to predict. It is set in
a dystopian future, after a pandemic has
decimated the population. The light found a cure
and used it to protect those they deemed
powerful, wealthy and useful enough to live in a
stratified new society that they built on fear of
disease and the ‘ferals’ who lived outside their
boundaries. MaryAnn, daughter of one of the
powerful enjoys a privileged lifestyle until her
Unionist brother contacts her and her parents are
killed by terrorists. She has to face up to the
political realities of the Neighbourhood and learn
the truth about the regime and those who live
outside. It ends with a cliff-hanger and there is
also a hint of romance. It is a quick read and
should appeal to fans of The Hunger Games.
Judith Palka

Knowles, Jo
See You At Harry’s
Walker, 2013, pp307, £6.99
978 1 4063 4607 7

‘Harry’s’ of the title is a family-run restaurant
somewhere in America and this is definitely a
story about a family told through the eyes of the
third child, Fern, who feels unnoticed and
insignificant. Dad puts all his efforts into running
the business, while Mom is so stressed she has to

hide away to meditate. Elder sister Sara resents
her dependence on her family and brother Holden
has his own demons to fight at school. Only
Charlie, the afterthought, is entirely happy in his
rather grubby skin, accepting life as it comes.
When tragedy strikes, each member of the family
tries to deal with grief and guilt in his or her own
way and misunderstanding drives them all further
apart. As Fern says, the family circle was holding
hands and then they let go. The can only survive
by joining hands again.
If books can make you weep, this one will; but
the touch is light with plenty of humour, and the
handling of Holden’s sexuality is particularly
sensitive.
Kathryn Tyson

Maas, Sarah J.
Crown of Midnight
Bloomsbury, 2013, pp418, £6.99
978 1 4088 3494 7

In this sequel to Throne of
Glass, 18-year-old Celaena
Sardothien as King’s
Champion is personal assassin
to the evil King of Ardalan,
sent to kill his enemies. But so
far, she has faked each death,
warning her victims and
fooling the king. But her next mission is to kill
Archer Finn, first in a list of conspirators. And as
she knows him and doesn’t believe he is a
conspirator, this will be more difficult. Embroiled
in clashes between love and duty, and the
possibility of an old and dark magic rearing its
head, Celaena is engaged in a difficult balancing
act which gets even worse when a friend is
murdered, and she gets to learn more about the
resistance to the king’s rule.
Celaena and the other characters certainly have
their hands full! There are also, as we discover
towards the end of the novel, some intriguing
hints about Caleana’s identity. But what could be
an interesting clash of morality is rather undercut
by the limitations of the ‘young adult’ fantasy
format.
Celaena is a deadly swordmistress in a world very
different from ours, having survived dangers
which most of the novel’s readers could barely
imagine, but she is also a teenager, and the
emotional currents of the novel would not be out
of place in a sixth-form college – there is one of
the coyest sex scenes I’ve read for quite a while!
There’s nothing much wrong with that, and better
(some might say) romance than constant graphic
violence: there’s certainly enough plot
development in this novel to bring the reader
who started with the first instalment through to
eagerly anticipate the next one. I found it a bit ‘by
numbers’ if skilfully done, but I could certainly see
why readers would enjoy it.
Andy Sawyer
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Mac a’Bháird, Natasha
Missing Ellen

strengthened as they meet and overcome a series
of magical challenges.

O’Brien, 2013, pp256, £6.99
978 1 84717 353 9

Characters are varied and engaging, the plot is
inventive and the novel will appeal to readers of
11 upwards who enjoy fantasy.

Ellen is gone and Maggie is left to pick up the
pieces alone. What happens when your best friend
suddenly leaves you without warning? How do
you learn to carry on when you are the one
feeling responsible? Maggie is trying desperately
to come to terms with her best friend’s
disappearance. She had always thought that Ellen
would be by her side no matter what, but when
she starts to slip away Maggie tries everything to
get things to go back to how they were. The book
is written through flashbacks and diary entries,
weaving together the stories of Maggie and Ellen
together and Maggie alone. This is a book that
can be read in one sitting, but the hard hitting
content stays with the reader for much longer.
Ellen’s family life is a mess and when she meets
an older boy her troubles really begin. Skipping
school and blocking out her troubles with alcohol
set Ellen down a path that Maggie refuses to
follow. On the side-lines, Maggie realises that
even with the help of Liam, Ellen’s neighbour, she
can’t stop her from descending down this slippery
slope.
The book centres on the changing relationship of
the girls, but in the background is Maggie’s
blossoming guilt-ridden relationship with Liam.
This is a truly heart rending novel.
Erica Dean

Martin, Darragh
The Keeper
Little Island, 2013, pp280, £9.99
978 1 90819 584 5

Oisin finds a book in his
grandmother’s house – or
rather, the book finds him.
Oisin knows the book is
meant for him as it contains
the inscription For Oisin
Keane, Keeper of the Book of
Magic. Used to being teased
and ignored by his older brother Stephen, Oisin is
excited by the power the Book brings him and his
life changes dramatically, beginning with the train
journey home. To escape the menacing flock of
ravens pursuing the train, the Book prompts Oisin
to utter a spell which takes the train to the isle of
the Tuatha De Danaan. There, he meets the
magical Houlihan family and the mysterious
Madam Q and learns that the Morrigan herself
seeks the Book. Soon after, Oisin’s little sister
Sorcha is stolen away by the Morrigan, who will
only return her in exchange for the Book. Oisin
and Stephen then have no choice but to join the
magical ship Eachtra to travel to the Morrigan’s
Hill of Bones, where Sorcha is held captive. The
quest to recover Sorcha is full of incident; Stephen
and Oisin’s relationship is renewed and
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Sandra Bennett

Maryon, Kate
Invisible Girl
HarperCollins, 2013, pp272, £6.99
978 0 00746 690 0

Terrifying and beautifully observed, Invisible Girl
shows – no awful details spared – just what can
happen if an unwanted, neglected but ‘used’ child
is not looked after properly and finds herself on
the streets. Maryon’s page turner reveals, in a first
person narrative, Gabriella’s fate so graphically
that you want to reach into the pages of the novel
and take her to a place of safety as well as
begging her to talk to people who can help her.
Sent alone by her weak, feckless father and
appalling stepmother (a whiff of Hansel and
Gretel for the 21st century here) to Manchester to
her equally negligent mother, who’d abandoned
her years earlier, Gabriella just wants to find her
fondly remembered elder brother. Life on the
streets, crime and a near brush with prostitution
intervenes and you sense with bated breath that
unless she’s rescued soon all will be lost. There
follows a rather unlikely, but heat-warming, happy
ending.
Characterisation is strong in this disturbing novel.
No character is simply bad or good and the
complexities are well handled. Unsurprisingly
there is an afterword by John Bird, Founder and
Editor-in-Chief of The Big Issue and information
about the Railway Children charity. Plenty to
discuss here in PSHE classes as well as in English
where it could make a useful novel to share.
Susan Elkin

Marzi, Christoph
Memory
Orchard, 2013, pp330, £6.99
978 1 40832 650 3

Death is more interesting than life to Jude. Or to
put it another way, he has far more fun with the
dead people he visits in Highgate Cemetery than
the live ones he sits with in the Sixth Form. Six
months ago Jude began seeing dead people and
his life changed forever. He has never met his
mum and his dad works away from home
regularly, which gives him the perfect opportunity
to spend his evening partying with ghosts. This is
all well and good until he finds a girl alone in the
cemetery with little memory of who she is and
how she got there. She is in spirit form, caught
somewhere between the living and the dead, but
who is she and where is her body? The ghosts
name her Story as she hasn’t got one of her own,
but the more complete her memories become, the

closer she is to dying. Jude and Story race against
time to piece together what happened, but they
must endure many dangers along the way. This is
a thrilling change to the typical ghost story and
the twists in the plot keep the reader on their
toes. I loved the fast pace and the very unusual
characters.
Erica Dean

May, Elizabeth
The Falconer
Gollancz, 2013, pp336, £12.99
978 0 57513 040 1

Wow! I really enjoyed
reading this multi-layered,
gripping, clever and
passionate story debut novel
from Scottish author
Elizabeth May and will
strongly recommend it to
female students at my school
(it’s just not for boys). The question will be where
to shelve this book as it contains strong elements
of fantasy, historical novel and Scottish folklore, as
well as a lovely romantic plot. The heroine is
Aileana, a Scottish heiress in 1840s Edinburgh
who is stifled by the conventions and expectations
of her society. By night she ventures out to kill evil
faeries, one of which murdered Aileana’s mother,
with deadly precision and an impressive array of
homemade gadgets. Her sidekicks faerie Derrick
and seer Gavin help her but it is the faerie
character of Kieran who holds the greatest
mystery – and attraction – for Aileana.
The author successfully contrasts the restrictive
conditions of women in the 1840s with the earthy
Scottish folklore and throws in some imaginative
gadgetry to make this a timeless novel. Fans of
Twilight will like the seductive (but tame – no
need to restrict this) romance but will experience
a much more capable heroine who is as cool as
Buffy the Vampire Slayer and as wise as a
character from old Scottish tales.
A great, different and very imaginative book and
as this story ends on a nail-biting cliffhanger,
surely not the last we have heard of this author.
Annike Dase

McQuein, Josin L.
Arclight
Egmont, 2013, pp390, £7.99
978 1 40526 394 8

The opening paragraph of this dystopian book
draws the reader into a terrifying post-apocalyptic
world where ‘light is safety; light is life’. No one
has survived the fade, except Marina who cannot
remember anything about her life before Tobin’s
father saved her and took her to the Arclight.
Tormented and distrusted by most of her teenage
peer group, targeted by the rulers of the dark, she
needs to find her place in this world and to do
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that she needs help in answering questions about
the fade and the dark. Who are the fade, why do
they keep invading her world and what do they
want her for? Tobin wants to understand what
has happened to his father and whether there is
a dark side to Arclight.

atmosphere and the ‘plot line’ of the original. This
book certainly keeps the atmosphere, and tone,
but the plot has got lost in the abridging, alas. I
would recommend this for older teenagers who
need encouraging to read.
Alison A. Maxwell-Cox

This is a well written, thought provoking,
sensitive, fast paced thriller with touches of
horror, hints of romance and an intriguing plot
twist. I found it hard to put down and am waiting
to see how everything is resolved in the next
book. Arclight will appeal to fans of fantasy,
science fiction and psychological thrillers.

Pratchett , Terry
Dodger’s Guide to London: based on
original notes penned by Jack
Dodger himself

Judith Palka

Doubleday, 2013, pp144, £12.99
978 0 85753 324 1

Oliver, Jana
Briar Rose
Macmillan, 2013, pp480, £6.99
978 1 44724 109 6

Jana Oliver’s latest novel is a convincing blend of
romance, fairytale and life in small town southern
USA. The heroine, Briar Rose, has been cursed to
die on her 16th birthday but a bit of hoodoo
magic means that she simply falls asleep. The
main body of this novel is an adventurous take on
Sleeping Beauty, with a little steampunk thrown
in. Themes of friendship, family and loyalty
dominate the story, which reminded me a little of
Inkheart by Cornelia Funke but is a lot less dark
than the cover suggests. Personally, I didn’t find
Briar very convincing and the language was too
hip and sugary for my taste but I can imagine
dreamy girls from about 11 enjoying this a lot. It
should go down well with fans of fairy stories,
magic, adventure and a little tame romance and
the cover will sell it without much promotional
effort.
Annike Dase

Poe, Edgar Allan (Re-told by
Matthew K. Manning)
The Fall of the House of Usher
Illustrated by Jim Jimenz
Raintree, 2013, pp70, £6.99
978 1 40626 643 6

The appealing cover of this graphic novel, in
greens black and white, shows the prospective
reader exactly what to expect from this graphic
novel of the famous American horror story. A
Gothic mansion blazes light from an enormous
green moon, and a skull is disappearing under
the waters of the lake. There are three other Allan
Poe novels in the same series. A reluctant reader
could easily tackle the limited amount of text in
the book, and to encourage discussion, there are
questions, a glossary, and a biography of the
author at the end. The illustrations are in 19th
century costume, but the biography doesn’t
mention when exactly Edgar Allan Poe lived, or
where. When simplifying well-known texts for
reluctant readers, or non-native speakers myself, I
have found that it is difficult to retain the

Illustrated by Paul Kidby

Jack Dodger is the tosher
from Pratchett’s eponymous
novel – it is he who makes
his living from sifting through
the contents of London’s
sewers to make enough
money to keep body and soul
together. (If you haven’t read
Dodger you really must – a Dickensian novel but
with Charlie Dickens as a character rather than as
the author!)
This is the Dodger’s own tour of London around
the 1840s – at the time Dodger is becoming a
hero. This isn’t the Bradshaw’s Guide of its day –
this is the tour of London the nobs would see, but
also the London of the poor, and the toshers. So
there is ripe language and broad humour, as well
as the fascinating verbal history taken from
comments in Mayhews’ London Labour and the
London Poor. This mix of fact and fiction reads
well – both as a book to sit and read, as well as
a book to dip into.
The illustrations sit happily beside extracts from
Punch (the satirical magazine) and newspapers of
the day, adding to the sense of authenticity of the
book. Plus, those who get their interest kindled
by the text can follow up with more research as a
useful bibliography gives some pointers to further
reading. As a fan of both Pratchett and Dickens I
suppose it was inevitable I was going to enjoy
this book, but I do think that it will have a broad
appeal, as a light relief to a complex period of
history, or as a humorous but informative read to
Pratchett fans. Perhaps you would also find it a
useful information literacy exercise – find out
what is actually true, what has been ‘altered’ and
what is fiction...
Tricia Adams

Rawlins, Adam
The Strange Encounter of Sally
Shakespeare and Toby Tinker
Hawkwood Books, 2013, pp208, £6.99
978 1 90857 740 5

Blessed with an ability with words and a vivid,
overactive imagination, Sally believes that her
stories have a habit of coming alive in some way
when read aloud, so she is not happy when the

teacher, Mr Jarvis, reads out her story about the
Beast in the school’s boiler room.
Cursed by dyslexia and parents who are always
arguing, and worse, Toby reacts by being the
clown of the class and is always being bullied,
disliked for his inabilities by the other children.
When he disappears, everybody wonders if the
Beast has got him. After Sally discovers where
Toby is hiding, moral dilemmas abound. Even
though she comes to recognize the immaturity of
her beliefs as regards the coming to life of her
ideas, she falls prey to the danger of repeating
those mistakes as she teaches Toby to read,
threatening to infantilize him in the process,
because here is a much damaged boy. He is
terrified of being abandoned, as his parents
appear to have abandoned him through their
neglect and his father’s violence. But the children
are still at the age when play is an important
factor in their lives.
Sally faces a choice between her loyalty to Toby
and her inherent respect for adult’s authority: she
chooses Toby over the adults in spite of the
consequences that this will have – and Toby
actually grows in the process. How easy it would
have been for her to secrete clothing and food for
Toby is something of a question. And at times the
authorial voice is
somewhat heavy. Is a book
about 11 year olds as
protagonists always a
book suitable for that age
group, however? Whatever
the answer, this is certainly
a thought-provoking
novel, and a very openended story.
Peter Andrews

Ryan, Chris
War Dog (Edge: Rivets)
Franklin Watts, 2013, pp54, £5.99
978 1 4451 2345 5

Jamie’s account of how he lost his leg while on
patrol against the Taliban makes for
uncomfortable reading. He sees the death of a
friend (Doug) from the explosion of an IED
(Improvised Explosive Device) and that of the
man who got Jamie to safety (Sam) from a
sniper’s bullet, and the death of Charlie the
springer spaniel trained to sniff out buried mines,
from heartbreak at the death of Sam.
All told this is not a glorification of war but a
picture of its devastating effects. The horrors are
there, also the camaraderie and sense of duty of
the soldiers – and an indication of the cost of our
involvement in Afghanistan is given.
The book is all the more remarkable in that it is
written for reluctant readers of 14 or so, in an
extremely economical style, and achieves so much
within a brief text.
Peter Andrews
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Sanderson, Brandon
The Rithmatist
Orion, 2013, pp372, £8.99
978 1 4440 0953 8

Joel is the son of a dead
chalk-maker. He shares a tiny
room with his mother, a
cleaner at the prestigious
Armedius Academy. He studies
there thanks to the principal’s
friendship with his father, but
he has no friends, and he
certainly isn’t one of the elite. They are the
students studying to be Rithmatists. Joel is
obsessed with the magical, mathematical art that
is at the heart of Rithmatics, an art that enables
its proponents to do battle through elaborate
chalk drawings. Joel sneaks into as many
Rithmatist lessons as he can get away with. He
learns the techniques quickly, and longs to know
more. He would love to be a Rithmatist, but to be
one you have to be selected at eight, and he
wasn’t. His abilities lead an elderly professor to
teach him extra skills and take him on as an
assistant over the summer. As a result, when a
killer starts a terrifying campaign of violence
against Rithmatists, Joel is on hand. Suddenly his
life becomes very adventurous and very scary.
Sanderson has created a detailed fantasy world,
with new geo-political states, a complex social
structure, and an intricate art of war. Every chapter
starts with a diagram explaining a battle tactic.
Lovers of fantasy fiction and of war-gaming will
lap this up. But others will enjoy it too. The
characters are far from the ciphers of some
fantasy novels – Joel’s fellow-student Melody is
particularly interesting – with individual
personalities, motivations and responses to
challenge, and the plot has genuine excitement,
with plenty of twists and turns. This is Sanderson’s
first foray into teenage fiction. It won’t be his last.
Sequels are already planned, which will make lots
of readers very happy.
Anne Harding

Sedgwick, Julian and Sedgwick,
Marcus
Dark Satanic Mills
Illustrated by John Higgins and Marc Olivent
Walker, 2013, pp176, £12.99
978 1 40632 988 9

Christy is a motorcycle courier trying to deliver a
package in a grim and inhospitable near-future
London. The scientists and the politicians have
failed to deal with the environmental disasters
that have gripped the world and into this power
vacuum the ‘True Church’ are asserting their
authority by crushing any dissent. As Christy takes
a shortcut through the lawless streets of the
Capital her life takes a dangerous turn when she
rescues a man from one of the many street gangs
terrorising the decaying city. She is framed for a
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murder she didn’t commit and together with
Thomas (the man she rescues and an Atheist
campaigner) begins a quest to discover the truth
about the ‘miracle’ in the North.
A dark and thrilling story beautifully complimented
by the illustrations that are very much in keeping
with the tone of this tale. The pictures have a dark
and violent edge to them and I love the sense of
place which is used to ground the story in the
Britain we know today. Teenagers will love the
part which is set in a derelict Alton Towers! The
use of Blake’s poem throughout the book
alongside other biblical references and quotes by
Francisco Goya make this a thought provoking
narrative that should appeal to older teens. My
only grumble is that the brothers have built such a
fascinating world I want to know more than this
story shows. I feel like I have only skimmed the
surface. I hope that they dig down more into the
characters and the scary motivations of the ‘True
Church’ and give us a sequel.
Isobel Powell

middle of nowhere and a double, Oona, take her
place on the pretext that Paloma needs a rest.
What they don’t plan on is how Oona has her
own personality, which she refuses to subdue or
how the boot camp experience changes Paloma.
Things come to a head when both girls discover
what they have done, Paloma escapes from the
boot camp and meets up with Oona.
First impressions are that this is a fairly lighthearted book about the trials and tribulations of
being famous, but the story soon develops into
something more, with a message of acceptance,
tolerance and friendship. I enjoyed this more than
I expected to and it would make a good addition
to the library, particularly for KS3 girls as the
theme would attract them, but there’s enough
substance in the story to keep them engaged.
Barbara Band

Sherman, M. Zachary
Damage Control (Bloodlines)
Illustrated by Josef Cage

Sedgwick, Marcus
She is Not Invisible
Indigo, 2013, pp354, £9.99
978 1 78062 109 8

She is Not Invisible delves into obsession and
coincidence. At what point does obsession stray
into madness? These are concerns Laureth has for
her father, who has disappeared on a trip to
Austria; but his writer’s notebook, has turned up
in New York. Michael Walker wants to claim the
reward. By the time I read this I was hooked. The
very first sentence had my attention – ‘One final
time I told myself I wasn’t abducting my little
brother.’ So why does sixteen year old Laureth
need seven year old Benjamin, and his toy raven
Stan along for the ride? Benjamin is her guide;
she needs his eyes to navigate their way to New
York, to track down Michael Walker and to
determine the fate of their father. As Laureth
searches for her father she and the reader explore
the writer’s psyche, and the science behind
coincidence. Other reviewers compare this to The
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time. I
can see elements of White Crow.
SL reviews are usually of standard length – 200
words; otherwise I might be tempted to aim for a
354 word review. 354 is the key number that
surfaces coincidentally throughout the book.
Wendy Worley

Sheldon, Dyan
The Truth About My Success
Walker, 2013, pp352, £6.99
978 1 40634 065 5

Paloma Rose is a spoilt teen TV star, slowly going
out of control. When her latest antics start causing
ratings to fall, her agent, Jack, and her mother
plot to have her sent to a boot camp in the

Raintree, 2013, pp88, £5.99
978 1 40626 190 5

Set in the Korean War, this is a novel with colour
illustrations, and some interesting typography,
based on true events. The illustrated story is
gripping, and there are several ‘debriefing’ pages
interspersed in the text, which give facts about the
war, leaders, numbers of casualties, campaigns,
equipment, politics, geography etc.
War is not glorified, but portrayed as exciting, but
realistically dangerous. The story hinges on
management decisions made in the heat of battle
which could be mistaken, but which soldiers are
obliged to obey, even if their experience tells them
the officer is wrong. At the end there are
questions and answers with the author.
There are three other novels in the series, set in
other US wars. The American author is a
descendant of General Sherman, and was in the
US Marine Corps. Reluctant readers who like war
stories will enjoy this novel very much.
Alison A. Maxwell-Cox

Tasane, Steve
Blood Donors
Walker, 2013, pp256, £6.99
978 1 40634 405 9

This is a fast paced, excitement-packed book –
but it’s not for the faint hearted. Getting right into
the centre of the action, Tasane produces a
punchy and straight to the point story with no
waffle or flannel, but plenty of guts and gore. The
story focuses on Marshall O’Connor and the
residents of the dilapidated tower block known as
‘The Finger’, as they battle the ‘Megabugs’. To
begin with Marshall has to convince the other
residents that the over grown bed bugs exist and
despite the frequency of deaths over just a few
days, he struggles to be heard as residents, the
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local PCSO and even his mother believe he’s
involved in drugs and violence. Tasane packs in
plenty of gruesome details about the bugs’
proboscis’ suckering on to unwary residents and
slurping their blood out. The story is written in
street speak, so is a little difficult to articulate at
times. Reminding me somewhat of John
Wyndham’s 1951 classic The Day of the Triffids,
this is a thoroughly enjoyable read and I highly
recommend it. I guarantee that after just a few
pages, you’ll be scratching and thinking about
washing the bedding!
Elizabeth Baskeyfield

Terrill, Cristin
All Our Yesterdays
Bloomsbury, 2013, pp360, £6.99
978 1 40883 519 7

This is such a clever, nail biting thriller. All Our
Yesterdays is a tale of love and how it can
influence the decisions we make, both good and
bad. It has an intricately woven plot in which time
travel is the main device used to create and also
correct problems in history. Marina and James
have been friends forever, but Marina wants them
to be something more. She is constantly frustrated
by the presence of James’ friend Finn who always
seems to be there when she wants to show her
true feelings. Em must go back in time to save
Marina from the future and the heartache that
will harden her and change her life completely.
Will she be able to do what needs to be done in
order to change the future forever?
The characters are wonderfully drawn and the
situations in which they find themselves are
tremendously atmospheric. The malevolent
shadow of the Doctor is always present, chasing
Em and her accomplice through time in a bid to
prevent their success, and in the nightmares she
has reliving the torture she has suffered at his
hands. The twists and turns result in a
denouement that will leave the reader more than
satisfied.
Erica Dean

Tyler, Bridget
Drummer Girl
Templar, 2013, pp432, £7.99
978 1 84877 692 0

Drummer Girl is a compelling,
fast-paced read, following the
story of five girls who form
Crush, a band which has just
won the UK final of the
international talent show
Project Next. Their win takes
them to the glitz of Los
Angeles to compete in the final, complete with
the entourage that goes with it - manager,
producer, make-up and costume adviser etc etc.
So far, so glam. Yet beneath the surface of its
pink/black sparkly cover and its magenta-edged

pages lies a rich, dark and compelling novel,
which highlights the darker side of the music
business and the very real challenges facing young
bands such as Crush and the pressures on all
teenagers.

the death of his mother and the abuse by his step
father, and Webster, an ex-soldier who is haunted
by his experiences in Afghanistan, become
increasingly inter-dependant as they search for
answers to big questions.

Lucy Gosling, shy and unsure of her amazing
talent, is tasked, as the ‘drummer girl’ of the title,
with keeping the band on track; no mean feat,
with her own issues to face as well as the
temptations of the Hollywood social scene. This is
largely a story of friendship, the tests it faces and
the heights it can reach. Each of the girls’
characters is distinctive and well-drawn; each
faces their own dilemmas brought to the fore by
their success - eating disorders, drink, drugs,
relationships, university, parents, media...Through
the shifting narrative, each girl is given her own
voice and story, and, like them or not, Tyler’s
addictive writing means we feel we are close to
them and can understand them.

There is a dark, foreboding theme that runs
through their journey, and Wallis skilfully weaves
in fantasy, werewolves and philosophy as we are
taken on a road trip that leads inexorably towards
closure and disaster.

So vividly drawn are the characters that it is
strangely easy to get sucked up into their
individual and interlinking stories and almost
forget that this is a murder mystery too; the
unusual format of the novel, with its shocking
opening chapter and subsequent chapters
jumping back eight months in time to the events
leading up to Harper McKenzie’s murder, is
effective and adds to its appeal.
The speed of the turbulent and life-changing
events in the girls’ lives is reflected in the rattling
pace of the novel, but this is not at the expense of
their individual development.
Liz Smith

Various
Twisted Winter
Edited by Catherine Butler
A&C Black, 2013, pp144, £6.99
978 1 40819 304 4

Marketed as ‘Chilling Tales from the Darkest
Nights’ these seven short stories really live up to
expectations. From the spooky ‘Dark’ by Katherine
Langrish to the poignant and thought provoking
‘Flawless’ by Frances Hardinge. These are an
eclectic mix of stories that will have a wide
appeal, especially because each story could be a
quick breaktime or lunchtime read. Relevant not
just to winter but also to Halloween, this book
can be promoted and peddled out year on year
and will be enjoyed by all ages from 13 years
onwards.
Elizabeth Baskeyfield

Wallis, Rupert
The Dark Inside
Simon & Schuster, 2014, pp368, £10.99
978 1 47111 891 3

This really is a multi-faceted book, from a debut
author with a Theologian and Screenwriting
background. The two main characters, 13 year old
James, who is struggling to come to terms with

Much of the book is based within a travelling fair,
and the characterisation of some of the Romany
personalities are worthy of Gaiman or Sedgwick.
Ma, the matriarch, with her spells and puppet
sidekick, is particularly memorable.
Like many recent inspirational YA novels, this can
be read on many levels. Up to the age of 16
(although not too young), readers will enjoy the
action, adventure and chases, especially on the
suitably dark, forbidding moors. Older students –
and I would certainly include adults here – may
find the moral and religious undertones food for
thought.
I would highly recommend this
novel as worthy of praise, and
would not be surprised if it
becomes one of the
unexpected crossover hits of
2014.
Stephen King

Warburton, Ruth
Witch Finder
Hodder, 2014, pp376, £6.99
978 1 44491 446 7

London,1880. Luke Lexton, a young blacksmith
whose parents have been killed by witches,
undergoes an initiation ceremony to become a
Witch Hunter in the Brotherhood and in order to
complete this he is tasked with the job of killing a
young female witch whose name he has
seemingly chosen at random from the Book of
Witches.
Rosa Greenwood is a beautiful young woman
who feels she must restore the family fortunes,
which have languished since the death of her
father, by marrying her brother’s friend, the
charismatic, powerful but very dangerous
Sebastian Knyvet, whose family heads the witch
elite of England. When Luke takes up the job of
stable boy at Rosa’s home in order to fulfil his
task, he finds himself irresistibly drawn to Rosa, as
she is to him, and he is conflicted in his mission to
kill her.

Witch Finder is a gripping read which will appeal
to those readers who enjoy magic, adventure and
romance. Warburton’s Victorian setting is well
evoked and her family characters are well drawn
throughout. Highly recommended for readers at
KS3 or KS4.
Rachel Bowler
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Watts, Irene N.
Touched by Fire

12–16 Information

Tundra Books, 2013, pp202, £12.99
978 1 77049 524 1

Claybourne, Anna
Make It Change (Whizzy Science)

It is 1905 and in Russia
the Markowitz family fear
persecution from the
Cossacks, who are
enforcing brutal antiSemitic pogroms. Papa
sees America as the safest
place for them to be, so,
after fleeing with the
family to Berlin, he leaves them there and
travels on alone to New York where he works as
a tailor and tries to save enough money to bring
the others across to join him. Unfortunately,
things don’t work out as planned and daughter
Miriam ends up separated from her family and
forced to make the hazardous voyage alone,
travelling in steerage. During the voyage she
makes friends with another girl, Rosie, and the
two seek employment in New York as machinists
at the now-infamous Triangle Shirt Waist
Company where safety rules are flouted at every
turn.

Touched by Fire is a profoundly moving novel
from an award-winning playwright. The book is
written in a simple but direct present-tense
narrative which gives immediacy to the events
which unfold. The scenes on board SS Amerika, on
Ellis Island, and those describing the burning
factory are especially powerful. The factory scenes
are a harrowing reminder that fires in clothing
factories are nothing new and throw recent events
in the garment-making industry in Bangladesh
into sharp relief.
Highly recommended for readers at KS3 or KS4.
Rachel Bowler

Zusak, Markus
The Underdog
Definitions, 2013, pp160, £7.99
978 1 849 41699 3

I started this with great anticipation as I was such
a fan of Zusak’s bestselling adult novel The Book
Thief. This book is part of a reissue of a trilogy
that Zusak wrote before The Book Thief and
readers hoping to find the same quality of story
will be disappointed.
Written as the inner reflections and dreams of a
15-year-old boy, the author captures well the
conflicts of the transition from childhood to
adulthood that every young person faces but the
overall structure of the story and the
predominance on inner reflection over plot
development would leave many young readers
bored. Nevertheless the beginnings of the talent
that led to The Book Thief are obviously here and
some fans may find it an interesting read.
Anne-Marie Tarter
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Illustrated by Kimberley Scott and Venetia
Dean
Wayland, 2013, pp32, £12.99
978 0 7502 7734 1

One in a series of books to encourage hands-on
experiments, as it says on the front cover. ‘Crafty
experiments to explode and melt your way
through material changes!’ The contents list gives
the titles of the 12 experiments – everything from
‘Lava volcano’ to ‘Make your own butter’. Each
double spread includes boxes for ‘What’s going
on?’, ‘What next?’ and ‘You will need’ (these
latter boxes do not include the suggestion of ‘a
helpful adult’) The boxes do an excellent job of
explaining simply the science behind the
experiments. The text and cartoon-style pictures
mixed with diagrams and ordinary drawings give
the book pupil appeal. There is an index, glossary
and further reading including two websites. Some
of the simpler experiments could be demonstrated
at KS2, but in general using it with KS3 pupils
would be safer! Hopefully it will encourage
tomorrow’s chemists and material scientists. It is
possible brave parents of bright children might be
persuaded to buy a copy.
D. A. Barnett

Dawson, James
Being a Boy
Illustrated by Spike Gerrell
Red Lemon Press, 2013, pp192, £6.99
978 1 78342 000 1

This new non-fiction ‘help and advice’ book,
written by an ex-PSHE teacher, certainly pulls no
punches in covering those delicate sexual and
relationship issues which ‘...should be taught in
schools but aren’t’. Much of the language is quite
explicit, but the advice given is non-judgemental,
street-wise, and on the whole exactly what your
average confused, hormonal 15 year old boy,
struggling with self-image, embarrassment and
sexuality needs to read.

form tutors, guidance teachers and parents who
are struggling to help boys during that ‘difficult’
period. A fair number of girls would learn much
about their grunting, mono-syllabic counterparts,
as well!
Stephen King

Gifford, Clive
100 Weirdest Facts
QED, 2013, pp112, £7.99
978 1 78171 085 2

100 Weirdest Facts is one of a
pair of publications from QED.
The companion volume is 100
Grossest Facts. These books
will appeal to the students
who pour over each Guinness
Book of Records annual, as it
arrives in the school library. The
compact compendium of trivia knowledge can be
far more attractive than drier information
necessary for some parts of the school curriculum.
This taps into the fashion for ‘horrible’ history and
science. Whether each nugget of knowledge can
claim to be the weirdest ever is open to debate;
but then that can be said of any top 100
selection. The mix of facts does feel weighted
towards the United States, with more than a third
of the entries referring to the US. However there
are entries from the rest of the world and an
assortment of topics – computer technology,
science, sport and transport. Each page has a full
size colour illustration, with the key fact in bold as
a main heading, plus additional explanations and
a fast fact disc. Although the theme of the book
lends itself to sensationalism, memorable facts are
remembered for being bizarre. It will be
fascinating to watch students’ reaction to this
book.
Wendy Worley

Hammond, Richard
Richard Hammond’s Great Mysteries
of the World
Bodley Head, 2013, pp438, £14.99
978 0 37033 237 6

Chapters on contraception, sexual health,
orientation, dress sense, dating, starting,
maintaining and ending relationships, selfconfidence and current slang (some surprising
entries in here!) are all interspersed with a certain
wry humour and humility, and the illustrations add
to the light-heartedness of this book which
nevertheless covers difficult topics with a deftness
and matter-of-factness that should be welcomed.

I was disappointed, perhaps some children,
particularly boys who admire Richard Hammond
from his extensive TV appearances will enjoy this,
but I did not. I felt that it talked down to its
reader and was at times silly. Its premise is that
with Hammond’s advice the reader can set out to
solve these mysteries. To me it was crass to
suggest that the young reader could set out for
South America and discover who had created the
Nazca Lines.

Where to shelve this, though? I certainly wouldn’t
want Year 7-10 boys reading it unsupervised – but
to keep it safely behind the issue desk and force
Year 11-13 students to have to ask for it would
negate much of its ‘browsing’ impact. Perhaps it
might be more effective to target this to harassed

The Loch Ness Monster, The Bermuda Triangle,
Werewolves and UFOs to mention just a few are
indeed intriguing subjects and the text is well
designed to maintain attention and focus the
reader. I, like many educators, will be happy to see
a child entranced by this book rather than
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watching films about vampires, but I would like
more differentiation between fact, fable and
opinion. I would like reference to the considerable
scientific research that has failed to show any
truth in many such myths.
Perhaps I’m just a boring old fashioned pedant
but I sensed a book cashing in on celebrity status
and little else.
N.B. The

final 13 pages entitled Decision Time
include tick boxes and note sections to be filled
in. Readers may be tempted to do so.

Nick Hunt

Hunter, Nick
Campaigns of World War I
Raintree, 2013, pp48, £13.99
978 1 406 26137 0

This is a workmanlike account of the First World
War, attractively produced and giving a good
overview of the war. In particular, the opening
pages detailing the causes of the war the early
battles are skilfully done. All the major campaigns
are covered, including the Western and the
Eastern Fronts, the fighting in Italy, Gallipoli,
Mesopotamia, Palestine and the air and sea wars.
There is one howler, a photograph supposedly of
British soldiers in 1914 wearing the steel helmets
that were not issued until late 1915. Inevitably, in
the limited space there are some omissions. I am
not surprised that minor colonial campaigns are
omitted but more surprised that the Battle of
Amiens is not mentioned and that the period
from July to November 1918 which culminated in
the allied victory merits only two paragraphs. If
you do not have a book in your school library
giving an overview of the war then this book is a
good choice but there are plenty of other books
covering the same ground.
Charles Harvey

Murphy, Glenn
Supergeek! Dinosaurs, Brains and
Supertrains
Illustrated by Al Murphy
Macmillan, 2013, pp208, £5.99
978 1 4472 2716 8

As the introduction says this is both a book and a
game, so I suppose we can forgive the missing
index. The contents list gives four sections linked
to four sets of answers: Dinosaurs, Brains, Senses
and Feelings, Earthquakes, volcanoes etc and
Planes, trains and transport. At the end of the
book there are details of four different ways to
play the Supergeek game. There is a lot of useful
information here but I am not sure the format
works. Try it out on Years 8 or 9, they will be the
best judges! It could be a useful addition to
teacher resources, but the paper quality and black
and white pictures do not give it ‘pick-me-up’
appeal. Possibly one for the school bookshop?
D. A. Barnett

Nixon, James
Inventions (Know It All)
Franklin Watts, 2013, pp32, £12.99
978 1 44511 828 4

As the text states, ‘Almost everything around you
has been invented by someone, somewhere.’ This
book of course starts by selecting the obvious,
printing press. Internet, light bulb and motor car,
but manages to include some less obvious
examples too: mousetraps and tinned food.
Franklin Watts are experienced at creating this
sort of book; the author gives key information in a
short paragraph without either talking down or
becoming superficial, this is an enviable skill. The
presentation is attractive, a fine use of colour,
newspaper style of headlining and adding boxes
with ‘Amazing Facts’ or ‘True or False’ questions.
There are even jokes added to lighten the tone. All
such techniques engage the reader and in
particular will draw in the male, less enthusiastic,
reader.
The gun and the plough both appear without any
attempt at morality. Should we have cloned a
sheep or created the atomic bomb are unasked
questions. The text closes with a quiz, a glossary
and a list of ways to find out more details
because inevitably this only covers each topic
briefly and if the book has succeeded the reader
may want to know more on a particular topic.
This is a fine book for browsing in a school library,
an able KS2 could enjoy it but it would certainly
not be out of place in a secondary school for KS3
pupils.
Nick Hunt

Turner, Tracey
Beasts and Monsters (Ultimate 20)
Franklin Watts (Edge), 2013, pp24, £11.99
978 1 44511 451 4

There are 20 illustrated beasts and monsters in
this book – one per page. I do not think any of
them actually exist – but with some of them it’s a
possibility – the Loch Ness Monster maybe? Many
of the monsters are from Mythology and
literature, or legends.
A great book to interest the young person who
dislikes reading long passages – and it can be
used to play a game of ‘top trumps’ comparing
strength, intelligence, speed, magic, terror rating
and killer factor.
The game can be played using other books from
the series too; Greatest Conquerors, Deadly
Snakes, Footballers, Supercars, and Weapons of
War. I’m not sure how the categories work
between different subjects though – weapons of
war probably don’t have a very high ‘magic’
rating!

Vickers, Rebecca
Punctuation and Spelling (Find Your
Way With Words)
Raintree, 2013, pp56, £15.99
978 1 406 26162 2

This reference book is divided into two sections.
The first covers all the main punctuation marks,
gives textual examples and quick tips. While every
effort is made to explain these marks it is not
always easy:

‘Round brackets can be used to set off both
strong and weak interruptions to the flow of the
sentence.’
The second section deals with spelling and again
is expressed as clearly as English spelling can be.
This is a straightforward text with a friendly
informal tone which adds to the accessibility. It is
particularly pleasing to see three famous female
writers featured. There is a useful index and an
especially helpful glossary.
The layout is attractive but busy – colourful but
not too bright. A high quality of varied
photographs have been included although the
first photograph presents a rather negative image.
There is the usual amount of boxed texts for
information e.g. ‘Quick tips’, ‘Eat your words’ and
boxes for photo captions. The print for the main
text on each page is rather small and, at times
dense, although the bullet points help make the
meaning clearer.
What is confusing about this book is who the
targeted audience is. The friendly tone and
accessible layout might suggest a Year 8/9 age
range but the demanding text requires an older
age range and probably top set students. It is
unlikely to get strong demand, however, overall it
is a useful reference book to have in the library.
Rosamund Charlish

Waldron, Melanie
Plants (Essential Life Science)
Raintree, 2013, pp48, £13.99
978 1 40626 231 5

An excellent book for KS2 and
KS3. It has a contents list,
index, glossary and a ‘find out
more’ section to enhance the
other 40 pages. These are well
laid out with good illustrations
and varied text, with purple
‘did you know’ and yellow ‘what you need’
instruction boxes for the three experiments. The
sections on plant adaptations and defence are
particularly interesting and the whole book has
reader appeal.

These topics probably appeal more to boys, and
they are the most difficult to interest in reading. A
useful resource for the school library.

The five orange ‘Eureka moment’ boxes should
also encourage budding scientists. Yes add it to
the library, plants are really interesting – this book
proves it. The less able at Key Stage 4 should also
find it helpful

Alison A. Maxwell-Cox

D. A. Barnett
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Blake, Kendare
Antigoddess
Orchard, 2013, pp384, £6.99
978 1 40833 075 3

A high-school romance with a difference – the
boy involved knows he is really a Greek God and
that the Gods are dying – but the girl does not
know that she is really Cassandra of Troy
reincarnated and that other Gods are looking for
her because they believe she is the key to their
survival. I found myself researching the myths
about the immortal and heroic characters and it
aided my enjoyment and understanding of the
plot, although I still have not worked out why
Athena is being choked by feathers.
The setting is 21st century America and the
scenery is vast and brilliantly described. There are
touches of horror, fantasy and mythology. The
author has a good handle on building tension,
creating suspense and inserting humour into this
fun quick read for older teenagers (15+).
The ending is unexpected but beautifully written
and I look forward to learning how the author
describes Achilles in the next instalment of the
Goddess War Trilogy.
Judith Palka

Dufaux, Jean and Jérémy
Barracuda: Book 1 – Slaves
Cinebook, 2013, pp56, £7.99
978 1 84918 165 5.

Cinebook refer to themselves as ‘the 9th art
publisher’ because they specialise in European
comic books, but their latest offering is not for the
fainthearted. Their adventure series exploring the
world of piracy is no ‘Pirates of the Caribbean’.
Brutal, bloody, visceral and misogynistic from the
start, it is not for an audience under 15. The
reader is catapulted into a savage and corrupt
world where the pirates indulge in sexual slavery
and scourging and women are mere commodities.
Colourist Jérémy lavishes careful attention on each
panel, as if they were individual paintings, creating
a disturbing tableau of scenes as the decks run
red with blood. The different characters’ facial
expressions run a gamut of emotions from the
savage to the scared to the defiant to the angry to
the greedy to the lustful to the wretched to the
Machiavellian to pure hatred and contempt. They
are evocative and disturbing.
As the story develops, the unfortunate captives,
one of whom is keeping a secret, are taken to the
hellish port of Puerto Blanco where they are
subjected to unspeakable terrors. This book is a
graphic tale of dark deeds and while it may reflect
some historical truths, it is a troubling and
distressing read. It has two sequels, ‘Scars’ and
‘Duel’, and would be better suited to an adult
collection than a secondary school library.
Caution: 15+ rating for nudity and violence.
Tanja Jennings
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Flowers, Arthur and Chitrakar, Manu
I See the Promised Land: A Life of
Martin Luther King Jr.
Tara Books, 2013, pp156, £11.99
978 8 19231 710 6

Martin Luther King Jr.’s biography is told in the
form of a graphic novel using rap-style language,
illustrated with Bengali Patuan art.
The story is set against the transatlantic slave
trade and its continuing evils in the southern
states of America and the struggle to overthrow
discrimination against Blacks. Quotations from
King’s speeches are included in the telling.
As this is not a traditional approach to biography,
both incidents and names appear with little or no
explanation, although there are two pages of
notes at the end, dealing with people and
movements, along with further sections on the
artistic evolution of the book from its beginning in
the Patuan tradition – scroll art combined with
storytelling – through to the design of the book. It
is certainly a memorable work of art and the
telling of the story has impact, but the rap is not
easy to read. Whether this unusual approach will
appeal to more than a few readers is questionable
and might not justify the book’s place on the
library shelves. In spite of its remarkable design,
the book cannot stand alone – further information
would need to be sought from more conventional
reference books.
Peter Andrews

Marr, Melissa and Pratt, Tim (eds)
Rags and Bones: New Twists on
Timeless Tales

Orkney – who is captured by a man desperate to
marry and own her while she wants only to
escape back to the sea. It’s an interesting lyrical
exploration of the oppression of women and the
options they have.
Susan Elkin

Stine, R. L.
Red Rain
Definitions, 2013, pp370, £7.99
978 1 78295 144 5

R. L. Stine’s move into fiction for older readers
includes many features present in his
‘Goosebumps’ and ‘Point Horror’ writing. A
prologue introduces the main character, in this
case travel writer Lea Sutter, who ignores
warnings of an imminent hurricane to visit a
mysterious island where voodoo ceremonies are
still practised. Unfortunately, she is caught up in
the horror of the hurricane and is instead drawn
to two orphans of the disaster. Obeying her
impulse to protect these boys, Lea adopts them
and takes them home, setting in motion the main
plot spring.
It is difficult to identify the intended audience for
the book; while the readers of Stine’s Point
Horrors will be reassured by the plot-led formula
fiction, some gratuitous sex scenes, the regular
use of the f-word and the graphic descriptions of
murder victims may jar. Equally, it is difficult to
picture an adult reader being absorbed by the
predictable tropes of formula horror fiction and
undeveloped characterisation. An anomaly.
Sandra Bennett

Headline, 2013, pp384, £12.99
978 1 47221 052 4

Not Lost For Words?

This rather strange set of short stories consists of
tales written by quite well known (mainly
American) authors in response to established
stories, including folk tales and short fiction by
other authors. Most are effectively fantasy or
futuristic.

Calling all reviewers!

Carrie Ryan’s response to ‘The Machine Stops,’ for
example, begins where E.M. Forster ended and
explores the complexities of the original. Then
there’s Neil Gaiman’s characteristic reworking of
‘Sleeping Beauty’ and Kelley Armstrong’s
imaginative take on ‘The Monkey’s Paw’ by W.W.
Jacobs. On the whole though, as a book of short
stories it feels rather bitty – interesting, perhaps, if
you know the originals but hard to find any
coherence if you don’t – which is why it is unlikely
to appeal to most school students. And I’m
puzzled by the inclusion of several very short, but
illustrated, essays about works of literature which
don’t have a new short story attached to them.
My favourite in the collection is ‘Awakened’ in
which Melissa Marr plays with Kate Chopin’s ‘The
Awakening’. Eden, the narrator is a selkie – part
seal and part woman, a legend originating in

Reviewing for The School Librarian is not
an exclusive club and the number of
books submitted for review seems to
grow year on year. The more people we
have involved then the less taxing the
task is for all. At the moment we say
reviewers are likely to receive up to five
books, two or three times a year and
would have at least a month to read and
review them. If this is something which
appeals to you, then please do not
hesitate to contact me: joy@sla.org.uk
and I will send you a form where you
can express your preferences for types of
books and your special interests or
expertise.
I will also always welcome reviews from
our membership, even if you are not ‘a
reviewer’ but just when a book has
impressed you so much that you have to
tell someone about it!

Joy Court

Professional
Cottrell, Sue
Can I tell you about Stammering? A
Guide for Friends, Family and
Professionals
Illustrated by Sophie Khan
Jessica Kingsley Pubrs, 2013, pp48, £7.99
978 1 84905 415 7

One of a whole series of books devoted to
offering support for parents, teachers, friends and
classmates, indeed all those involved with people
suffering from e.g. Asthma, ADHD, Asperger
Syndrome, Epilepsy, Dyslexia, to name but a few.
As a rule I am not drawn to ‘hot-water bottle’
books, specially written to support a specific
group of children. I feel openings for discussion
come much more naturally through good quality
fiction. For instance, Ann of Green Gables rather
than Can I tell you about Adoption? or The
Trouble with Donovan Croft instead of Can I tell
you about Selective Mutism?
However, I had to eat humble pie with this book
about stammerers. I found it extremely helpful to
hear from an individual young stammerer, which
tactics a listener should employ to help (keeping
eye contact/waiting patiently/not finishing off
sentences for others) and which tactics make
matters worse (staring at the floor/looking
bored/firing quick questions at the speaker). I was
(but am no longer!) totally ignorant of the
McGuire Programme.
We are given a résumé of helpful hints at the end
of the book, plus a useful further reading list,
including websites and organisations that offer
support. There are even a few blank pages for
making personal notes.
Angela Redfern

Goodwin, Prue
Creating Readers: A Reflective Guide
for School Librarians and Teachers
(SLA Guidelines)
SLA, 2013, pp36, £13.50 (Members £9.00)
978 1 903446 78 2

The author is a well known
independent consultant on
all aspects of children’s
literacy and reading and
many of us will have had
the pleasure of listening to
her give an inspirational
lecture at a conference or
INSET day. When reading for pleasure has
unprecedented political profile, this thought
provoking Guideline could not be timelier. As the
author says in the Introduction, this does not go
into the place of reading in the new curriculum,
but rather it aims to reflect upon more general
topics such as: the process of becoming a reader;
aspects of literacy teaching and assumptions
about the teaching of reading. In doing so the
intention is to promote shared discussion
amongst colleagues and this publication will

achieve its aims if it indeed does get used to open
a dialogue between the English department or
subject leader and the school librarian. The very
first chapter in itself is incredibly useful because
here it ‘defines terms’. If only all politicians and
journalists could also be forced to read and make
use of these definitions, so that we all spoke the
same language when discussing ‘independent’
and ‘reluctant’ readers or what we mean by
‘reading books’ or ‘comprehension’.
Although most directly useful to primary
practitioners, every librarian who sees their
ultimate job purpose as creating readers for life
will benefit from reading this book. Secondary
school librarians will have a much greater
understanding of how a student may have arrived
at their school with reading skills way below their
peers or why able students can be so reluctant to
read for pleasure.
It may cause you to rethink your terminology and
library systems and labelling. It will most definitely
increase your understanding and communication
with these pupils. A fascinating and inspirational
addition to any staff library.
Joy Court

Ramsden, Ashley and
Hollingsworth, Sue
The Storyteller’s Way: A Sourcebook
for Inspired Storytelling
Hawthorn Press, 2013, pp256, £20.00
978 1 907359 19 4

Have you ever wanted to just open mouth, and let
a story fall from your tongue? Have you ever
wondered how oral storytellers remember the
diversity of material? How they transform stories
from the page to magical conjurings to keep you
entranced?
The authors have been running a successful
annual oral storytelling course for many years and
this sourcebook distils their approach to
storytelling. Step by step you appreciate the
greater depths of oral storytelling, rather than just
the surface narrative. The first chapter focuses on
finding the bones of a traditional story, and then
fleshing out through mood and visualisation. The
second chapter develops the story line through
physical experience and imagination. Practising
these oral storytelling techniques is a good model
for teachers to promote writing skills in pupils at
any level. Later chapters go into more story depth
of finding polarities, temperaments, thresholds,
pacing and levels of language to enhance the
storytelling, all of which have relevance for
written as well as oral storytelling. It concludes
with practical aspects of breathing (!), and
preparing for a performance.
It can be used individually, but works best in
groups of 2 or 3. There are many examples of
tales to tell (with sources), and summaries at the
end of each chapter.

Rook, Stuart and Charles, Tony
101 Multi-Skill Sports Games
Bloomsbury, 2013, pp112, £16.99
978 1 4081 8225 3

This is the latest in the ‘101 games’ series by
Bloomsbury – books on rugby and cricket have
previously been reviewed. Although many of these
games use football as their basis, more general
physical and fitness skills will also be tested by
careful use and selection of activities. Teamwork
and tactics are also a major theme of many of the
games, and many of them would be adaptable for
students of most ages.
The activities are well described and explained,
and most do not need huge amounts of
equipment other than cones, bibs and a variety of
sports balls.
As with other books in the series, this should be
placed in the teaching resource section of the
library, and promoted to PE staff, rather than
directly at students.
Stephen King

Also Received
A genuine classic, with the illustrated version
now available in a slightly more affordable
paperback edition, but which may be more of
an individual purchase, since students these
days do not often have the time to read
nearly 400 pages of narrative history. But
what a splendid narrative A Little History of
the World by E.H. Gombrich is, and any child
from 10 upwards would be able read and
understand the meaning and would forever
after have a real grasp of the sweep of
history from stone age to the atomic bomb
and wouldn’t society be a more tolerant place
if we all had that level of understanding?
Yale, £14.99, 978 0 300 19718 1.
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